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Elder Secrets of Glorantha

The year is 1623 S.T.

Since the creation of Glorantha, many ancient mysteries have lurked in the heart of this world, hidden from all the most daring. For more than 16 centuries the bravest adventurer-sages have sought these "elder secrets". Now you can hold the sum of their knowledge in your hands. But be warned; such knowledge is dangerous!

Elder Secrets of Glorantha is a new compendium of Glorantha lore, covering some of the most requested information on this magical world, especially concerning the Elder Races. This new, boxed module consists of two booklets and a detailed, full-color map showing exact locations for major Elder Races. The Deluxe Edition of RUNEQUEST and the Gloranthan Bestiary will be needed to fully integrate this new information, and Gods of Glorantha will be required to create characters who are members of any of the major cults mentioned. The two booklets that comprise Elder Secrets are:

The Secrets Book includes information on Monsters and Terrors (such as the Crimson Bat) with complete statistics, Unique Mysteries of Glorantha (such as the Egg of Erangalos Karastomabor), the Secrets of Dragonkind, full rules for Magical Crystals and Metals, Inaccessible Lands (such as Wongarissi, land of the feared Slarge), the Sky of Glorantha (the heavenly bodies), the secrets of Gloranthan weather, hero questing, and more. Many of these subjects are worthy of an entire chapter just for themselves, and future Gloranthan supplements will deal with some in more detail. But the Secrets Book serves as an introduction in the arcane and mysterious of the land.

The Elder Races Book covers all the important Elder Races, including the Aldryami ("Elves" to the uninitiated), Mostali (dwarves), Uz (trolls), Broos, ogres, Jelmre, Tusk Riders, and many more, as well as rules for character generation and previous experience. New RUNEQUEST religions, such as the Cacodemon and the Cult of the Bloody Tusk, are revealed. Most importantly, this booklet includes 25+ scenario outlines—one or more for each Elder Race. The Elder Races Book is a treasure trove of information for any RQ Gamemaster.

Elder Secrets of Glorantha is available now for $20.00 direct from The Avalon Hill Game Company (4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214). Please add 10% shipping and handling (20% for Canadian orders; 30% for overseas). Maryland residents please add 5% state sales tax.
Over the past few weeks, I’ve received a raft of letters concerning the games featured in recent issues of The GENERAL. Seems that there is something of a rift in opinion concerning my devoting space to the likes of ENEMY IN SIGHT, GETTYSBURG ’88, RAIL BARON. I am quite sure that this issue will only fuel that fire. And many of these writers did not stop at railing at my choice of topics, but also are moved to protest the use of “non-traditional” systems and approaches for the historical designs. Not for them area-movement games (such as TURNING POINT, STALINGRAD) nor card games (such as ENEMY IN SIGHT) nor introductory games (such as GETTYSBURG) nor solitaire games (such as PATTON’S BEST) nor political games (such as KREMLIN). These fellows went hexas, dice, numerical values on counters, and an opponent they can thrash. It would appear that they are uncomfortable with the thought that there might be a better way to recreate an event in history than with hexes and dice. Or perhaps they just can’t be bothered with the effort it might take to master a new system.

Avalon Hill has always been on the cutting edge of innovation in this industry. In its day, PANZERBLITZ revolutionized game design. UP FRONT was a re-design of TAC AIR, and the following still. THIRD REICH remains the best (so far as I am concerned) and most-playable of the games of grand strategy. STORM OVER ARNHEM spawned a rash of area-movement games on the tactical and operational level, of which next issue’s TURNING POINT STALINGRAD is the culmination. Solitaire designs, following the sales success of B-17, have become de rigueur for any profitable line of innovation, exploring the non-traditional, is the raison d’etre for the existence of the design staff here. It seems rather pointless (not to mention boring) to simply regurgitate rehearsed game systems that have already engendered a fanatic following. GETTYSBURG ’88 is becoming standard fare for introducing newcomers to the joys of wargaming. If regular reader reportage of what they have been playing is any indication, such unique designs as UP FRONT and TAC AIR remain popular, indeed, one would be hard pressed to point to many “traditional” wargames in the “So That’s What You’ve Been Playing” column at any time. In the loiter reaches of the RBG, the collective readership has placed 1830, CIVILIZATION, UP FRONT, KREMLIN, BRITAINA and TAC AIR among the top ten. Lastly, if sales are the gauge by which one is to judge success (and certainly, our management trends to this pragmatic viewpoint), a glance at the best sellers of 1988 for Avalon Hill (turn to Page 8 of this issue) would seem to show that the non-traditional, in terms of topic or design, dominates. In fact, fully half of our “All-Time Best Sellers” are not what I would call “traditional wargames.”

The fact remains that we are not The Avalon Hill Wargame Company nor The Avalon Hill Simulation Company, but simply The Avalon Hill Game Company. In that light, I fully intend to continue to devote the pages of this magazine to its line of games—as varied as that may be.
Welcome back to the streets of Stalingrad—only this time on a scale and intensity never before offered in ASL. RED BARRICADES is the first “Historical” module for the ASL system, complete with a huge, two-piece historically-accurate map depicting Stalingrad’s famous “Red Barricades” ordnance factory and surrounding environs. The mapsheet features new 1”-wide hexes for ease of play in those scenarios with high counter density. The factory complex alone, exactly adapted to ASL scale from actual German aerial reconnaissance photographs, spans an area approximately 31 hexes by 16 hexes.

Two countersheets provide (for the first time) markers for Fortified Building Locations, A·T Ditches, Cellars, Gutted Factories and Hand-to-Hand Melee. Included as well are Perimeter, Location Control and Burnt-Out-Wreck markers for the RB Campaign Game, plus extra Russian and German infantry and SW. Two new weapons also make their debut: the Russian “Molotov Projector” and the German StuG 33B assault gun. Seven action-packed standard scenarios (in addition to those for the RB Campaign Game) are offered, most of which utilize only a small portion of the map.

Also included is Chapter 0, which contains the rules for several new terrain types (debris, railway embankments, interior factory walls, storage tanks, single-hex two-story buildings and culverts), all colorfully detailed in the standard ASL fashion. Too, clarifications of existing rules for fortified buildings, factories, rooftops, road-negating terrain and armored cupolas are provided. Last but not least is Section 11—the “RB Campaign Games”—which comprises about three-quarters of Chapter 0.

RED BARRICADES features three separate Campaign Games (CG) which are designed for play exclusively on the new map, enabling the ASL gamer to create an ongoing series of interrelated scenarios. For instance, CG 1, “Into the Factory”, simulates the German effort of 17-29 October 1942 to storm the Barrikady factory complex. Each “day” promises a possible scenario, depending on whether either side wishes to attack. Now, for the first time in ASL scenarios, there are tomorrow’s victory conditions to think about as well as today’s. Since surviving units are retained for the next playing, a critical tactical dimension—conservation of force—has been added. Gone are those last-turn suicidal charges so commonly employed in standard scenarios.

RED BARRICADES is available now for $25.00 from The Avalon Hill Game Company (4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 21214). Please add the usual 10% shipping and handling charge (20% for Canadian orders; 30% for overseas orders). Maryland residents please add 5% state sales tax.
For those whose ideas of good gaming are limited to historical conflicts involving panzers and the poor bloody infantry, MERCHANT OF VENUS comes as something of a shock. Competition is fierce, but is founded on a race to make money quickly rather than on simple combat. Destroying opponents is not the point; being the first to cross a threshold of wealth is. Otherwise it does not really matter how much money one's opponents have been able to hoard or who has painstakingly constructed the most efficient economic infrastructure. Just as long as the player is the first to amass sufficient wealth to win, no one else's financial state really means anything. This does not preclude such "dirty" tricks as piracy and swindling, however. In fact, judiciously used, these and other acts of larceny and violence can figure importantly in a game of MERCHANT OF VENUS. However, they remain secondary measures in reasonably honest trade, and can be implemented only with optional rules anyway.

The main method of amassing profit is to travel about the star cluster in a tramp starship, trading in strange and wondrous goods with races that can be equally strange and wondrous—or just plain strange. There are robots whose creation myths center on kitchen appliances, tentacled manic-depressives, and some of Mr. Ed's more ambitious depressives, as well as a group of culturally deprived humans, among others. They have all been separated by the fall of an empire, once run by a species forbidden type of movement, results in his staying stationary in the circle until the next turn. Or, of course, he can opt for an alternate route, something for which the roll of the dice may leave little choice. (You can't stay still in space, if able to move you must do so.) It is possible for a merchant with a stubborn streak and a run of bad luck to spend several turns making a circuit of the navigation circles in the system called The Cloud, or shooting off into some system far from his trade routes, all while his opponents use their player turns for more productive pursuits.

Distance is the game is not spatial, but temporal. Players must plan strategy with a view of how long it would probably take to reach a destination, not just in terms of their distance in movement dots. The practical temporal, though not absolute spatial, distance between stars can be shortened by using a faster ship. Also, drives of different sorts can be purchased that permit their owners to disregard certain colored dots, shrinking space both temporally and spatially.

DOING BUSINESS

The first order of business is to fill in the blank spaces of the star cluster. There are vendors and customers out there, but they have to be found first. Another reason for exploration is the need to acquire some IOUs from cultures (as the first player to return them to the greater galactic co-prosperity sphere). Most often, players' initial stakes of cash are insufficient to fund the purchase of trade goods, unless the risk is taken of deceptively destroying these funds early. IOUs are a means of buying goods and equipment without resorting to imprudent cash outlays. As in all games with limited intelligence, knowledge is power. In MERCHANT OF VENUS, knowledge acquired first is also money in the bank. It is important to use the IOUs wisely, considering the relative values of the IOU and the item or items to be purchased. For example, the player who discovers the Dell culture receives an IOU of $60. As the Dell's export commodity (Finest Dust) is available for only $10 a load, immediately bartering the Dell IOU for the Finest Dust makes a bad trade, with the merchant in effect spending $60 for a $10 item. Waiting out a turn on the Dell planet permits him to buy two Finest Dust markers for the IOU and, while not quite as a disadvantageous deal, still ends up with the player paying a severely inflated price.

There are several alternatives in such a situation. Keeping to the example of the Dell, the player can exchange his IOU and $20 in cash to obtain a "yellow" drive (allowing him to skip the yellow dots when moving). Not as potentially profitable is the short run as trade goods, it nonetheless enhances trade in the long term, although at the added cost of diverted hold space. All but primitive cultures have useful equipment to sell, ranging from the $60 shield to a combined drive costing $300.

An IOU can likewise be applied toward purchase of a better starship. Together with the "trade-in" value of the player's current vessel, this frequently involves little or no cash expenditure.

A very attractive option is to simply hold the IOU until one has the wherewithal and opportunity to apply it toward a major purchase—such as expensive trade goods, a spaceport or a factory. There is no cost to save an IOU, and once held through the first temptation to spend it, can go a long way toward making an expensive item a reasonably-priced one.

IOUs provide an impetus for players to split up at the start of the game, each going his own way to find cultures ready to recognize their debt for discovery. Because of the consequent reluctance to follow in the tracks of others, it generally follows that the more players there are in the game and the higher the threshold of victory, the quicker the spaceport will be built. Similarly, in a solitaire or two-player situation, especially one with lower victory conditions, the game often ends before all the systems have been explored.

The primary objective of exploration is to establish trade routes similar to the "trilingual trade" of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, though possibly involving more than three points. This "circular trade", defined broadly, is a functional circle of systems in which the travel time between them is no more than two player turns, and where each culture buys the goods produced by the one immediately behind it. For this reason this is listed as the first principle of play in the Designer's Notes, and with very good reason. A circular trade route is a veritable money machine, one that can well decide the game.
A secondary objective is to find the home system of one's own species. The home system grants a twenty percent profit to all purchases, and can be the jewel in the crown of a circular trade route. Whenever possible, spaceports and a factory should be built there, particularly in a longer game.

A natural consequence of trade, and an extra source of profit, are the “demand” markers. Built-up demand can grant windfall profits even beyond regular trade. But a merchant has to seriously consider whether it is really worth going out of his way to exploit such demand. This normally requires extra transit time, first to acquire the goods concerned and then to carry them to their destination. Sometimes the time and money required is better spent on regular trade, especially if one does not have a circular route, or if an opponent has one who can thus close closer to the finish line as the player chases after distant demand markers. Then again, satisfying timely demand might make a losing player competitive once more in a hurry. As is true with most activities in MERCHANT OF VENUS, whether or not to take advantage of demand markers depends on the special circumstances of your position in each game.

“Fares” are another variety of bonus marker that can bring quick and easy money. Carrying them requires no payment, and a fare takes up only half the hold space required for cargo. Even more than demands, fares can be an excellent source of short-term profit. But like them, it must be decided whether the monetary return to transport fares is worth the effort. Furthermore, only in the most exceptional cases should a fare be picked up before its destination has been discovered.

Much more rare and thought-provoking—than either type of bonus are the “relics”. These are pieces of equipment left over from a bygone era that can aid navigation, reduce the effects of penalty ovals and markers, and, with optional rules, provide weapons. But as relics are often so rare they cannot hold space. If found in a “7” box, a relic costs nothing to pick up, and the cost of acquiring a previously-owned one from a culture remains fairly low. In addition, relics can be freely bartered throughout the map. Therefore, they combine the best attributes of equipment and IOUs, although they do fact improve on the latter by being universal.

A problem with looking for relics is that ten or more culture opportunities are required to acquire a spaceport. Once in port, trade can be conducted freely, overriding the limits otherwise in force of but one purchase and one sale/barter in any given game. It is necessary if a player is going to pass through penalties with any frequency whatsoever. Without it, he has the choice of either halting (and thus extending his time in space) or being nicked-and-dimed to death (a constant and aggravating drain on income). At $60, its price is low and a shield pays for itself in one turn in many games. At some point in the beginning or middle of the game, a player should buy the one shield he can carry in his ship’s hull. Two shields are better than one, but not absolutely necessary (although their desirability can be great if the “fort” rules are in effect or the Rastur are present). However, the second shield must be mounted in a hold, thus reducing the space available for cargo, and might not be cost-effective—especially on a scout or clipper.

Unlike a shield, no drive except a relic one can be carried anywhere except in a hold. Nonetheless, one in a transport or freighter can be very valuable, while two in a freighter can be indispensable equipment. A drive imparts a dramatic leap in speed, and one not solely dependent on dice rolls. Neither yellow nor red drives are exorbitant, and both are good investments. Buying both is not, however. Because of the greater hold space required to carry them, it is better to spend the extra $100 to purchase a “combined drive”, enabling the ship to skip over both color of movement dots. With the combined drive distance shrinks to a great degree, with the added benefit of nullifying all but the blue-colored penalty ovals.

In a longer game, ships should be viewed as complete when first bought, especially in a prolonged game. You need accessories to fully tap their movement capabilities, and to decrease the costs and hazards of space travel. Besides, the chance to customize your very own spaceship doesn’t come along very often in life.

OUTFITTING

Some of the most important decisions in the game are over the type of ship one is to sail among the stars, and how it is to be equipped. In the $1000-dollar scenario, the original scout ship is often perfectly sufficient for the whole game. But as victory conditions increase and optional rules are added, there is a growing need for bigger and better ships to carry larger cargoes, hold more equipment, maybe carry weapons, and move more quickly. In a longer game, a “scout” should be viewed not as the one to carry a merchant to riches and victory, but as only a temporary vehicle, to be traded in for a better one as soon as cash and IOUs are sufficient. Though possessing adequate speed, a scout’s two holds are not enough for the more intensive trade following the discovery of most cultures and the building of spaceports. In effect, the speedy scout is only useful so long as the game is still in its age of discovery.

A “clipper” is essentially a scout with better speed. It is frequently the first ship a player trades up to, as it is fairly inexpensive. Its holds are still insufficient for winning the game, but the increased speed decreases the time that its cargoes stay in space and hence are unproductive.

Probable the best all-round vessel is the “transport”. Its three hold spaces in handy when buying and selling high-profit goods at spaceports. Or it can be used to accumulate a drive, making it faster than a clipper; or it can carry a shield which, coupled with the one carried free on the hull, almost entirely negates the effects of the penalties. These options can be exercised together or apart, in that case increasing the value of the transport. The implication of how an extra hold can increase the options open to the merchant. As for price, if a clipper is traded in for a transport, the new ship is cheaper than a spaceport. At $300, the most expensive starship is the “freighter”—a five-hold behemoth. Its drawback, as any “fort” player is quick to point out, is that it is too large to be traded in for a spaceport. This can be offset to an extent by adding a drive. However, no drive can overcome a choice of only two pilot numbers per turn, making travel through navigation circles problematic (a task that the clipper is admirably suited). A freighter is not the right choice for repeated calls to the Space Station Planet. A freighter can be excellent for tapping small, usually unprofitable circular routes already copiously stocked with spaceports, however. An ability to sell five Servo-mechanisms at one call, for example, can bring very nice income in a big hurry. Moreover, a freighter can well exploit the build-up of demand. Just as the third hold of the transport increases options, so the extra holds of the freighter multiplies them. Assuming he has the ability to pay for it after buying the most expensive starship of MERCHANT OF VENUS, a player could well allocate his stock to one freighter, while retaining good-cargo-carrying capacity. Indeed, if he wished, he could make it a travelling death star, loaded with shields and weapons. There are times when the freighter is the most useful vessel available, most notably in a long game. But it should be noted that it is best used when buying one that a merchant pays for payload, not versatility.

Even in the shortest scenario, equipment is vital. Like all of the supporting systems in this game, its importance grows with the rise of the victory threshold and the multiplication of game turns.

The most crucial piece of equipment is the shield. It is necessary if a player is going to pass through penalties with any frequency whatsoever. Without it, he has the choice of either halting (and thus extending his time in space) or being nicked-and-dimed to death (a constant and aggravating drain on income). At $60, its price is low and a shield pays for itself in many games. As point in the beginning or middle of the game, a player should buy the one shield he can carry in his ship’s hull. Two shields are better than one, but not absolutely necessary (although their desirability can be great if the “fort” rules are in effect or the Rastur are present). However, the second shield must be mounted in a hold, thus reducing the space available for cargo, and might not be cost-effective—especially on a scout or clipper.

Unlike a shield, no drive except a relic one can be carried anywhere except in a hold. Nonetheless, one in a transport or freighter can be very valuable, while two in a freighter can be indispensable equipment. A drive imparts a dramatic leap in speed, and one not solely dependent on dice rolls. Neither yellow nor red drives are exorbitant, and both are good investments. Buying both is not, however. Because of the greater hold space required to carry them, it is better to spend the extra $100 to purchase a “combined drive”, enabling the ship to skip over both color of movement dots. With the combined drive distance shrinks to a great degree, with the added benefit of nullifying all but the blue-colored penalty ovals.

In a longer game, ships should be viewed as complete when first bought, especially in a prolonged game. You need accessories to fully tap their movement capabilities, and to decrease the costs and hazards of space travel. Besides, the chance to customize your very own spaceship doesn’t come along very often in life.
The most pervasive aspect of the combat rules is that players have to equip themselves for it even if it does not occur. Ships have to be outfitted with more than just the basic shields and drives, and shields grow in importance. In addition, of course, weapons have to be bought. The best is the laser; it costs $100, and one can be carried in a ship's hull. Much cheaper and equally potent is a "Nova Ball", which can be carried the same way. But its $20 price reflects a serious drawback—its limit to one use in combat.

Combat alters normal play by inducing the players to allocate hold space to more weaponry than can be mounted freely in the hull. Such basic armaments may not be sufficient, and certainly will not be if the Rastur are present. This makes transports and freighters more appropriate than scouts and clippers; and freighters assume a general purpose otherwise eschewed. Nevertheless, even with all this, unlike most other science-fiction games, in MERCHANT OF VENUS combat is much more dangerous than it is destructive. Spacemtions, spaceports and factories are through one combat-related means or another. Though a player might not run the danger of losing his ship, the player of losing precious cargo to an opponent with a ship full of weapons and the willingness to use them.

Inter-player combat can be devastating to the unprepared, and a serious nuisance even to those capable of fighting back. However, it's effects can be ameliorated to a degree by the players' concentration on other matters. Sometimes when combat rules are agreed upon at the beginning of the game, players will be so involved by the middle that combat occurs infrequently, if at all. Of course, all it takes is one determined aspirant pirate to upset everyone else's happy trading, making ignoring the possibility of conflict a cardinal error. An "arms race" usually ensues.

A component of the combat rules more likely to have a lasting effect is on trade is forts. If the Rastur are in effect, forts will be used to protect them away from your important trading points, particularly spaceports. Without the Rastur, forts will be emplaced by devious players with an eye towards reserving choice markets for their own personal use, or at least with an eye toward forcing opponents to pay for the privilege of trading there—either through paying the owner to pass the penalty or to spend more time in space.

Although a spaceport is also necessary in most cases, a fort can be placed at a junction of movement lines to interdict it. For example, friendly spaceport-fort tandems at the Neutron Port (Multi-Generation Ship system) and Goliath (Giant Planet system) dramatically hinder opponents' commerce between The Cloud and the adjoining systems, and between the Multi-Generation, Asteroid and War-Torn systems. In the process, the player also gains profitable spaceports, made safer by the accompanying forts. Expensive in the short run, such measures can yield impressive dividends in the long run, even more so when circular trade routes are involved.

In no case does MERCHANT OF VENUS take on military attributes more obviously than with the inclusion of the Rastur. These creatures buy nothing, trade with no one, and cannot be dissuaded from their incursions by negotiation or by bribery. Rastur represent the least attractive option. They augment the military aspects of the design and tend to intrude on the economic core. As this is the most distinctive mark of MERCHANT OF VENUS, this may not be for the better, depending on player preferences. Fortunately, they too are optional.

CONCLUSION
That MERCHANT OF VENUS is an unusual game is apparent as soon as one sees that its cultures include pacifist dinosaurs, talking horses and other creatures ranging from the cute to the bizarre. Its unusualness lies deeper than this surface, however. Many games, including CONQUISTADOR, PANZERBLITZ, and (in a science-fiction vein) STELLAR CONQUEST, deal with the development of economic structures of one sort or another. But in all of these, economics serve the assertion of political or military dominance.

It is the most profound departure from the norm possible, one that changes both the standards of victory and the means of attaining it. The successful merchant is not the one who grinds every opponent into the ground, but the one who simply gets rich quickest. One who consistently gets out of his way to frustrate the efforts of others while neglecting to maximize his own interests has a fatally inverted view of this game. Impeding the trade of other players is a part of MERCHANT OF VENUS, but only a secondary one.

The game's emphasis on economics is salient to its treatment of obstacles, in the form of penalty ovals and markers, including the forts and the Rastur. They are effectively a scattered form of extortion, as all it takes to pass them at full speed is a payoff in cash.

Again, MERCHANT OF VENUS is not a war game. Its competition is remarkably different from warfare. It offers a clear and striking alternative to our usual fare, one that might even prove addictive.
For those of you who have come in late, MERCHANT OF VENUS is a science-fiction game based upon the interactions of commerce.

No! Wait! Come back! Avalon Hill has not gone mad. The game is loosely modeled upon the European Spice Trade in the Indian Ocean back during the 16th and 17th centuries. Of course, you have probably heard almost nothing about the Spice Trade, so let me explain . . .

Believe it or not, Commerce is an interesting subject that is perfect for a game. It is intrinsically competitive, and it has a clearly defined objective; whether you are greedy or not, success depends on making as much money as possible. It is also challenging; there are dangers and opportunities in travel and trade, and you must invest your time and resources wisely to maximize your profits—and your chance at victory.

“Commerce” is the business of making money by travelling. It arises when overabundance drives down the cost of goods at one place while need drives up their price elsewhere. A businessman can make a profit simply by buying the goods at the first place, carrying them to the second, and there selling them. This is so logical that it appears simple, but the situation is not stable. Buying the goods at the first place reduces the overabundance and drives the cost back up; and selling the goods at the second place reduces the need and so drives the price back down. Additional trading provides diminishing profits, and the profits can stop completely when the overabundance runs out or the need is fulfilled.

Other merchants are also after these diminishing profits, which makes commerce an extremely competitive contest. Even if there are enough profits to go around, each merchant wants to buy before the actions of others can drive up the cost, and he wants to sell before the others drive down the price. Thus, the merchants are automatically in a race against each other. Money can buy advantages in this race, so each merchant must make as much as possible just to hold his own against the competition. The merchant who makes the most money can buy the most advantages and so gain even more of an edge; in the end he can corner the most valuable commodities and markets, leaving his competitors to fight over the scraps.

Maximizing profits is tricky, however, because it depends on balancing conflicting factors. There are four ways to increase your profits: 1) buy and sell more profitable items; 2) increase the number of items you carry; 3) reduce the time each trip takes, either by increasing speed or by taking shorter trips, so that you can make more profit-producing trips; 4) reduce your expenses. These factors often conflict with each other, so to find the most profitable combination you must find the best balance between the factors for your situation. You must, in terms of MERCHANT OF VENUS, balance the size and speed of your ship against its cost, the profits an item earns against the distance it must be carried, and so on.

This balancing act is tough enough in simple cases. When you are faced with a network where different distances separate places that buy and sell different goods at different prices, it can become complicated. When you then change the available factors by moving from place to place, maintaining the best balance becomes a real problem. When you try to make long-range plans to account for these changing factors, the problem becomes downright tricky. Finally, when you add in the fact that other merchants are merrily buying and selling, thus altering the prices, the equation becomes mind-boggling.

So commerce can be the basis for a very competitive and challenging game. The players can move around the board, buying and selling goods to make as much money as possible, while they search for the best combination of goods, routes and ships. The board itself can present problems and opportunities for them to cope with, and items that they can buy to help them out can be introduced. Every turn players will face the strategic question of how to invest their time and money, and the tactical questions of how to best implement their strategic decisions.

The astute reader will object that commerce doesn’t always work this way in the real world. That’s true, and it points out a problem: when the merchants find the best strategy and corner the best markets, commerce becomes repetitive and the challenge and competition both vanish. However, the trading network will eventually change enough to make the old strategy obsolete; and then a new race will begin. Commerce actually alternates between long periods of cornered markets and short
periods of frantic competition. Obviously, a game of commerce can be made interesting, so long as it models a period of competition. However, the same problem arises within the game itself; once the players find the best strategy, the challenge and competition of the game will vanish, and from then on it won't be played much.

Addressing the problem: Games Theory may recognize the "Transportation Problem", the most solved unsolved problem in mathematics. The Transportation Problem asks: given a network of places that buy and sell goods, how do you find the most profitable path through the network? There are several algorithms designed for specific networks and any network can be solved by creating a network with all its paths; but the problem remains unsolved because an easy formula to solve all networks has never been found.

The fact that any network can be solved spotlights the problem with any game of commerce, but the fact that no general solution exists suggests the way out: create a new network with each game, and hide it so that players cannot analyze it until they have discovered it. There are plenty of historical precedents for this. A merchant who discovers a new market can make high profits for awhile, so he opens himself up to competition. Tele-Gates were among the first to explore new territories when they opened up. On many occasions whole areas were opened together, which led to the widest kind of commerce.

There is, however, one example that towers above all the rest. In the entire commercial history of the world, the most spectacular period of discovery was the Spice Trade. When Europe's merchants followed Vasco da Gama around Africa into the Indian Ocean, they found a mosaic of cultures buying and selling a multitude of goods. Europe had little hard currency to spare and produced very little that the East wanted. A merchant could start with a small capital and build it up with astute trading right in the Indian Ocean. When he had enough money, he could buy precious goods to take back to Europe, without paying the exorbitant mark-up that Middle Eastern middlemen had been charging for centuries. The profits were fantastic.

The result was a merchant's paradise. A merchant could leave Europe with a little hard currency, build it up by trading in the Indian Ocean, and buy goods that were worth a king's ransom in Europe. The only problem with this plan was the competition from other merchants, so the Spice Trade developed into a huge gaming business, with every player looking advantages over each other. They invested in better ships and better equipment; they established ports and factories to help them in trade. They also invested in weapons, but the profits were so fantastic, and the distance from Europe so great, that commerce actually dictated war policy. Wars were prosecuted only so long as they produced profits.

This was Commerce at its purest. It was the perfect situation for a game of commerce... except that there was a paradox. To model the Spice Trade, the game should feature the historical trading network; but to model the competitive commerce, the network must change with every playing. There was no escaping this; the game could not model the historic Spice Trade directly. So I based MERCHANT OF VENUS on the Spice Trade, but I transferred it over to a science-fiction setting.

THE GAME

Most of the mechanics of MERCHANT OF VENUS have already been discussed in my "Putting Spice in Space" (Vol. 25, No. 1) and in Mr. Werbaneth's article preceding this one. The discussion below restricts itself to how the game models commerce.

The game situation arises from the Spice Trade: each player mans one ship, and the players start poor and race to amass a set amount of money (in the Spice Trade, this would be the cost of the goods they wanted to take home). The first one to get this amount has demonstrated the best trading skills, so he has a fair claim to being the best merchant.

The players move around the map to explore and trade. The movement system portrays both speed and navigation, and there are penalty locations that form "Tele-Gates" and additional penalties are hidden register on the map before the players can win. They are the imperial colonists, and are enemies of commerce. They provide an implacable enemy for a player to race against when he plays the game solitaire.

The final design recreates the competition and challenge of commerce quite well, I think. The players are in a race after money, and as they get the money they can use it to make more money. First, they must race to discover the cultures. When trading, the players race to get goods while they are available, and then race to sell them while the demand lasts. The faster they make money, the sooner they can buy more profitable goods, faster or bigger ships, and the ports and factories of their trading empire that will earn more money.

Each player wants to make as much as he can each turn, but this isn't easy. While exploring, he should stay ready to start trading if an opportunity arises. While trading, he must weigh the profits each trip will bring him against the risk he faces in the race to sell the goods. If a player discovers a new culture, he can buy drives to gain speed, or bigger ships, and the ports and factories of their trading empire that will earn more money.

Each player wants to make as much as he can each turn, but this isn't easy. While exploring, he should stay ready to start trading if an opportunity arises. While trading, he must weigh the profits each trip will bring him against the risk he faces in the race to sell the goods. If a player discovers a new culture, he can buy drives to gain speed, or bigger ships, and the ports and factories of their trading empire that will earn more money.

The Optional Rules recreate the limited combat of the Spice Trade, where combat served commerce. The players can steal goods, ports and factories from each other; they can build forts to defend against such attacks; and they can buy weapons to destroy the forts or indulge in piracy. They cannot simply destroy ports and factories—that would be unprofitable and difficult to do without showing their play against the Victory Conditions. They never lose money, but to maximize the profit a player should weigh the profits he expects to earn from them against the profits he could earn from other investment.

The Variant

MERCHANT OF VENUS provides a nice, solid base upon which to build variants. In addition to providing a simple movement system for combining speed, navigation, and hiding capacity, it also provides a balanced economic model that is very easy to play. These two aspects combine to be very handy when you're modelling such expensive pastimes as war, politics, or civilization. During the development of MERCHANT OF VENUS many alternative rules...
were tried and discarded. The variant here presents some of the best of these alternate rules, and the counters to implement them. (The numbered, a-cut variant counters will appear in Vol. 26, No. 3 of The GENERAL. Non-subscribers may order these are small; half of the holds are die-cut circuits.)

These rules add quite a bit of versimilitude and fun to the game, but they also add some complexity, unbalance the play a bit, distract the players from the commercial aspects, and/or increase the playing time. That’s why they weren’t included in the original game. Generally, each variant rule can be used by itself, or it can be freely combined with the other rules. (Personally, I like to use Variant Rules 1 and 3 whenever I play; the others I like sometimes, depending upon my mood and the number of players.)

1. FAST SET-UP:

To set up the game quickly, mix the goods markers in with the bonus markers, pick 20 markers, and leave the rest in the cup. Each time a Culture is discovered, pick four more markers from the cup and place them appropriately. Otherwise, put all markers in the cup and pick replacements as deliveries are made normally. Factory goods remain unavailable until the respective factories are built.

Comment: This rule is highly recommended. It shortens the set-up time considerably, and the early appearance of the Bonus markers makes the game faster and more interesting. The rule does serve to slow down early trading, but this serves to encourage exploration and the construction of factories, which leads to more efficient routes later on. The rule does make the solitaire version more exacting, however.

2. THE LOST "?" BOX:

Treat the asteroid in the Multi-Generation Ship system as a "?" box. A "?" marker starts the game there, and is discovered in the normal way.

Comment: The extra "?" marker can lead to a lot of interesting variations because the dot is so crucial in play. During the last stages of playtesting, this was discarded because it makes the game so very unpredictable.

3. VARIABLE NOVA BALLS:

During blast attacks, the player who rolls higher doubles the firepower of any Nova Balls he fired (so each Nova Ball is worth 40), and the player who rolls lower halves the firepower of any Nova Balls he used (so each is worth but 10). If both players roll the same number, their Nova Balls are all worth 20.

Comment: I recommend this rule, for it adds interest and uncertainty to combat when Nova Balls are in use.

4. OWN SPECIES BONUS:

On the turn you land in a city inhabited by your own species, you can buy and sell any number of items. Rule 9.41 does not limit you to one buy and one sale when you are with your own species.

Comment: This rule is highly recommended, especially for novices. The only problem is remembering it when you trade with the planet your species has settled.

5. CUSTOMIZED SPACESHIPS:

Different merchants have different ships with different capabilities. The same Cultures still sell the same sort of ships for the same prices, but when a merchant obtains a ship it is automatically customized to suit his species. He cannot choose to take a "normal" ship—he must take his customized version. To see how the ships differ, cross-index the ship type and his species on the 'Custom Ships' table. The differences are easily summarized:

5.1 The Human player uses the normal ships that come with the game.

5.2 The Whyhnom player sacrifices a little navigation control in the Cloud and Tele-Gates to gain a little speed in space.

5.3 The Eeeppep player sacrifices a lot of navigation control to gain a lot of speed in space.

5.4 The Nih player has fast ships that navigate well, but they are small; half of the holds are restricted to non-goods.

5.5 The Dell player drives scows that sacrifice speed for extra navigation; these usually have room for something extra on the hull.

5.6 The Qossuth player has unpromising torch ships that can go extremely fast, or extremely slow. They are uncontrollable in the Cloud and the Tele-Gates. However, they do allow him to carry an extra piece of equipment.

Comment: This variant rule allows the players to select a race whose ships suit their personal style of play, which can lead to a very entertaining game. However, the random set-up of the Cultures often gives the advantage to one group of ships or another. If this doesn’t bother you, then by all means use this rule (you can even pencil in the changes on the ship cards).

6. HAGGLING:

Each time a merchant buys goods from a Culture, he pays a penalty and collects a refund. He specifies the goods he wants to buy and calculates his refund; then he rolls one die to define his penalty and states whether or not he will buy the goods. Whether he buys or not, he can continue trading normally. Note: Haggling applies only to goods; factory goods and other items are not affected.

6.1 The merchant’s refund equals $5 for each Goods marker the Culture has for sale at the moment, plus $5 for each port, factory or fort on the dot he is trading at, plus $5 if his species inhabits that system.

6.2 The merchant’s penalty equals $5 times the roll of one die, plus $5 for every enemy port, factory or fort on the dot he is trading at, plus $5 if he is at a city or Open Port.

**CUSTOM SHIPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUMAN:</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Normal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCOUT</td>
<td>CLIPPER</td>
<td>TRANSPORT</td>
<td>FREIGHTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHYHNUM:</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>FAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll 2 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 3 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 2 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 3 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 3 Dice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double One</td>
<td>Double One</td>
<td>Double One</td>
<td>Double One</td>
<td>Double One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEEPEEP:</td>
<td>ROCKET</td>
<td>ROCKET</td>
<td>ROCKET</td>
<td>ROCKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOUT</td>
<td>CLIPPER</td>
<td>TRANSPORT</td>
<td>FREIGHTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll 2 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 3 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 2 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 2 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 2 Dice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use 1 x4</td>
<td>Use 1 x3</td>
<td>Use 1 x4</td>
<td>Use 1 x3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIK:</td>
<td>SPORTS</td>
<td>SPORTS</td>
<td>SPORTS</td>
<td>SPORTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOUT</td>
<td>CLIPPER</td>
<td>TRANSPORT</td>
<td>FREIGHTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll 4 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 4 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 4 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 4 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 4 Dice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use 3</td>
<td>Use 2 x2</td>
<td>Use 2</td>
<td>Use 2</td>
<td>Use 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrict 1H</td>
<td>Restrict 1H</td>
<td>Restrict 2H</td>
<td>Restrict 3H</td>
<td>Restrict 3H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELL:</td>
<td>SCOW</td>
<td>SCOW</td>
<td>SCOW</td>
<td>SCOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOUT</td>
<td>CLIPPER</td>
<td>TRANSPORT</td>
<td>FREIGHTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll 4 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 4 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 4 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 4 Dice</td>
<td>Roll 4 Dice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use 2</td>
<td>Use 3</td>
<td>Use 2</td>
<td>Use 1</td>
<td>Use 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1 Fare</td>
<td>+1 Equipment</td>
<td>+1 Equipment</td>
<td>+1 Equipment</td>
<td>+1 Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QOSUTH:</td>
<td>TORCH</td>
<td>TORCH</td>
<td>TORCH</td>
<td>TORCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOUT</td>
<td>CLIPPER</td>
<td>TRANSPORT</td>
<td>FREIGHTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll 1 Die</td>
<td>Roll 1 Die</td>
<td>Roll 1 Die</td>
<td>Roll 1 Die</td>
<td>Roll 1 Die</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use 1 x3</td>
<td>Use 1 x4</td>
<td>Use 1 x3</td>
<td>Use 1 x2</td>
<td>Use 1 x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1 Equipment</td>
<td>+1 Equipment</td>
<td>+1 Equipment</td>
<td>+1 Equipment</td>
<td>+1 Equipment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

- Roll: The number of dice rolled for movement.
- Use: The number of dice used for movement. Only these dice add to your movement points, and the player must choose one of these dice as his Pilot number. If called upon to roll more dice than the player can use, he must select which to use and discard the rest (discarded dice do not count for movement and cannot be used for a Pilot number). In no "use" number if given, the player may use all the dice he rolled.
- x2; x3; x4: To calculate movement points for the turn, multiply the dice used by the indicated multiplier. In no multiplier is given, the player has movement points equal to the dice used.
- Double One: One of the dice counts double towards movement points; the player may select which die is doubled. This die can still be used for a Pilot number, at its undoubled value.
- Restrict 1H, 2H, 3H: The indicated number of Holds may carry only Fares or Equipment. These cannot be used to carry Goods or Mercenaries.

+1 Equipment, +1 Fare, +1 Goods: The player may carry one extra marker of the indicated type on the Hull (without counting toward Hold space). For example, "+1 Equipment" allows the ship to carry a Drive on the Hull, an extra Shield, or an extra Laser, etc.
8.321 When an agent is on the same dot with a friendly ship or base, he can buy goods or equipment and place them in the ship or base; or he can sell from the ship or base. If there is no friendly ship or base on the dot, he cannot sell anything or any goods or equipment he buys is immediately jettisoned. [Clarification: When a merchant lands at a city where he has an agent, the merchant can buy one item and sell one item, and the agent can buy one item and sell one item.] 

8.322 When an agent buys a ship, it becomes his owner's second ship (see 8.4 below). If the owner already has a second ship, the agent cannot buy a ship. Agents can never sell ships.

8.323 Agents cannot pick up nor jettison Fares. 

8.33 When an agent moves on his own, he may go to any port, city or asteroid in the system he currently occupies. If he moves to an undiscovered city, he discovers the local Culture and his owner takes the IOU. Agents cannot move from system to system by themselves.

8.34 When the optional Combat rules are used, agents do not pay penalties and cannot be attacked. However, if an agent is in a Hold when it is hit by a blast attack, the marker is eliminated.

8.4 Second Ships: Each merchant may operate two ships at the same time. One of the ships must be large (a Transport or Freighter) and one must

---

**THE MERCENARIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a NILILIS</td>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Carnivorous Ivy</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b VOLOIS</td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>General Luck</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 GRAW</td>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Mud Guard</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 NIKS</td>
<td>PJ</td>
<td>Practical Jokers</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a DELL</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Armored Auditors</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b HUMANS</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Strep Corps</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 SHENNA</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Panzer Pack</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 YXKLYX</td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Field Team</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7a ZUM</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>Swarm Troopers</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 WHYNOMS</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>AirCav</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>$210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9a CHOLOS</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>Storm Flu</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9b WOLLLOW</td>
<td>TTTT</td>
<td>10-Ton Tapdance Troop</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 QOSSUAL</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Mad Dreams</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Description of Mercenaries:** (see the Gazetteer in the game for descriptions of the Cultures)

- **AA/40: Armored Auditors are CFAs trained and equipped to deal with the toughest.**
- **AC/70: The AirCav are airmobile Whynoms with proven massed firepower tactics.**
- **AP/30: Adventurous Pessimists are fatalistic soldiers of fortune.**
- **BC/30: The Bullet Company is a Wollow cultural exchange group that presents energetic productions of violent themes; they are temperamental artists who do not respond well to criticism.**
- **CI/30: Carnivorous Ivy are Nilis practitioners of Social Darwinism.**
- **GL/60: General Luck is a travelling field effect sold by the Volois. Apparently it is either an invisible entity, or an amorphous probability field.**
- **MD/50: Mad Dreams are Qossual psychoses so strong that they impinge upon Reality.**
- **MG/30: The Mud Guard are the lowest remnants of the once-mighty Graw Imperial Guard.**
- **NM/50: New Math is the latest Qossual revision of the laws underpinning the Universe.**
- **PB/40: Pass-in-Boo is a Shenna soldier-of-fortune, the epitome of the clever, individualistic feline—and highly successful to date.**
- **PJ/40: The Practical Jokers are Niks who use their wild imagination, zany humor, and bicephaline engineering skills to craft pratfalls for the enemy.**
- **PP/60: The Panzer Pack are Shenna military reformers, formed into a modern armored unit.**
- **SA/20: Stock Aides are swarms of couriers left by the extinction of the Graw Army.**
- **SC/50: Street Cops: are battle-hardened veterans who would prefer an honest war.**
- **SF/40: The Storm Flu consists of Cholos who invade a target and do random mischief.**
- **SG/40: The Street Gang consists of Human teenagers who want to get off the streets.**
- **SL/30: The Slug Guard were the first Graw guards, became ceremonial when the Imperial Guard was formed; and survived when the Imperian passed away.**
- **ST/40: Swarm Troopers are the standard Zum fighters, fanatics who attack on masse.**
- **SW/20: The Swat Team are Zum infiltrators.**
- **TS/20: Time Servers are the hereditary goldbricks and drags of the exact Graw Army.**
- **TT/60: The Think Tank is a mobile armored computer wargame, with ports for attaching an unusually large variety of input and output devices.**
- **TTTT/40: The Ten-Ton Tapdance Troop is a Wollow group known for its clumsy enthusiasm.**
- **WP/50: The War Pride is the traditional Shenna family fighting unit.**
be small (a Scout or Clipper). Second ships are bought from the usual shipbuilding Cultures for the usual prices, and they have the normal trade-in value. Only agents can purchase a second ship. When an agent buys a ship, his owner takes the ship card and places his second ship marker on that agent’s dot; the agent marker is eliminated immediately.

8.41 The merchant places the items he is carrying on his own ship card, and the items the second ship is carrying on its card. To avoid confusion, place a coin on the second ship card to distinguish it.

8.42 Each time a merchant takes his turn, both of his ships may move. He can move either first, but the first ship must complete its movement before he rolls the dice for the second ship. When both ships have finished moving, he may trade. If one ship’s move is interrupted, the other ship is not affected.

8.43 A second ship conducts trade exactly like a merchant. It may pick up and jettison Fares. It may even sell the old ship and buy a new one (of the proper size). When a merchant and his second ship are on the same dot, they may exchange items—even and ships. This is the only manner in which exchange may be exchanged.

8.44 When the optional Combat rules are used, second ships fight just like merchants. However, the presence of a second ship in a system does not prevent enemy revolts there.

8.5 Bases: Each merchant can own a permanent base on the map. Bases can be bought from any Culture for $120, and they have no trade-in value. Only agents can buy bases. When an agent buys a base, his owner may put his base marker on any port, city or asteroid in that system and the agent marker is eliminated immediately. A dot can hold any number of bases, but each merchant can own only one base at a time.

8.51 A base is an immobile ship with seven Holds. It cannot move, but it trades like a merchant (EX: it cannot jettison Fares). There are no cards for the bases, so the items in the base must be kept to the side, next to its owner’s ship card.

8.52 When the optional Combat rules are used, bases can attack and be attacked just like ships. Since a base cannot move away, each turn it is on the same dot with an enemy penalty marker it must pay the penalty. Like a ship, it can make one blast attack per turn before it starts trading.

8.6 A merchant can voluntarily eliminate any of his agent, base or 2nd ship markers at any time during his turn, regardless of how far away he is. He cannot voluntarily eliminate them when it is another player’s turn. Whenever a base or 2nd ship is eliminated, all of the items are jettisoned. Eliminated markers are immediately available to be bought again.

Comment: These rules add another level of complexity to the game system, and thus can slow play considerably: on the other hand, due to the increased efficiency of the trading system that may be crafted, profit can geometrically increase and so end the game quite quickly in its later stages.

9. MERCENARIES:

Place the Mercenary markers in the Bank. The back of each Mercenary marker shows its cost and the Culture that sells it. The front shows its firepower. Mercenaries have no trade-in value, and do not count towards victory.

9.1 Each merchant can carry his mercenaries in his ship(s) like Fares, except that each Mercenary marker fills up one Hold (like a Goods marker). He may also place mercenaries on his base.

When mercenaries are in a ship or base, they fight normally, on the dot where the ship or base is located. They can attack and be attacked.

9.2 Each merchant can jettison his mercenaries and leave them on the map. When a Mercenary marker is on the map, it must be supplied by a friendly port, factory, fort or agent marker on its dot. Each port, factory, fort and agent can supply only one Mercenary marker. If a merchant has more Mercenary markers on a dot than such “supply” markers, he must immediately eliminate the excess mercenaries. Mercenaries are automatically in supply when in a ship or base.

9.3 Each merchant can use his mercenaries and their firepower during the trading portion of his turn. His agent, base and 2nd ship markers can also use them. Mercenaries cannot use their firepower during movement.

9.31 Mercenaries do not inflict penalties, and they cannot fire their weapons during blast attacks. They cannot be the target of a blast attack; but if they are in a Hold when it is hit by a blast attack, they are eliminated.

9.32 A mercenary’s firepower can be used to pay for revolts on its dot.

9.33 After a merchant finishes moving for his turn, he can use his mercenaries to make an attack—new to MERCHANT OF VENUS. He can attack whether he landed, ran out of movement points, or stopped to avoid paying a penalty. He must use at least one mercenary to attack. If he landed at a port or city, he can make the attack at any time during his trading; and each attack counts as “buying” one item.

9.331 The merchant can choose any penalty marker or enemy mercenary on his dot as his target. He does not have to pay anything to attack, and he does not get any money if he wins.

9.332 To resolve the attack, the attacker and the defender each roll one die. Each player’s strength equals ten times his die roll, plus the firepower of all Forts and mercenaries he owns on that dot. If the attacker wins, the target is eliminated and his turn continues. If the defender wins, the attacker loses one of the attacking mercenaries (defender’s choice) and his turn ends. If it is a tie, the attacker’s turn simply ends and no losses are taken by either side.

9.34 Each mercenary on a dot adds 1 to its owner’s die roll during Swindles and Revolts on that dot; it adds $5 to his refund when he haggles there; and it adds $5 to the penalty when other merchants trade there.

9.5 Mercenaries can be the target of Swindle and Revolt attacks.

9.6 A merchant can voluntarily eliminate any of his mercenaries at any time during his turn, regardless of how far away they are. He cannot voluntarily eliminate them when it is not his turn. Eliminated mercenaries are immediately available to be bought again.

Comment: Depending on the inclinations of the players, the use of mercenaries can lengthen the game considerably—or have little effect. Their use against the Rastur should be obvious, especially if the variant rules for 2nd ships are also in play.
Ray Pfeifer, much taken by our latest SF offering, volunteered to showcase the game for our readership. But alas, having proven to be a robber baron of the worst sort, he couldn’t find an opponent. No problem, at least with MERCHANT OF VENUS, for the game has a maniacal solitaire system, whereby the would-be Trump of the 23rd Century pits wits with the Rastur, a system-driven plague of conquering worms. After several attempts, Ray seemingly obtained a result he was pleased with, and so reports on it here. Richard Hamblen, whose comments are in italics, looks over his shoulder.

To win the solitaire game, a player must discover the cultures, and then trade with them to amass $2000. His enemies are the 20 Rastur markers that start the game off the map in an “Active Pool”. At the end of each turn, there’s a one-third chance that two markers in that Pool will combine into one marker, and a two-thirds chance that the Pool will send one marker onto the map and “grow” a new marker. This creates two problems for the solitaire player. First, the Rastur will win as soon as there is less than one marker in the Pool; the player must win before this can happen. Second, the player must place each Rastur counter coming onto the map in an orbit box or port, where it blasts anyone who tries to pass it. So, the Rastur interfere with travel about the map, and each Rastur after the ninth will either shut down a system completely (occupying all orbit boxes/ports) or block an important route. On the average, two out of every three turns a Rastur will win before this can happen. Second, the player must place each Rastur counter coming onto the map in an orbit box or port, where it blasts anyone who tries to pass it.

Therefore, at the start of the game, the solitaire player is in a race to discover the best trade routes he can before the Rastur shut them down. To explore quickly, he should avoid things that slow him down (such as penalty markers that halt movement, Navigation Circles that can misdirect him, and unnecessary turns spent trading). He needs shields that can protect him from penalties and a Clipper ship to help him move (especially when travelling through concentrations of Navigation Circles and “?” markers). Once he has these, and has discovered a profitable trade route, he must settle down to do some serious profiteering. It is the speed with which he accomplishes these steps that determines whether the Rastur will, or will not, once again win the game.

MERCHANT OF VENUS has been one of my favorite games since being involved in the playtesting several years ago. During that playtesting, I tackled the solitaire system three times, losing badly each outing. I knew it was a challenging system, and so decided to get all the help I could before starting. The game’s designer, Richard Hamblen, graciously provided some insights into successful solitaire play.

He indicated that the $2000 version of the solitaire game usually lasts about 28 turns. His advice was to race for victory without trying to fight the Rastur. The key elements needed for such a victory are the acquisition of a shield and a Clipper in the first six turns, exploration of a large segment of the Cluster by Turn 15, with some serious trading starting between turns 14 and 16. Further advice was to invest in three or four ports, both to speed up travel/trade and to earn profits from commissions. One last element to carefully consider was the placement of the Rastur counters, with the most powerful being placed in remote corners of the board, and the weaker clustered in the center.

I was determined to follow his advice wherever possible, limited, of course, by the placement of the various cultures and the “?” markers. So, ready to master this challenge, I selected the blue pawn (Human) and, with my Scout ship and $20, headed out to test my skills in the Cluster.

Turn 1:

I decide to head for the Colony World first. [DR: 1, 5, 5] My dice roll is high enough to allow me to observe the culture there from the Comfort Station, and then either land at Cobbleport or continue on toward the Giant Planet. The culture turns out to be the Shenna (5), I decide to land and pick up their IOU since I have only two movement points left anyway. After landing, I immediately exchange the IOU for one Melf Pelt.

Rastur Roll: “6”, draw a 110-strength counter and a 150, moving these to the Reserve Pool, and a 240 to the Active Pool.

Since it is illegal to backtrack during a turn, Ray loops the Colony World to observe it before deciding whether to land or fly on. His decision to land is questionable. It costs only two MP (Movement Points) to land and two to take off, but this is probably just enough to keep him from reaching the Giant Planet next turn. If he lands there as well, landing here this turn will likely have cost him a turn. Melf Pets are not worth much, and it may take a while to sell them, so he probably would do better to use the lost turn to obtain better goods later on.

Turn 2:

Wanting to concentrate my attentions on the center of the Cluster in the early game, I decide to head for the Giant Planet. [DR: 1, 3, 5] My roll is disappointing, leaving me on a dot three short of Goliath.

Rastur Roll: “5”; draw a 100 and a 130, moving these to the Reserve Pool, and a 230 to the Active Pool.

Well, with that dice roll, he couldn’t land on the Giant Planet this turn even if he’d kept flying last turn (though he could have reached the “?” marker). Getting the Melf Pelt might have been the right move, after all.

Turn 3:

I’ll just continue movement toward the Giant Planet. [DR: 3, 4, 5] With this much, I decide to check out the “?” marker in the system. This will be a bad move if it turns out to be a $20 or $40-strength penalty marker. But I may never be back to the Giant Planet, so this is the best time to find out what secrets are hidden here. The marker turns out to be the Plug Switch, so it can be very useful, I decide to end my turn here and pick it up.

Rastur Roll: “2”, draw a 100 and place at Rainfall in the Trapped Rogue system. Move a 30-strength Rastur to the Transit Box.

A solitaire player always wants to turn up the unknown markers because Tele-Gates, open ports, and Relics can all help him immensely. However, nearly half the “?” markers are penalties that force him to pay a fine or stop moving. If he tries to move through too many “?” markers early in the game, when he has no shield and no cash, he can end up losing turns. At the moment, Ray can pay all but the worst fines, so running one “?” is a good gamble. When he discovers it is a useful relic, he is right to stop for it; it is a big help in the Navigation Circles.

Turn 4:

I head now toward Grandport. [DR: 5, 5, 5] Observing the culture from there, I find it is the Whynots (8). Although they sell neither Clippers nor shields, they do buy Melf Pelts, so I decide to land to get some cash to cover any penalty ouch. I may chance upon. In the trading, I sell the Melf Pelt for $110, pick up their IOU, draw a “Face to Base ($110)” for 7B, use the IOU and $30 to buy one Impossible Furniture. I now have $100 cash on hand.

Rastur Roll: “2”, draw a 90 and place at Dryport in the Desert World system. Move a 50 to the Active Pool.

Whenever a player leaves a Navigation Circle, he must choose one of the dice he rolled that turn and follow the arrows containing its number. For example, last turn Ray rolled a “3”, a “4” and a “5”, he would have had to select one and followed the arrow with that number. The number he chooses is his “Pilot Number”. Normally, a player must keep using the same Pilot Number throughout his turn, but the Switch Switch enables its owner to switch Pilot Numbers during his turn. However, here Ray rolled three fives, so his Pilot Number must be “2”. When he finds the Whynots on the Giant
Planet, he can either land and gain some money and better goods, or keep moving, exploring two systems and end up broke. He is probably right to stop and trade, but his exploring is progressing too slowly.

**Turn 5:**

I'll move off this planet towards the Multi-Generation Ship. [DR: 2, 3, 5] Using the "5" as my Pilot Number, I can land at the Space City. (Even with the Switch Switch, I will not be able to observe from the Neutron Port and then move to the city, because I rolled no "6"). Here be the Vols (1B). I use their IOU and $20 to buy one Voll Silk, leaving me $80 cash on hand.

Rastur Roll: "5", a 50 and a 120, moving these to the Reserve Pool; move 170 Rastur to the Active Pool.

Ray's combination of exploring and trading has cost him some time, but it has put him way ahead in money. If he hadn't landed on Turn 1, then with the same dice rolls he would have ended Turn 3 on the Switch Switch, and on Turn 3 he could have observed the Whynoms and Volos both and then landed where he is now. Therefore, he has spent four extra turns to gain $240 and the Air Foil. He'll probably make more by investing that $240 than he could by investing the four turns in some other manner, so he is not only avoiding the rigors of early poverty, he will actually earn more in the end. His strategy is definitely working, although it must be pointed out that he has been extremely lucky to find cultures who will buy the goods he is carrying. However, there is a dark side to this. Ray still has a lot of travelling to do. His extra money will allow him to pay for more teleportation, but by then the Rastur will often be in the way. In seven turns, the Rastur will start shutting down some systems.

**Turn 8:**

I now have a shield, but really need a Clipper to continue my explorations. I will head towards the reli SpiEye to see what develops. [DR: 1, 2, 5] I pick a Pilot Number of "5" and move towards the Poissonport in the Polluted Planet system. The "3" marker I cross turns out to be the relic Jump Start! If any Tele-Gates appear, this will come in very handy. Since I have only two MP left, I decide to stop here and pick up the relic.

Rastur Roll: "4", draw a 70 and place it at the Comfort Station in the Colony World system. Move a 50 to the Transit Box.

Ray rolls poorly, makes the best of it, and comes up holding the relic Jump Start! This will allow him to start each turn by jumping to any face-up Tele-Gate that shows his Pilot Number. From now on, he can spend extra turns exploring later on, but by then the Rastur will often be in the way. In seven turns, the Rastur will start shutting down some systems.

**Turn 9:**

I will move to the red dot first. [DR: 2, 3, 5] Observe the culture from the Poissonport, and I find the Dell (4A). I decide to keep moving, and continue through Painfall to the next "1" marker, which is an Open Port. Not wanting to waste five movement points, I continue on towards the Inhabited Moon system. I end on the red dot just three short of my Moonport.

Rastur Roll: "4", draw a 80-marker and place it at Desolation Landing in the Desert World system. (This is usually the last system I explore, and in my solitary games it often goes unsighted.) Move another 50 to the Active Pool.

The Open Port is very valuable because Ray can buy and sell any number of items on the turn he lands there, instead of being limited to but one sale (as at a city). However, for Ray, the Dell offer rotten goods so he is quite right to press on. If he doesn't find a better customer at the Inhabited Moon or Water World, he can always stop at the open port on his way back. Ray can use the open port to do any trading with the Dell, so Painfall and Poissonport are now available for dumping Rastur onto.

Speaking of the Rastur, despite what he says, it's a mistake to put that second Rastur in the Deser World system, closing it down before he knows what is at the Water World and Inhabited Moon.

Technically, a trading circuit has now been revealed: the Dell sell to the Shenna, the Shenna to the Whynoms, the Whynoms to the Volois and Nillis, who in turn sell to the Dell. Ray could just cycle through this circuit for the rest of the game, buying and selling; but the trips are so difficult and the goods offer such low profits that he probably couldn't win. A little exploration should turn up a far better circuit.

**Turn 10:**

I am moving towards the Inhabited Moon. [DR: 1, 3, 6] Observation from Moonport shows it to be inhabited by the Graw (2). So I land on the planet near Moonport. I would like to explore the "2" markers in this system, but I feel a need to press on, and the 150 Rastur at Minion is further in the habitable sector. I'll pick up the IOU. Since I have enough money, I decide to build a port here and place it on Moonport. Perhaps this one and the open port at the Polluted Planet will be the foundations of my trading network. Cash on hand now—$50, and a $200 deed.

Rastur Roll: "3", draw a 140 and place it at the Poisonport in the Polluted Planet system. Move a 50 to the Transit Box.

Counting his Voll Silk and Graw IOU, Ray has $570 to spend on Graw goods, and he can sell them quickly at the open port. It would be better if he could turn up a better culture in a better circuit, but the Graw are available now and they do offer a fast profit, as Ray promptly demonstrates. But first he builds a port, where he will do his "fancy" trading next turn. Notice that the Rastur have already started to interfere with Ray's explorations. Those "2" markers he had to leave face down might be Tele-Gate.

**Turn 11:**

I will move to my port at Moonport, so the dice roll is irrelevant. . . . [DR: 1, 3, 6] There I sell the Voll Silk for $220, plus a $22 commission. Draw a "Fare to Base" ($180) for 4A from the cup. Then I use the IOU and $110 to buy a factory, placing it at Moonport. I receive $20 commission plus a $9 commission for the IOU. Next, I buy the factory goods (Glorious Junk) for $100, gaining a commission of $10 plus a factory commission of $50. Last, let's buy a Space Spice (costing $30, but getting a $3 commission). This leaves me with $154 in cash and $400 in deeds.

Rastur Roll: "3", draw a 140 and place it at Whaleport in the Water World system; move a 50 to the Active Pool.

Ray's trading this turn is excellent. By trading in his Voll Silk and the IOU at the port, he collects commissions on them, as well as everything else he buys. Buying factories and their goods is a clever way to increase his net worth, although it reduces his cash on hand. However, it's a mistake to dump
a Rastur in the Water World system, where it will surely interfere with exploration.

Turn 12:
Movement toward the Polluted Planet.  [DR: 3, 4, 5] I'll land on the open port, "discovering" the Dell and picking up their IOU. I'll trade that and $40 for a laser (if I can find the rellic laser, these may come in handy by disposing of some small Rastur markers). Then I sell the Glorious Junk for $200 (drawing a +40 demand chit for Space Spice at 4B). Then I sell the Space Spice for another $80 (drawing a demand for Designer Genes at 1D). Last, I buy two Finest Dust for $20. Cash on hand: $374.

Rastur Roll: "5", move a 230 and a 240-strength Rastur to the Reserve Pool, and a 250 to the Active Pool.

With a full load of goods for the Dell, Ray properly goes straight to the open port, discovers the Dell, and sells his goods for a tidy $200 profit. Buying the Dell factory and factory goods would earn him an extra $100 when he finds a customer, but until then it would only serve to crippl[e his actions by tying up his money and hold space. With heavy trading in the offing, Ray wisely chooses the Fineart Factory instead, which is so cheap he can afford to jettison it if he later needs the cargo space. Buying the laser is, however, a moot point. It effectively costs him only $60 and he can trade it in for $50 at some point, but it will probably never get used. It really takes three weapons to fight the Rastur.

Turn 13:
According to Richard, this is almost the half-way point; I still don't have a Clipper, and I have only $774 of the $2000 I need to win. Whenever possible from here on out, I need to trade. I will move toward the War-Torn system.  [DR: 5, 3, 5] I'll observe from the Airhome, finding the Qossuth marker.  I move on to the red dot, the "5" marker. Instead, which is so cheap he can afford to jettison it if he later needs the cargo space. Buying the laser is, however, a moot point. It effectively costs him only $60 and he can trade it in for $50 at some point, but it will probably never get used. It really takes three weapons to fight the Rastur.

Ray skillfully zig-zags through the asteroids to avoid backtracking while he investigates the "5" markers. Now that he has found some Tele-Gates, he will have to select his Pilot Number carefully; each time he leaves a Tele-Gate, he must move to any face-up one that shows his Pilot Number. Note that he did not have to pay for that last penalty space because he ends his turn on it.

Turn 14:
I will move toward the "5" marker.  [DR: 2, 4, 5] It turns out to be the rellic Yellow Drive; I have enough movement to circle the system and end up back at the "5" marker, which turns out to be Tele-Gate #5. Continuing around the planet, I end my turn at the rellic Yellow Drive and appropriate it.

Rastur Roll: "4"; pick a 110 Rastur and place it on Paintfall (since there is an open port there I can sell it if necessary); move a 50 to the Transit Box. Utterly unbelievable! He finds a Tele-Gate and the rellic Yellow Drive! Ray takes advantage of his luck. The Wollow aren't what he is looking for, and that Yellow Drive is definitely worth stopping for.

Turn 15:
Next, I'll head for the Asteroid system.  [DR: 1, 3, 5] I can observe from the Airhome, finding the Qossuth marker. I move on to the red dot, the "5" marker. Instead, which is so cheap he can afford to jettison it if he later needs the cargo space. This excellent dice roll, so I move around the system to look for new opportunities among the undiscovered cultures, or he finds someone who buys from the Dell, he can exploit the trade circuit he has already built. However, his choice will probably commit him for the rest of the game; the area he turns his back on will become the dumping ground for the Rastur.

Turn 16:
I'll move first to the "5" marker "south" of the city.  [DR: 2, 4, 5] The new marker is Tele-Gate #3; so, I pick a Pilot Number of "2". Continuing on, I find Tele-Gate #2 on the next "5" marker, a 40-blue penalty on the next (losing $20), and move off towards the Ice Planet, ending the turn on another "5" next to the Ice Station (a red-40 penalty). My cash is down to $314 now.

Rastur Roll: "5", picking a 50 and 80 for the Reserve Pool, moving a 130 to the Active Pool.
Turn 19:
No movement this turn, just trading. I sell the Finest Dust for $50, and draw the Glorious Junk factory goods from the cup to replace it on the board. Then I'll purchase an Immortal Grease for $50. Cash on hand: $424.

Rastur Roll: "2"; place a 50 Rastur on Greatheame. Place a 50 in the Active Pool.

How odd. Buying one Immortal Grease is actually Ray's best move. He has to spend a turn to sell his Finest Dust anyway, so he might as well buy some goods for resale. He wants to buy Immortal Grease, since buying a factory and factory goods would tie up the cash he wants to invest in the Qossuth products. And he knows he won't find any open ports where he is going, so it would take him an extra turn to sell any extra Grease. Since he doesn't need the extra money, he shouldn't waste the extra turn, so he shouldn't buy the extra Grease available. Q.E.F.

Turn 20:
Since three of the four cultures remaining undiscovered will buy this Immortal Grease, I decide to move toward the Trapped Rogue planet to dispose of it and pick up their IOU. [DR: 1, 3, 5, 6] Since there is a 60-strength Rastur at Jewelporn, I take the long way around. And I can see if anymore Tele-Gates pop up. The first "1" marker is a penalty oval (blue-30), so I pay the $10 and move on to the second "1" (a red-30), paying another $10 to get to Rumbleport to observe the culture. It turns out to be the Cholos (9A). Using the Air Foil and the Yellow Drive, I have just enough movement to land on the planet. Selling the Immortal Grease for $100 (and drawing a demand for it at 7B), I use the IOU to pick up a Designer Genes. Cash on hand is now $504, with another $600 locked up in my deeds.

Rastur Roll: "6", taking a 50 and a 150 Rastur to the Reserve Pool, and moving a 200 to the Active Pool.

Finding the Cholos here is a bonus, since there just happens to be a demand for Designer Genes at the Qossuth. With some luck, Ray can jump right back to the Qossuth and make some serious money.

Turn 21:
I want to take the Designer Genes to the Qossuth where a demand exists, so I use the Jump Start to try moving to Tele-Gate #3. [DR: 1, 3, 5, 6] With that "3", I jump to the gate and then move on to the space city adjacent to it. To pick up some extra cash on this transaction, I'll first buy a port to place at Aerie for $200. That now gives me $800 in deeds.

Rastur Roll: "5", so a 240 Rastur gets placed at Wet Landing; a 50-strength one moves to the Transit Box.

Ray gets lucky—again. Having gotten just what he needed, right when he needed it, the rest of the move is straightforward.

Turn 22:
I will move to the blue-30 penalty spot first. [DR: 2, 4, 5, 6] Pay $10 to move on through the penalty, ending my turn on Aerie. There I sell the Designer Genes for $120, plus another $60 to satisfy the demand; and I get a commission on this deal of $18. (The draw from the cup to replace these give a demand for Space Spat at 3, and a "Rare" at 6.) Next I'll build the Qossuth factory at Aerie, spending $200 (but getting back a $20 commission). Then buy the factory goods for $120, getting a commission of $12 plus another $60 factory commission. Last, I'll fill up my hold with a Psychotic Sculpture (using $120 cash, and trading in the Air Foil for $40); this nets another $20 ($16 commission on the sculpture purchase, and $4 on the sale of the Air Foil). Now I have only $164 in cash, but $1000 in deeds. And I'm ready to make a big profit at the end of this trip.

Rastur Roll: "1", a 160 Rastur at Neutron Port, and a 50 into the Active Pool.

Expertly finishing off his trading with the Qossuth. One minor, but strange, point: I think Ray may have missed that penalty oval just to avoid Tele-Gate #3. He needn't have worried; even if he had rolled four "5s" and had been forced to jump to Tele-Gate #5, he would have had enough movement to make it back to Aerie.

Turn 23:
I will move towards the port at Ice Station. [DR: 1, 1, 4, 5, 6] Taking the long way around to avoid the 40 penalty marker, my ship ends at my port. There I sell the Infinite Puzzles for $250 (commission of $25), the Psychotic Sculpture for $250 (commission of $25). Draw two chits from cup: "4" to 4B ($120) at 6" and a demand for Immortal Grease at 7B. Next, I use the trade-in value on the Switch Switch ($50), the Laser ($50) and $100 in cash to buy a factory at Ice Station (commissions on all this amounts to $30). Lastly, buy the factory goods for $80 (with a $40 and a $8 commission) and one load of Mulch Wine for $20 (with a $2 commission). This leaves me with $594 in cash and $1200 in deeds. One more trip, and this trader can go home a winner.

Rastur Roll: "5", move a 70 and a 50 to the Reserve Pool, and a 120 to the Active Pool.

The big payoff. By trading in his Air Foil last turn, the Switch Switch and Laser this turn, Ray has converted his equipment into real estate. And by doing it at Human prices, he even gets commissions on both ends of these transactions.

Turn 24:
With but four Rastur left in the Active Pool, I simply need to reach the Jungle World system in one turn and there sell my two trade goods to win. [DR: 3, 3, 4, 6] This allows me to make it to the planet in fine shape. There I sell the Living Toys for $180, giving me $774 cash.

Rastur Roll: "4", placing a 120 at Terror Station in the War-Torn system; move a 50 to the Transit Box.

What else?
Turn 25:
No movement. Just sell the Mulch Wine for $60, which gives me $834. Combining this with the $1200 in deeds I hold, I claim victory in the solitaire MERCHANT OF VENUS.

Ray wins the game, sitting in port, and doubtless sipping some alien sort of julep.

Conclusion:
So much for my pre-game planning. I had meant to acquire a Clipper and shield quickly, but this was shattered by the placement of the cultures in the Cluster. My Clipper was acquired very late (Turn 19), but certainly did come handy at the end of the game. The placement of the cultures 3, 6, 9A and 10, of the Tele-Gates, of the relic Yellow Drive and Jump Start, were the keys to winning. I should point out that this playing was my fourth attempt at the Series Replay, the first three having ended in various degrees of defeat.

The prime tenet I have learned by these four playings is to take what the solitaire system gives me and adapt plans to meet the realities of the unfolding situation. The relics and Tele-Gates in particular, can often hold the keys to victory. Even early in the solitaire game, the player will be faced with some hard decisions, which must be based on limited intelligence of what lies ahead on the mapboard. It is how one handles these that will set the pace. As for the Rastur, they are both an annoyance, and conversely, the most important factor in the game—for the speed of their development and spread will determine how much time you have. Again, you must adapt your plans to meet the realities of their play. Just as you would against several live opponents. In short, the solitaire version of MERCHANT OF VENUS is both an excellent challenge in its own right—and the best training ground for the multiplayer game.

Ray won decisively, with surprising ease. It cannot be denied that he was very, very lucky—he found relics instead of penalty markers early in the game when he was weakest, and he consistently found customers for the goods he was carrying. But as important as his luck, each time he expertly made the most of it. I think he made some technical errors, such as in the matter of the SpyEye and in the placement of the Rastur markers on the map, but on a trading level he did an excellent job of settling on a sound strategy and pursuing it with some degree of skill.

I am not convinced that Ray's combination of exploration and trading is better than a strategy of pure exploration in the early game followed by a period of pure trading. Too much trade early in the game slows down your exploring (in this playing, Ray was still exploring on Turn 20). I much prefer to reconnoiter first, so I know where to dump the Rastur to leave my trading route intact. However, there's no denying that Ray's strategy won this game, and mine might have lost. I think I'll try a little more trading early, the next time I play MERCHANT OF VENUS solitaire.
Dear Mr. Martin:

Your issue of The GENERAL arrived the other day—it's excellent! I was especially pleased that you are updating them in the General and the Desert material. I wonder how common my situation is. I'm not really a big fan of ASL, although I have all the modules. It's just what everyone plays. I enjoy it, but I don't consider myself a fanatic. If truth be told, I'm probably the world's worst wargamer. My first love is the ASL player but the fact that anything can happen in the game is very appealing. Congratulations to all involved in the first chance I get upon arrival at my new address, I will renew my subscription, and will for another two years—

Robert Lesco
Bramalea, Ontario

Dear Mr. Martin:

I am very concerned regarding your comments about The GENERAL, Vol. 25. I was intrigued by the change in your opinion of the magazine and am guilty of being in the minority. I have spent countless hours playing The GENERAL and I have recommended this magazine to many others. I believe that your comments are based on a misunderstanding of the game and do not accurately represent the philosophy of the magazine. I am disappointed that you have chosen to write so negatively about the quality and content of The GENERAL.

Jeff Martindale

Dear Mr. Martin:

Thank you for the letter you sent reminding me of the impending lapse of my subscription to The GENERAL. I had totally forgotten that it was due. Yes, I would like to renew my subscription, and will for another two years—

Robert Lesco

Dear Mr. Martin:

As I sit here pondering the numerous possible reasons why The GENERAL should be late, I am thinking of the problems that arise in trying to run a large organization such as this. It is a very time-consuming task, and the fact that you have not yet renewed my subscription is a cause for concern. I hope that you will see the figures containing completion of Station orders transferring my family and I to Salem, Indiana, all honesty, I don't think we'll have any trouble. I can certainly see the problems that you are facing in trying to produce this magazine, but I hope that you will be able to overcome them.

Jeff Martindale

Dear Mr. Martin:

I realize this is practically ancient history as far as you are concerned, but I feel that I have to compliment The GENERAL on its many different constituents. I hope that your articles will continue to be as informative and interesting as they have been in the past. I look forward to seeing more of your work in the future.

Robert Lesco

Dear Mr. Martin:

In the course of looking over my back collection of issues of The GENERAL, for articles done a few years ago, I noticed something particularly intriguing about the figures. Across copies of letters I had written concerning two different articles. As I reread these, I realized that my contentions were not as strong as the problem it addressed. In the second case, I had the right idea for the wrong reason.

Jeff Martindale

Dear Mr. Martin:

I feel that I have to compliment The GENERAL before I begin. While I have only subscribed for a few years, I believe that it is a very valuable resource for wargamers and historians alike. I have often found myself reading through the issues and gaining new insights into the world of wargaming. I believe that the magazine is doing an excellent job in covering the many different aspects of this hobby.

Michael Kane
NEW WARS FOR OLD
A Variant for DARK EMPEROR
By Glenn Rahman

The Avalon Hill fantasy boardgame DARK EMPEROR is one of the more interesting items of its ilk. The concept of an invasion of a continent by sorcerors and vampires from another plane of existence is bold and imaginative. The system of magic is intriguing and the layout of the map—a sort of moonscape with seas—is unique. But the game is not without its problems. The movement-attrition system is almost unplayably harsh, and wins no prize for “realism.” Any expenditure of movement points subjects a stack to ruinous attrition; armies tend to waste away before they can come to grips with the enemy. Some important principles of play are left ambiguous, and the alliance system is merely a round-about method of achieving approximately the same order of battle in every game.

My hope is to attempt to amend perceived problems in the standard rules, as well as to add options meant to develop the potential inherent in the material. Where no new rule or variation is offered, players can assume that the standard rules hold.

5) SETTING-UP

5.7) Regional Variant Chits Randomly select a Regional Variant Chit (counters numbered “1-20”) from a cup and place it on the map within the borders of any nation (EXC: Zolaureuse) and read the explanation for it aloud (see Section 22 below). Repeat until every nation has one chit in play.

6) ACTIVATION & CONQUEST

6.14) The Necromancer may conduct diplomacy with Starkeep, providing he uses a leader other than Padrech dar Choim, Tol Morn or Mezal.

6.23) If a nation is conquered, half the gold in the national treasury is lost and is added to the treasury (or treasuries) of the conquering player. The remainder is retained by the “government-in-exile” of the conquered country.

6.34) If the control of a reconquered nation is restored to its original owner, the Kingdom regains its ability to collect taxes and raise units. However, if the Kingdom has been previously “Looted” by the conqueror, all future taxes raised are reduced by half (round up).

6.4) LOOTING

6.41) Immediately upon the conquest of a Kingdom, the conquering player must either loot it or not. If he elects to loot it, in his next three Recruitment Phases he may gather in the loot. No Kingdom may be looted for more than three turns per game.

6.42) The loot for the first turn of looting is equal to the Kingdom’s Taxation Value. The loot for the second turn is equal to half the nation’s Taxation Value (rounded down). The loot for the third and last turn of looting is equal to one-quarter of the nation’s Taxation Value (rounded down).

6.43) If a Kingdom has not undergone three phases of looting, a reconquest will allow the new controller to complete the cycle of looting. To do so, however, means that the nation cannot be restored to its original owner, and that any leaders or combat units belonging to the reconquered country must be removed from play (along with any magical devices in possession of the removed units at that time).

6.44) Loot may be added directly to the treasuries of the conquering (or reconquering) side.

6.45) Looting has no effect upon a Kingdom in regards to its value for Vampire Recruitment.

6.46) If a Regional Variant Chit reduces the Taxation Value for a Kingdom, the loot value is also reduced. (However, the variants do not increase loot.)

7) THE RECRUITMENT PHASE

7.31) To clarify, the Necromancer controls a conquered country and its Vampire Recruitment value if it has been assigned to his control. Otherwise, he controls territory for Vampire Recruitment to the degree that his vampire and undead units (and their uncontested zones of control) occupy it.

7.37) If a Kingdom has been conquered and assigned to the Necromancer, then is later reconquered and assigned to its original owner, the maximum Taxation Value for the nation is halved (rounded up). Being subject to a reign of vampires saps a country of its vitality. (If looted too, there is no additional penalty imposed.)*

7.38) The Necromancer is considered to have betrayed an ally if he uses any hex of that ally’s home Kingdom towards his Vampire Recruitment. (Even if a human ruler were depraved enough to allow vampires to prey upon his subjects, a revolt would surely follow quickly enough.) For the effects of Betrayal, see 6.16.

7.4) MILITIA (Optional)

Many players balk at paying the same price for a unit of the same type with a strength of “1” that another Kingdom pays for a unit of the same type with a strength of “3”. Because we have provided many ways to spend gold in this variant, the following is now offered to save some:

7.41) Infantry and cavalry units with a combat strength of “1” are considered low-quality but cheap militia units. Militia infantry costs 5 gold points to recruit from the force pool; militia cavalry costs 8 gold points. Note that some Kingdoms will have more available than others.

8) MOVEMENT & ATTRITION

8.18) No unit, either leader or combat unit, may travel more than 36 Attrition Points in one Player-Turn. (This is an important revision which will change play to a considerable degree. It acknowledges the fact that a leader is a real place; accordingly, going from point A to point B upon it takes time!)

8.19) If a combat unit is dropped off by a moving stack, it is still considered part of the original force for attrition purposes. However, in removing attrition casualties, the units eliminated first must be in descending order from those which accumulated the largest number of Attrition Points during the Movement Phase. Therefore, a unit that moved least is the last to be eliminated for attrition.

9) COMBAT

9.28) Taking part in a battle puts the safety of a leader at risk. The more active a leader has been, the more risk he runs.

9.289) After each battle, check each leader involved on both sides with a “Leader Fate Die Roll” to determine any casualties. The leader rolls against his (modified) Hero Rating (HR), as follows:

a) If the leader has modified the combat resolution by means of his Hero rating, to avoid being a casualty the owning player must roll less than or equal to the leader’s HR+1.

b) If the leader has not modified the combat resolution but has instead used a magic spell in the hex of combat that Player-Turn, to avoid being a casualty the owning player must roll less than or equal to the leader’s HR+2.

c) If the leader has neither modified the combat resolution nor has used a spell, the owning player must roll less than or equal to the leader’s HR+3.

9.282) Any leader may freely substitute his current Magic Strength value for his Hero Rating when making the “Leader Fate Die Roll”. [Remember, working spells or being injured in Heroic Combat reduces Magic Strength; Heroic Combat itself does not reduce Hero Ratings for this roll, however.] 9.283) If the leader was in the non-retreating stack in a combat, the die roll is modified by -1. 9.284) If a leader ends a combat situation alone in a hex with enemy combat units, the escape roll is made for him (as per rule 9.27) only after the “Leader’s Fate” die roll is resolved.

9.285) A leader who fails his “Leader’s Fate Die Roll” is a casualty of the combat. Roll a second die. A result of “1-5” indicates the number of complete game turns he is out of play. (However, a roll of “1” on Turn 3 means that the leader does not recover from his wounds until the end of the Recruitment Segment of Turn 5.) Place a wounded leader in any friendly city. If the casualty result roll is a “6”, the leader dies and is immediately removed from play.

9.286) If the injured (or killed) leader is the Necromancer or Tol Morn, the piece is never out of play for more than one complete turn, and they return as per Rule 16. However, if an enemy leader was carrying the “Sword of Loslom” or the “Sword Famir”, any injury to either of these two is handled as per 9.283. The leader possessing the sword, however, must have modified the combat by his own Hero rating, or have worked magic (successfully or not) in the hex of combat. [Leaders going in or out of battle as per Rule 16.] 9.287) To bring back a wounded leader earlier than the number of turns indicated, a friendly magician must go to the last hex the leader occupied (the hex of combat) and work a “Raise the Dead” spell. This acts as a healing spell, which immediately brings the leader back— in the caster’s hex (unless the wounded leader was the Necromancer or Tol Morn).

10) STACKING

All stacking limits are removed. The small army and fleet concentrations that players must wield must be crowded or ill-supplied in a hex 100 Imperial Zots wide!

11) DIPLOMACY

The standard rules on Diplomacy in DARK EMPEROR are perfectly acceptable. However, I here introduce some additional means to modify the “Diplomacy” dice roll.

11.4) GIFTS

11.41) Gifts are items given to neutral Kingdoms...
or, in the case of Gold, to Mercenaries. The giving of a gift will produce a modifier, which is added directly to the Diplomacy dice result. Any gift must be given before the dice are rolled. If a gift is made and an alliance follows immediately, the successful player must leave the gift in the possession of the Kingdom or leader who accepted it. This restriction is dropped immediately if the leader is killed or the enemy conquers the Kingdom in question, or if the gift is repelled by the enemy. If a gift is not followed by an alliance, the gift will be controlled by the player who later gains the alliance, with no restriction upon its use whatsoever.

11.412) A Living Sword or a Hero Sword may be given to the neutral leader as a gift. The Diplomacy dice roll is modified by the number rolled by the spell-caster when the sword was originally made; the higher the original roll, the finer the quality of the blade and, thus, its value. The sword must be physically brought to the capital city of the leader to whom it will be given.

11.413) To be considered a gift, the fleet must be moved to a port of the receiving Kingdom (this movement into the Kingdom for the sole purpose of Diplomacy will not cause the Kingdom to activate against the player). A fleet which was produced by a Wood Rune spell-caster increases the Diplomacy dice roll by +1. This is cumulative; thus, if the player has given the Kingdom two fleets, each subsequent Diplomacy attempt with that neutral Kingdom is modified by +2. Fleets may be given as gifts only to those Kingdoms which have at least one port.

11.414) Gifts of Gold aid Diplomacy, both for neutral Kingdoms and Mercenaries. Deduct the gift from the presenter's treasuries. The amount of the bribe affects the likelihood of success; announce the size of the gift and roll on the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Die</th>
<th>Amount of Gold:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>+0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number found by cross-indexing the die roll with the amount of gold gifted is the Diplomacy dice roll modifier. If the gift does not lead to an immediate alliance, the gold is lost. If it leads to an alliance, half the gold is lost; the remainder is added to the treasury of the receiving Kingdom.

11.5) OFFERS

11.51) Offers differ from Gifts in that ownership of the thing which is offered does not change unless the alliance is made at the time of the offer. Offers may not be made to Mercenaries.

11.52) A magic device may be offered to a neutral. It must be brought to the capital of the neutral Kingdom. The offer of such will modify the Diplomacy dice roll by a number equal to its Hero Rating or Magic Strength, whichever is higher. If an alliance results, the item is immediately placed with a leader of the new ally, under the same restrictions as a gift.

11.53) A conquered country may be offered to a neutral. If the conquered Kingdom has either been assigned to the Necromancer or to Zolahaureslor, ownership may be transferred. If the Necromancer has not used its Taxation Value for vampiric recruitment and if the conquered country has not been looted, such an offer modifies the Diplomacy dice roll by +3. If it has been looted or used for vampiric recruitment, the roll is modified only by +1.

11.54) The same device or Kingdom may not be offered a second time to any neutral which has refused the first offer of alliance.

11.6) The Diplomatic value of offers and gifts are cumulative, up to a maximum of +6 modification to the Diplomacy dice roll.

11.7) Oftentimes, Regional Variants may also modify the Diplomacy dice roll (see Section 22). These too are cumulative with modifiers from gifts or offers.

11.8) Modifications to the Diplomacy dice roll are in addition to those found on the Diplomacy Table (of the standard rules, page 16).

11.9) The Kingdom of Zolahaureslor requires special Diplomacy to sway it. It may never become a Necromancer ally. The Kingdoms player may always conduct Diplomacy with Zolahaureslor, even if he currently has no leader/ambassador present at its capital. If a Kingdom ally is present, however, the Diplomacy modifier for Zolahaureslor is ‘0’. This in turn is modified +1 for every Kingdom allied or conquered by the Necromancer’s forces. If a Kingdoms’ leader is present, Diplomacy is conducted in the usual manner.

11.10) If a leader is in a neutral capital when the Kingdom joins the enemy alliance, the leader enjoys ‘diplomatic immunity’. The leader is expelled, and moved to the nearest city friendly to his side.

13.1) ELEMENTAL RUNES

13.2) WATER

13.21) Part Sea: Restrict this spell such that the number of units which may move with the caster across an all-sea hexside may not exceed twice the number rolled on the die when the spell was successfully cast.

13.3) AIR

13.32) Fly: Restrict this spell such that the number of units which may move with the caster may not exceed twice the number rolled on the die when the spell was successfully cast.

13.5) METAL

13.53) Hex Metal: The caster may render enemy arms rusty or brittle, allowing a more successful attack or defense. Give +1 (if the caster is an attacker) or -1 (if the caster is a defender) die roll modifier for any fight fought in the casters’ hex.

13.6) WOOD

13.62) Frustration: Cast this spell at the end of movement. If successful, it reduces the Attrition die roll by a number equal to the die rolled to successfully cast it. (This causes trees and bushes to bring forth nourishing fruit to provision the marching army.)

13.7) MAGE

13.71) Telekinesis: The caster may project objects of any kind across a hexside. This may be used to move objects in or out of the enemy’s possession, or to place them in a more advantageous position. Give +1 (if the caster is an attacker) or -1 (if the caster is a defender) die roll modifier for any attack fought in the casters’ hex.

18.1) MAGIC HEX MARKERS

18.15) HEROIC COMBAT

18.152) DUELS BETWEEN LEADERS (Optional)

After movement, but before casting battle-related magic or resolving combat between stacks, the phasing player may challenge opposing leaders to a Duel. Duels may occur only in a hex where a combat has occurred, or in a hex where opposing stacks are adjacent. The phasing player names his leader offering the challenge. If an enemy leader is present, the opposing player must immediately accept or decline the challenge (if an enemy leader is not present, the challenge has no effect). If the challenge is declined, the declining leader(s) are spurned by their troops and may not modify the subsequent combat resolution die roll with their Hero Ratings. If the phasing player offers no challenge, the right to do so passes immediately to the defending player. However, no more than one Duel may be fought per hex per turn.

18.1521) A Duel may be fought either by arms or by magic; the challenged player chooses the means of combat. To conduct a duel, each player rolls a die. If the result is equal to or less than the appropriate rating (Hero or Magic) of that leader, a blow has been struck. If both players fail their die roll, or if both are successful, there is no effect. They may then either fight another round, or end the Duel by mutual consent. If ended by mutual consent, play proceeds normally, taking into account any temporary damage received by either leader.

18.1522) If one leader makes his roll and the other misses, the loser must take a blow. A blow reduces his appropriate rating (Hero or Magic) by one. If the relevant rating is reduced to ‘0’ by the blow, the affected leader dies. A leader who is struck may yield in that or a later round (unless killed by the blow). A leader who yields may not use his Hero or Magic or Magic-casting abilities, nor any Magic Device he holds, for the remainder of the Combat Phase. Other leaders of the side which yields are not affected in any manner.

18.1523) Using Magic in a Duel is not the same as casting a spell. While being struck in a Magical combat reduces a leader’s Magic Rating, merely choosing to duel by Magic does not.

18.1524) There is no limit to the number of rounds that may be fought in a Duel. It ends by mutual consent, by yielding, or by the death of one of the duellists. At the end of the game turn, all damage from a Duel is removed from the leaders of both players.

18.1525) Because they do not normally fear death, the leaders Padrech dar Choim and Tol Morn may not issue a challenge, unless the enemy stock contains the Sword Loslom or Sword Famir. If either leader is slain by a foe using one of these swords in a Duel, he is permanently removed from play.

19) MERCENARIES

19.1) DIPLOMACY WITH MERCENARIES

Because leader movement is no longer universal, we shall restrict the re-entry of any leader who acts as an ambassador to Mercenaries. The ambassador must re-enter the map at the hex where he left it, at the hex where the mercenary he recruited enters, or at a friendly-controlled city of his home Kingdom. The Necromancer, Tol Morn and Mezal may return to any friendly city in a country currently assigned to the Necromancer’s side.

21) SUPPLY

21.1) Combat units in an enemy Kingdom may have to forage to avoid attrition. If a unit in an enemy Kingdom moves during the friendly Movement Phase, it need not forage (it merely accumulates normal attrition). However, if a stack or unit does not move, it must forage locally.

21.11) Units located in a home, allied, or conquered enemy Kingdom need not forage. Ships do not need to forage, unless occupying a port of an unconquered enemy Kingdom.

21.2) In the “Stacking Judgement Segment”, an unowned stack which requires forage accrues “Attrition Points” (AP) as follows:

- Each Infantry Unit: 1 AP
- Each Cavalry Unit: 2 AP
- Each Naval Unit: 2 AP
- Each Rocruder Unit: 2 AP
21.3) A foraging stack acquires forage equal to the Tax Value of the hex it occupies, plus the Tax Value of all hexes into which its uncontested ZOC extends. From the stack's AP total, subtract this forage value. Any surplus is the Attrition Point total which remains to be cross-indexed on the Attrition Table (see sidebar).

21.4) A stack may supplement forage with external supply. If the phasing player is able to show a path 20 Attrition Points or less to a friendly city (in a friendly or conquered Kingdom) from the stack, the player may spend Tax Points from the city to eliminate any surplus AP accrued by the foraging stack. One AP is eliminated for every two treasury points spent (by the Kingdom to which supply is traced). If the player wishes to originate supply from a Kingdom which has insufficient Tax Points in reserve, any other friendly Kingdom(s) may provide gold to the supplying Kingdom (as per Rule 7.22). If the supply source is a conquered Kingdom, the Kingdom to which it is assigned must pay for the supply.

21.5) External supply may travel in any combination of sea and land hexes. It accrues Attrition Points as though units had been deployed in the hex. The supply route must avoid enemy ZOC. Enemy land ZOC block supply travelling by land only, and naval ZOC block supply travelling by water only. Both naval and land units block supply passing through a river or port hex. A friendly unit in a hex negates the enemy ZOC for supply purposes through that hex.

21.6) External supply travelling by sea must pass through a port in a friendly or conquered Kingdom. Likewise, it may reach land via a similar port, or one physically occupied by friendly combat units.

21.7) External supply may not originate in an conquered Kingdom assigned to the Necromancer after he has used it for vampire recruitment. If the Kingdom is reconquered, or given to another Kingdom with a treasury, it may again be used as an external supply source.

22) REGIONAL VARIANTS

22.1) Politics, economic cycles, personal idiosyncrasies of rulers, natural disaster and other factors often have a bearing on military affairs and foreign alliances. The following rules will add an element of unpredictability and individuality to the Kingdoms of Loslon.

22.2) Make twenty (20) counters and number them sequentially from "1" to "20". Place these in a cup. This is the "Regional Variant Randomizer".

22.21) Each chit represents one of 20 variations described below. When assigned to a Kingdom at the start of the game, the Regional Variant remains in effect for the duration of the game—or until its conditions are met. The vampires, Zolahauerslor, monsters and mercenaries do not receive a Regional Variant.

22.22) Usually the Regional Variant paragraphs below are self-explanatory. Often they provide modifications for the Imperial die roll. Remember, these modifiers are cumulative with all other modifiers assigned each Kingdom on the Diplomacy Table.

22.3) REGIONAL VARIANTS:

1) Successive years of crop failure has reduced this Kingdom to famine and poverty. Reduce the Taxation Value by half (round up). If crossed by a stack, add +1 to the Diplomacy die roll.

2) A recent plague has devastated this Kingdom. Any unit not deployed at start must be considered a casualty of it, and may not enter play as a "living" unit. However, due to the great rate of death among men in their prime, each city has a well-stocked cemetery. If the city is friendly, a Death Rune spellcaster can raise one land unit in each city by means of the Raise Undead spell; randomly pick one Undead unit from the Kingdom's permanently-eliminated stock. Additionally, the disruption has caused a 1/3 reduction (round up) of the Kingdom's Taxation Value. Due to the population reduction, the Kingdom's Vampire Recruitment value is also reduced by one-third.

3) This Kingdom has lately lost a war with Zolahauerslor and now groans under a crushing tribute. When activated, one-third (round down) of its Taxation Value is lost as a transfer to Zolahauerslor (see 7.22), provided it activates to the Kingdoms side. If allied with the Necromancer, no transfer of Taxation is made to Zolahauerslor... Diplomacy Modifiers: Necromancer +3; Kingdoms (if Zolahauerslor not active) 0 (or if Zolahauerslor active) -3.

4) This Kingdom's enterprising merchants have created an economic boom based on foreign trade. For each fleet unit the Kingdom has in play currently, its Taxation Value is increased by five gold. If it is a Kingdom without a marine unit in its counter-mix, simply increase its Taxation value by 10 gold until conquered. The gift of a fleet (see above) modifies this Kingdom's Diplomacy die roll by +2.

5) This Kingdom had modernized its armed forces extensively. If they should make up half or more of a force engaged in battle or siege, the combat die roll is modified by -1 in their favor.

6) The ruler of this Kingdom is pathologically afraid of old age and death. He will be grateful to any player who offers him a Coin to rejuvenate him or a special Raise Undead spell to make him a vampire. The first player to cast the appropriate spell successfully will gain a permanent +4 Diplomacy die roll modifier; the other, a permanent -2 modifier.

7) This is one of the most corrupt governments on Loslon. Its armed forces are poorly equipped and led. If combat units of this Kingdom make up half or more of a force engaged in battle of siege, the combat die roll is modified by +1 in your favor. Additionally, stacks containing any units of this Kingdom have the Attrition die roll modified by +2.

8) A fanatical death-cult has ascended in this Kingdom. Any Death Rune spellcaster working in this Kingdom receives a Diplomacy die roll modifier of +5; non-Death Rune ambassadors receive a -1 modifier to Diplomacy.

9) For a long time, the balance of power in Loslon was divided by this Kingdom. Its leaders are inclined to view the Necromancer as a rising star. If this nation is offered a conquered Kingdom as a gift, the Diplomacy die roll modification is +5 instead of +3 (or +2 instead of +1). Diplomacy Modifiers: Necromancer +2; Kingdoms +1.

10) This Kingdom is torn by factional dissent and rioting in the streets. Continued disorders reduce its Taxation Value (but not Vampire Recruitment) by one-quarter (round up). Additionally, radical factions see the Necromancer as a logical ally. Before each Diplomacy dice roll, roll to see who is in control at the moment and the Diplomacy dice roll modification is +2 for the Necromancer and -1 for the Kingdoms. Regardless of who it allies with, internal politics make it impossible for its armed forces to leave the borders of the home Kingdom unless it is first conquered.

11) This Kingdom is dominated by a deeply conservative State Religion, which demands consultation with the Gods for every political decision. After rolling the Diplomacy die, roll an additional die for the modifier to be applied: 1 2 3 4 5 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kingdoms</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Necromancer</td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12) This Kingdom's ruler is an avid collector of magical devices. Double the normal Diplomacy die roll modification for any sword given him or Magical Device offered him.

22) ATTRITION TABLE

A revised Attrition table is introduced for this variant. It takes into account the revised stacking rules (see 10 in the article). The Attrition table cross-indexes the number of Attrition Points which a moving stack accumulates against the number of combat units in the stack. The result is the subject of the Attrition die roll. If the roll is the given number or higher, the stack suffers attrition loss. If the number found by cross-indexing is followed by a number if parentheses, immediately remove that number of units from the stack. The letter "N" means that no attrition is possible; the word "All" means that every combat unit that was part of that stack is eliminated. The value "1/2" means that one-half of the counters (round up) are eliminated. Note that if the modified Attrition die roll is ever less than "1", no counters are lost.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Attrition</th>
<th>Number of Combat Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Points</td>
<td>1-3 2-4 5-7 8-10 11-12 13-14 15-17 18+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>N 6 5 5 4 4 3 (2) 2 (2) 1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>N 5 4 4 3 (2) 2 (2) 1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>N 4 4 3 (2) 2 (2) 1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-18</td>
<td>N 3 3 (2) 2 (2) 1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-24</td>
<td>N 2 (2) 2 (2) 1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>N (2) 2 (2) 1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-36</td>
<td>1 (2) 1 (2) All All All</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modifiers (Optional):
The attrition die roll for land movement may be modified by the following:

-2 =if all combat units in the moving stack belong to one Kingdom and the entire movement is confined to Kingdom
-1 =if all movement of the stack is confined to active, unconquered friendly Kingdoms
-1 =if all movement of the stack is confined to river hexes (note: undead and vampire units do not benefit from this modifier)
-1 =if the stack contains only undead units
+1 =if the moving stack enters any hex of a Kingdom where looting has been conducted
+1 =if the moving stack leaves any hex of a conquered Kingdom assigned to the Necromancer
+1 =if the stack ends movement in a mountain hex
13. A recent plebian revolt has culminated in the massacre of the ruling class. All the leader units of this Kingdom begin the game killed. The rebels are at odds with the aristocratic nations that surround it and are eager to gain a powerful ally, even if he is the notorious Necromancer. Diplomacy Modifiers: Necromancer +2; Kingdoms -2.
14. A palace revolution has driven one of the Kingdom's leaders into exile. Place the leader with the lowest Hero Rating from this Kingdom next to the inactivc mercenaries. He is considered a mercenary character with a Diplomacy dice roll modification of +2 for any player who is currently at war with his home country. The neutral Kingdom itself may ally normally.
15. The ruler of this Kingdom is impressed by festivities of arms. For each Kingdom a player controls by conquest or reconquest, the Diplomacy dice roll is modified by +2. If the player has no current conquest or reconquest to his credit, he receives a modifier of -1 if conducting Diplomacy here.
16. This Kingdom is ruled by a timid tyrant. If the Kingdom is ever reduced to having only one unconquered city, the ruler will offer to join the invader as a full ally. This offer must be immediately accepted or rejected by the invading player. The offer may be made only once to each player each game. Diplomacy Modifiers: Necromancer +1; Kingdoms -1.
17. The nervous ruler of this Kingdom is susceptible to Intimidation. A Terror Rune spellcaster may deduct one (-1) from his Intimidation die roll. If the spell is actually cast, it modifies Diplomacy by +3.
18. A curse has been placed upon this Kingdom's most powerful spellcaster to rob him of his power. An ambassador with the same rune may cast a counter-spell to end the curse. This is considered a Diplomatic spell. If successful, a permanent Diplomacy dice roll modifier of +2 is gained by the player; his opponent receives a -2 permanent modifier. If the Kingdom should join an alliance before the leader is cured of his curse, he will wander off in lonely exile. Place him with the mercenaries; a successful cure will bring him in as an ally.
19. One leader of this Kingdom is a renowned champion of Heroic Combat. The leader with the highest Hero Rating has that rating automatically increased by one for the purposes of Heroic Duels only.
20. This Kingdom has the most sophisticated educational system for the training of scorcors in all Lorson. All spellcasters of this nationality have their Magic Strength increased by one.

SUMMARY

The intent of these revised and new rules is to open many possibilities in the strategic nature, as well as political change, in this fabulous fantasy game. Small unit combat and deployment has become more feasible, and a new political climate is created at the beginning of each player by the use of the Regional Variant chits. While the total effect is to make diplomacy easier for the Necromancer, the achievement of victory is not made so. He may gain allies, but at the expense of his powerful vampiric units. Moreover, the game becomes more clearly a contest against Zolahaours (which will probably enter the war with its many ambassadors and powerful resources at an earlier date) for the Necromancer, and this should mean more fun for all in this land of round seas.

---

**Hardware and Gaming**

*By John Huff*

Enough people have asked questions regarding what kind of computer they should get if they want to play games to make it a topic of this column. As far as computers themselves go, there are a boatload of alternatives. As far as playing games with them go, the field is narrowing.

Virtually any computer currently on the market can handle word processing, desk-top publishing, spread sheet programs, databases, and specialized programs (like mailing lists). Some are better in one area than another, but if you care to look, acceptable software can be found to compensate for the weaknesses of any given machine.

The computer gamer, on the other hand, must select his/her computer based on the "popularity" of the machine. A sad but true fact is that the best machines do not always develop a sufficient user base to be worthy of support by game companies. If you want to be in a position to get the best games, you will need to purchase a computer which is still growing in popularity or has an enormous user base that is still buying games (and thereby maintaining a thriving market for new designs).

The following survey is of popular computers (past and present) and what their current status might be (relative to computer games). It is roughly chronological in order of presentation.

**CPM/Z-80:** The earliest microcomputers that were remotely affordable were the machines (from several manufacturers) using the CPM operating system. There is still a remarkable amount of private support for them, but no companies currently support them with software.

**Radio Shack TRS-80:** The first truly popular home computer. It is now antiquated and not supported by any game companies.

**Apple II, II+**, **IIe, Ile:** Most game companies have stopped all production of standard Apple II products. The machines are coming up on the used market now, but don't spend too much time looking around for new games. They are few and far between.

**Commodore VIC-20:** The ancestor of the Commodore 64. Too small to hold a game with any intricacy to it. It is not supported by any game companies these days.

**Commodore PET:** Contemporary of the original Apple II, all game support for it ended with the rise of the Commodore 64. Not currently supported by any new titles from any game company.

**Atari 400/800/1200 (and XL models):** A worthy rival to the Apple II and Commodore 64, it was graphically as impressive as the C-64, but was the first home computer to be significantly hurt by software piracy. It is not currently supported by any new development, but there are still products available on the shelves. (Eventually, the early models were replaced by the 65XE and 130XE, but they were not much different from the original.)

**TI-99 (99/4):** A nice computer that enjoyed a short career, but faded in front of less-costly competition. Not supported by anybody at this writing.

**Commodore 64:** "The computer that will not die!" is still impressive with its graphics and sound. Its high user-base insures that it will enjoy a few more years of releases before the developers give up. Over 100 million have been sold in the US, and about half that number overseas. C-64 users are mostly happy with their machines, are not seeking to upgrade, and are still buying software. Compared with the newer machines, it is underpowered, but it can still surprise the gamer with its speed and graphics. Several companies continue to support the machine, and there are thousands of games of all types available.

**IBM P.C.:** Originally a good office machine, but not much more. Because of its open architecture, it has been expanded into the 1990s as a powerful machine capable of handling enormous tasks. Still based on the 8088 technology, the newest 8066 versions are up there with the best of them. IBM has several sub-categories, which I will try to describe:

**PC (and compatibles):** Runs on an 8088 processor (some compatibles use the 8086 or V-20). Supports up to 64K of memory and can be expanded to 640K using one of the five expansion slots. The most recent versions can also support the Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA).

**PC jr.:** A little brother to the PC that has more display colors and a closed architecture. It is compatible enough to run many games, but not all.

**XT:** A souped-up PC, which was finally expanded to eight slots and could support up to 640K of memory on the motherboard. It uses the 8088 processor, but later was given the 8088-2 to cut the processor time in half. These faster machines are called "turbo-XTs".

**AT:** Originally, an 8086-2 based machine which was an improvement over the PC or XT. With its 16-bit bus, it could handle internal operations much faster. It can also handle expanded memory models to allow for bigger programs and databases. Eventually the AT was equipped with the 80286 and 80386 processors, which improved the speed and power of the machine dramatically.

**PS-2:** IBM's most recent line of personal computers. They are fundamentally based on the AT, but with a new type of bus and expansion slot. This "micro-channel bus" was developed to
protect IBM from the third-party manufacturers who have stolen much of their business in the XT and AT markets.

The PC and its descendants are currently the most heavily supported machine on the computer games market. All games written for the PC will run on the later machines. The PC jr., however, is not fully compatible; so if the gamebox does not specify being for the jr., don’t count on it. Before buying any games for the IBM machines, become familiar with the graphics modes supported by your machine, as well as memory and special input devices (like mice or joysticks).

Radio Shack Color Computer: Radio Shack’s low-end entry into the “games” computer market. It had limited support originally, and now is supported only by Radio Shack.

Macintosh: The first microcomputer to give the “desktop environment” to the home market. The Macintosh also was the first machine to use the 68000 processor (the latest versions use the 68030). It has gone through many generations since its first release. The most recent versions may not be compatible with games written for the older models, because of a change in the way that files are handled. It is an excellent computer and well supported by the market. All games written for the PC will run on the Macintosh.

Commodore 128: An improved C-64 with a lot of sophisticated features. The only problem: since it handled Commodore-64 software as well as its own, game developers saw no reason to make special 128 programs. Though there are a few 128 games developed, most games for the 128 and 128D are just designs for the 64.

Commodore Amiga: Probably the most sophisticated microcomputer to be released yet. It relies on the 68000 processor and a battery of advanced custom chips to give it graphics and sound capabilities, as well as a native multi-tasking environment superior to all other home computers. Support and sales continue to grow for this machine, and eventually it will have a solid place in the games market.

Atari ST: Atari’s entry into the 68000 market, which uses the GEM/TOS desktop environment (similar to the Macintosh). It comes in several flavors from the 520ST to the latest version of the MEGA ST. While not as advanced as the Amiga, it is a solid computer in its own right. Support is erratic, but new products continue to come out (both here and in Europe).

Apple IIgs: This is not included with my listing of the Apple II series, as it is a very different machine. Still shunning the use of custom chips, Apple gave the IIgs excellent sound, graphics, and a new 16/8 bit processor to compete with the Amiga and Atari ST, but still allow the use of the older Apple II software. Its performance, however, is still markedly inferior and its price excessively high. This in turn has hurt the sales, and few if any game companies are supporting the IIgs.

Mac II: A color Macintosh which takes the scope of the regular Mac and expands it. While graphics are not competitive with the Amiga, they are very fine. In addition, the Mac II will run much of the original Macintosh software. The machine is very expensive, and so its user-base is on the small side. It has some support from the game companies.

There are, as well, a host of machines popular overseas and some new machines (like the Sharp “Wizard”) whose place in the games market is questionable at this time. Then there is the new “super microcomputer” with (hypothetically) everything that a power-user would want (including the price tag) on the design tables; but sales projections have been less than splendid and few companies are contemplating games developments.

Over the next few months, Microcomputer Games will be adding a number of titles that support the more popular machines. By the time you read this installment, LEGENDS OF THE LOST REALM for Macintosh should be on the market. Due to be released over the next few months are COMBOTS (for the Commodore 64), COMPUTER ACQUIRE (for the IBM) and COMPUTER THIRD REICH (for the Atari ST). A conversion of POLICE BLOTTER for the Macintosh should also soon be out. As the reader can see, Avalon Hill plans to continue to support the most popular machines with an expanding list of titles and conversions. Of particular interest are some future developments for the Atari ST and for the Macintosh.

If you are thinking about getting a new computer, talk to the manufacturers’ reps and the computer game companies and find out what their plans for up-coming releases might be. Compare that information with your non-gaming computer needs so that you have a good idea which features you are looking for are served by each. Then, make your choice based on what is best for you. As with all electronics, and all entertainment systems, each is different and each has its own advantages/disadvantages. Only you can decide what serves for your purposes.

Sound tie-breaker system. Once that hurdle has been overcome, the ladder system should be ready soon thereafter. Again, AREA members with an interest in participating in a WATERLOO tournament should write immediately to Don Greenwood.

The next item calls for a response from you—the AREA reader. In addition to results of championship competition, I would like to use this column to report on other AREA activity, especially on games involving two members of the “Top 50”. The problem is that I can’t report what I don’t know. The question is whether there is enough reader interest to justify the extra time and expense of this column. If you would like to see reports of who’s playing whom at what game for AREA rating points, please write Rex Martin to let him know. Remember though, there will always be a necessary delay between the time this column gets written and the time it appears in print (for example, I’m writing this in the second week of December 1989).

Another activity which I would gladly report on if given the information is the use of electronic mail to conduct AREA matches. I believe that electronic mail is potentially a great boon to all wargamers who play by mail. The advantage of PBEM in comparison to PBM is the dramatic reduction in the time for moves. In addition to the obvious advantage of shortening the time it takes to play the old PBM standbys, it may open up some new possibilities for gaming. Multi-stage games that are too cumbersome for normal PBM may be feasible with PBEM. Multi-player games become reasonable undertakings (the hard core of postal DIPLOMACY players are blushing the way we are now). If any of you use, or have used, E-mail for your AREA matches, I would like to hear from you (at 11 118 Huntsman Drive, Durham, NC 27713).

Again, this is your column for news of the AREA. To keep it viable and informative, I need your help. Thanks.
All New Games from the Industry Leaders

...games that spark imagination, re-create the excitement of history, and are fun to play!

Red Barricades $25 The first historical ASL module; includes 2 large 23" × 32" mapsheets.
5th Fleet $35 Modern naval combat in the Indian Ocean; includes 9 basic game scenarios and 3 advanced game scenarios.
Elder Secrets $20 The 9th full-scale RuneQuest module featuring large map of Glorantha.
Shell Shock $35 Two-player version of Victory Games highly-acclaimed Ambush WWII solitaire game.
March Madness $25 A re-creation of the drama of an entire 64-team NCAA basketball tournament; includes teams of past years.
The Haunted Ruins $10 The 6th in a continuing series of 1-book RuneQuest adventures set in the world of Glorantha.

It is written in The Haunted Ruins that "those who abuse knowledge will suffer the wrath of the Two Thousand Maniacs."

Better order NOW!

Sold in better gift, game and hobby stores. If not available locally, feel free to order direct.

For quick credit card purchasing, call TOLL FREE 1-800-999-3222!

The Avalon Hill Game Company/Victory Games, Inc.

4517 Harford Road * Baltimore, MD 21214 * 301-254-9200 * FAX 301-254-0891
The Lansraad Maneuver

A DUNE Variant

By Kenneth Burke

The Lansraad, in Herbert's classic, wielded great power in the universe of Dune. A collection of representatives from the noble houses of the Imperium, its influence was such that even the Emperor feared it. It was his fear of Duke Leto's authority in the Lansraad that led the Emperor to seek Leto's death to begin with; when the plot was eventually culminated, bribes were paid in order to keep the Lansraad unaware of the Imperial involvement.

I now wish to alter the story, though. Let us suppose the following: The Lansraad is worried. The Harkonnen tale of losing control of the vital planet Dune just doesn't impress these powerful men. No one accidentally loses control of the most important planet in the Imperium. And why were the Atreides chosen to govern it? It is a known fact that the Emperor is growing more and more concerned with Leto Atreides' popularity; if anything, he would be the last chosen to hold Dune for the Imperium. The Lansraad thus suspect something is amiss—a surprise attack by the Emperor (and possibly the Harkonnens) against Duke Leto? On Dune! The one planet where such ruthless moves can be felt throughout the Imperium!

The great men of the Lansraad do not like this development. They can foresee the spice flow being interrupted, the great starships coming to a standstill, noble house after noble house collapsing in isolated revolts, and the Imperium itself shattered beyond redemption. Rather than risk this course, the Lansraad has decided to make its considerable influence felt on Dune directly. The houses of the Lansraad have more than enough troops at their disposal to deal with any problems that may arise; added to that is the collective wealth and experience of its members and one has a combined political and military maneuver that could, if the need arose, bring all Dune under the direct control of the Lansraad. The command has been given; the attempt begins.

The Lansraad

AT START—20 tokens in reserves (off-planet). Start with 30 spice.

FREE REVIVAL—3 tokens.

ADVANTAGE—You have Influence over almost all major powers (except the Fremen) on Dune.

1. During a turn, you may use your power of Influence during the revival/movement or the battle round.
   a. In the revival/movement round, you may order any player to "hold in place". That player will not be able to reclaim tokens from the tanks, ship tokens onto or off Dune, or move his tokens on the mapboard during the round.
   b. In the battle round, you may order any player to "hold in place". That player will not be able to attack anyone during that round, but may defend if attacked by another party.

ALLIANCE—You may not ally with the Fremen (although a third player may be allied to both). Allies may make use of the Lansraad "Optional Advantage" of restricting territories; the same conditions as to who may be affected is imposed.

Leaders and Values: Baron Moat-6
   Earl Viaconte-5
   Administrator-3
   Commissioner-2
   Representative-1

Disadvantages:
1. You cannot make use of your power of Influence in both the revival/movement and combat rounds of the same turn (unless able to play a Karma card, to be described later).
2. You have no power of Influence over the Fremen player, nor may you ever ally with the Fremen player.

Optional Advantage: At the start of any turn, before the Storm marker position is determined, you may declare any non-sietch territory on the mapboard (except for the Polar Sink) "restricted". All tokens that do not belong to the Lansraad player, a Lansraad-allied player, the Fremen player, or are co-existing Benez Gerisert tokens must be moved out of this territory during the upcoming revival/movement turns. Failure to do so results in the tokens being sent to the tanks. With the exception of the above-mentioned token types, tokens may not be moved into the territory during the entire turn. The Lansraad player may not declare the same territory "restricted" for two consecutive turns.

Karma Powers:
1. When played against the Lansraad player, this prevents him from using his power of Influence or optional "restriction" once. The card would be played right after the Lansraad ordered a player to hold in place or declared a territory restricted.
2. If the optional special Karma Power rules are used, the Lansraad player may use a Karma card once during the game to use his power of Influence during the revival/movement and combat rounds of the same game turn. The card would be played at the start of the battle round.

Strategy: Plentiful spice, a high revival rate, decent leaders, and a very effective special power are the Lansraad's good points; its starting with all its tokens off planet and commencing play with a natural enemy (the Fremen) is its bad ones. If you decide to start a seven-player game with a sietch invasion, I advise against invading any Fremen sietch. Any victory you gain against the desert dwellers will be short-lived. As time passes, the wise Lansraad player will join in an alliance, preferably of an anti-Fremen nature. His power of "restriction" can allow his allies to cordon off spice territories for their own use. But, you must be careful who you pick as your friends and what they get out of the deal, for someday they may be your enemies.

I think experienced players will find including the Lansraad into their games of DUNE spices things up. Not that the standard game is boring—far from it. But the Lansraad will force all to rethink old strategies; and I always found it hard to envision that such a powerful body as Herbert presents would not have become involved in the affairs of Dune after such a period. One last note: If future factions to play in DUNE are created, the Lansraad may or may not have Influence over them. A power like the Gholas (The General, Vol. 18, No. 5) or the Ixians (Heroes, Vol. 1, No. 1)—something from outside the Imperium—would hardly be much influenced by the augury body, or honor their "restricted" notices. On the other hand, anything that is created to reflect some group from within the Imperium will.
A Sample Game of Solitaire DINOSAURS

By Don Greenwood

Strategy in the solitaire version of DINOSAURS OF THE LOST WORLD changes drastically from the multi-player version. Instead of being coy about scoring points and assuming the bright mantle of leadership, you need to grab points as quickly as possible—not only to beat the 40-turn time limit which is constantly ticking in the background, but also to advance along the Movement Track to get away from the preponderance of "Move a Creature" squares that dominate the initial side of that track... a strip I refer to as "Dinosaur Alley".

In the solitaire game, each Movement Track dice roll moves a creature on the plateau. Normally the movement is random, but if that dice roll also lands you on a "Move a Creature" square, the movement is directly towards you. In short, the game treats you as the leader and attacks you at every opportunity so strategy must assume a race mentality with advances to the next side of the Movement Track always of paramount concern.

For purposes of following our progress through the Lost World we will use a hex identification system based on the Central Lake hex along the Central Lake and Watering Place hex-grain. "South" is towards the Camp and "North" towards the Chase Track. The Watering Place is thus S1 (South of Central Lake one hex). The Indian Caves are W3/N3 (West, South, North), and the Marsh is E2 (East). The Rocky Tract is E1/N3 and the Camp is S3/E2. Got it? Good, then off we go.

Outfitting the Expedition

As speed is the prime concern in this version it might be wiser to take less weaponry and more tools, but I've always been a conservative type in games and life as I reveal here by packing the full complement of rifles and bombs. My other tools will be the camera, gifts, lariat and machete. Regrettably, the protective cage is left behind because in a solitaire game, creature movement is an exception to the normal rule about Movement Track actions not being valid when you start your turn in Camp (so the Triceratops headed right for us).

I would say to chance it and forge ahead. However, because this hex is also adjacent to the Watering Place which is likely to be spewing forth critters with abandon in the opening turns, the chances of attack seem too high. Consequently, I'll give the Watering Place a wide berth and work my way towards the Indian Caves another way. Note that in the solitaire game, creature movement is an exception to the normal rule about Movement Track actions not being valid when you start your turn in Camp (so the Triceratops headed right for us).

Turn 2

Dice Roll: 7 Climb a Tree [0] Expedition to S3/E1

Tyrannosaurus attacks S3/E1

Oh, great slimy horny toads! What did I do to deserve this? Not only can't I move, but the King of the dinosaurs comes bounding out of the Watering Place, bounces off the Camp, and just happens to drop in on us for lunch. To make a bad situation worse, he is obviously hungry because he attacks with the maximum strength of 14! Losing tools in a chase this early would be disastrous so there is nothing for it but to use a gas bomb to drive him away. Scratch one weapon already. The "Climb Tree" reveals "Nothing Here" in S2/W1, but it remains an Unexplored Site blocking movement through it until it is actually entered. What can happen next?

Turn 3

Dice Roll: 11 Move a Creature [1] Expedition to S3 Phorusrhacos attacks S3/E1

Give me a break! The Americans didn't get this kind of reception at Omaha Beach! This time an enormous Tweety Bird emerges from the Watering Place to attack with a strength of "7". What's in the water there, anyway? I use one clip of ammo to drive it off and barely succeed with a "17". I now regret not moving to the Pinnacle—any place further away from that blasted Watering Place. However, having paid a price already to fight my way towards the Indian Caves I'll continue in that direction. "Nothing Here" is found and removed at S3. I need a big movement allowance to get away from the critter convention at the Watering Place.

Turn 4

Dice Roll: 12 Experience [3] Expedition to W1

At last a break! A big three-hex movement allowance and an Experience card—the best possible dice roll. Moreover, a glance at the Movement Track reveals that there is a 50% chance of landing on a "Move a Creature" square next turn—any even dice roll will do it. Hell, if I'm going to be attacked anyway I may as well move north of the Watering Place and try to break out of this menagerie. My courage is rewarded with a Victory Point for finding the Phorusrhacos Nest.

Turn 5

Adventure in the Phorusrhacos Nest

Adventures in the Phorusrhacos Nest 6 [10], 2 [8], 3 [11], 5 [15-1] VP: 4

My decision to take an adventure here was an easy one. Not only am I in a hurry to score points to get off Dinosaur Alley, but I am in no danger from creatures this turn while I do so as there are no other players to move them against me before my next turn. In addition, my slim complement of tools contains two that will aid me in this adventure and allow me to draw another Experience card. Lastly, the "Move 2 extra hexes" I received last turn was of no help on the Movement Track. It's replacement, if I complete the adventure, may be. (See Figure 2 for movement through the adventure.)

Lucky me. The new Experience card earned by my machete is a "6", which I use to capture an Archaeopteryx with my lariat and score two points [play of an Experience card is indicated by bold type throughout]. Both tools have paid off immediately. Rather than gamble on being able to use it later in this adventure to get the big four-point prize, we settle for a bird in the hand and use our last Experience card to advance two frames to find a tool (hose & protective clothing) and put the Triceratops (in frame 7) behind us. A "3" dice roll now takes us to frame 11 where we spot a Hyracotherium for our third point of this adventure. I wish we had that "2"! Experience card back now, but if I'd held it I might not be here anyway. I need a "2" or "3" die roll to get out of this Adventure clean, preferably a "2". Unfortunately, the roll is a "5" and the Phorusrhacous attacks with a "9"! This is one mad bird! This must be what Sylvester the cat feels like when he mistakes the kangaroo for a giant mouse. Both rifles are regrettably brought into play to open Phorusrhacous season and kill it with a "10".

The new Experience card for the completed adventure is another "1/Add to Battle" type.

Turn 6

Card: 1 Find a Tool [2] Expedition to N2/W2

The decision to use my Experience card to avoid a dice roll on Dinosaur Alley was easy. It gets me a tool (a second lariat as it turns out), a generous two-hex movement allowance that gets me well away from the Watering Place, and keeps the dinosaurs from moving this turn. The move proves even more beneficial when the unexplored site yields the Tarpaulin—an escape item usable at the Geysers. Now if I can only earn two more quick points before I hit the corner and have to head back down Dinosaur Alley again.

Figure 1: "Dinosaur Alley", the First Stage of the Movement Track
Turn 7  
Dice Roll: 3 Move a Creature [1] Expedition to N3/W2  
Dimetrodon to W1  
VP: 4  

The move to N3/W2 is partly motivated by greed (trying to find something) and partly by fear (avoiding the Phorusrhacos). In retrospect, I probably should have just moved to N2/W4 and settled for closing on the Indian Caves but hindsight is always 20-20. I need only two points to get off Dinosaur Alley, and finding an Adventure site will get me halfway there—all the way perhaps if I venture inside. Yet, it is not wise to hang on the edge of the plateau as the creatures tend to hunt there.

Turn 8  
Dice Roll: 5 Climb a Tree [3] Expedition to N2/W4  
Elasmosaurus to W1  
VP: 4  

Another fortuitous dice roll. The “Climb a Tree” reveals “nothing” in N3/W4, but the resulting move to the adjacent hex caused by this observation finds a shortcut and yields a free turn.

Dice Roll: 4 Climb a Tree [0] Expedition at N2/W4  
Ankylosaurus to N2/E3  
VP: 4  

Oh well, what can you expect for free? At least the free observation reveals the Geyser in N1/W3. Considering that I have the Tarpaulin and the hose and protective clothing “tool”, that is a very useful bit of information. But the game is 25% over and I am heading back down Dinosaur Alley. I need points!

Turn 9  
Dice Roll: 8 Event [2] Expedition to Camp  
Aptosaurus to S3/W1  
VP: 4  

Oh no! Just as I was about to last enter the Indian Caves, the Events deck attacks with a giant poisonous moth forcing us back to Camp. Where is the pole (or Raid for that matter) when you need it? So near and yet so far. Not only do I have to go all the way back to the Camp but I lose a turn as well. The game is now 25% over. Is that ticking I hear?

Turn 11  
Dice Roll: 10 Climb a Tree [0] Expedition to Camp  
Indians to N2/W5  
VP: 4  

Double oh-no!! Another lost turn; and because I’m in camp, I can’t even use the “Climb a Tree” to scout an Unexplored Site. Things are falling way behind schedule and the way back to the Indian Caves is again blocked by creatures and Unexplored Sites. Woe is me.

Turn 12  
Dice Roll: 3 Move a Creature [1] Expedition to S3/E3  
Dimetrodon to S2/E2  
VP: 4  

Oh great! The Dimetrodon comes knocking on the door just when I leave Camp with one whole hex movement allowance into no man’s land. The only Unexplored Site I can reach is under a Triceratops and between the Dimetrodon and Watering Place. Six dinosaurs stand between me and the Indian Caves. Why do I feel like a sardine in a seal tank? I’m not going to run that gauntlet again—not with such a high chance of landing on a “Move a Creature” square next turn. I’m turning east to explore less populated climes.

Turn 13  
Dice Roll: 9 Event [2] Expedition to S2/E4  
Stegosaurus to N1/W5  
VP: 4  

Phew! What a break! I drew the Volcano Eruption card but the Lava Pit has not yet been found it does not apply. Otherwise, the eruption would have been imminent and the game could end on any turn. At least now I’ll have the full 40 turns and it looks like I’ll need them. In an effort to keep my distance from the Dimetrodon, I move to the east edge and find the Lost Map in that Unexplored Site. Now, more than ever before, I need to reach the Indian Caves and secure Indian Allies. If I do, my escape is practically assured—assuming I live that long.

Turn 14  
Dice Roll: 3 Move a Creature [1] Expedition to S3/E4  
Dimetrodon to S2/E4  
VP: 5  

The Dimetrodon attacks with a strength of “6” and is scared off with one rifle defense of “8”. I double back to S3/E4 because it is the only Unexplored Site I can reach and I must find two Adventure sites to get the six points I need to get off Dinosaur Alley. Eureka! The Triceratops Hatchery gets me half way there but also brings the Triceratops scurrying back.

Turn 15  
Dice Roll: 4 Move a Creature [1] Expedition to S2/E3  
Ankylosaurus to S1/E4  
VP: 5  

It was tempting to stay and try my luck at getting a point in the Hatchery but with no tools or Experience cards I probably would have gotten in bigger trouble. I’d have tried it anyway if I’d had an Experience card that would have guaranteed me a point. Without it, I think my chances are better finding one of the nine remaining Adventure locations, so I set off in search of one. If only I could roll a “3-5” next turn and generate some movement. The game is now 38% over.

Turn 16  
Dice Roll: 6 Move a Creature [1] Expedition to S1/E2  
Triceratops to S2/E3  
VP: 6  

Curse the luck! Anything would have been better than a “6”. The Triceratops attacks with an “11” costing me my last bomb to scare it off. Only six clips of ammo left and still in Dinosaur Alley. I must find a sixth point and there’s only one Unexplored Site in reach. It would appear that my choices are limited.

Be still my beating heart! I don’t know whether to laugh or cry. What a way to score my sixth point—finding the Tyrannosaurus Lair, and me with no bombs left! I’ve got to tip-toe my way out of here before I roll a “7” and ring his dinner bell. Looking ahead, I see that the only “good” roll I can hope for is a “5” (Event [2]) or “10” (Find a Tool [2]). Only a 19.4% chance … but I’ll settle for a “9” (Event [1]) … anything but a “7”.

Turn 17  
Dice Roll: 7 Climb a Tree [3] Expedition to Camp  
Tyrannosaurus attacks S1/E2  
VP: 6  

Arrgh! The Tyrannosaurus attacks with an “11” and both rifles manage only a “9” defense. Precious ammunition wasted and I still lose. I had one extra tool to lose and considered forfeiting the battle to conserve ammunition but that would have cost the free observation and three-hex movement allowance that would have finally got me out of this pocket of nasties. Now I’m back in the soup again.

THE CHASE: 5/5, 3/5 (Creature movement in italics)  

Just as the Tyrannosaurus is about to scoop us up for lunch he is sidetracked by a tastier morsel due to our landing on the Dinosaur Encounter space. Thank God for small favors. Another turn lost.

Turn 19  
Dice Roll: 5 Event [0] Expedition at Camp  
Elasmosaurus to N1/W1  
VP: 6  

Give me a break! The second side of the Movement Track greets me with the worst possible result—another lost turn with no hex movement. Even a “Move a Creature” wouldn’t have hurt because I have the camp to protect me. I can’t draw an Event card because I’m in Camp and with the first two having been negative the odds are it would have been a good one. Grumble …

Turn 20  
Dice Roll: 6 Find a Tool [2] Expedition to S2/E1  
Triceratops to N2/E1  
VP: 6  

The halfway point in the game finds me with only four clips left and a lousy six points. Starting in Camp cheats me out of a new tool. I need to get to the Indian Caves and gain allies in a bad way. So where do I move with only two hexes? I can’t reach the “blockade” of unexplored sites anymore. Three hexes away that bars my way to the Indian Caves, so I may as well enter one of the two Unexplored Sites in range. As one is adjacent to the Tyrannosaurus, the choice is obvious.

The Lost Camp of Maple White is a pleasant but cruel surprise. The three tools are of little use (more gifts, a canoe, and a pole). If the Triceratops hadn’t scared me away from there on the first turn I would have had the pole then and been able to beat off that moth attack that sent me back to Camp the first time—and consequently, never met up with the Tyrannosaurus. If … if … if …

Turn 21  
Dice Roll: 10 Find a Tool [2] Expedition to S1/W1  
Indians to S2/W1  
VP: 7  

The new-found tool is a specimen cage. As I have nothing to help me in the Central Lake, I opt to enter the only Unexplored Site in the “blockade” not covered by a creature and my entrance soon changes that. As the apes appear with Apetown. I am now in the same hex with or adjacent to five creatures. This discovery leaves me with a tough decision. Should I chance the Adventure with only one Experience card from my lariat and try for Apemen?
H. PHORUSRHACOS NEST ADVENTURE

Turn 22

allies, or press on for the Indian Caves where I'll have three Experience cards. A "7" dice roll on the Movement Track will bring the Tyrannosaurus after me again and he is only three hexes away. I'm moving on. I need to roll a "6", "8" or "9".

Turn 23

I used my Experience card on the Movement Track next turn I can find another tool (hopefully the rifle or flashlight) and move the last two hexes to the Indian Caves without having a dinosaur trip over me. Why risk finding a hazard in one of the other two Unexplored Sites?

Turn 24

Adventure in the Indian Caves

The Experience cards bought by the gifts are a "3/Add to Battle", "6/Reroll" and "4/Escape". The "4" is immediately played to hurdle the first three problem frames and earns another Experience card draw, which becomes another "4/Add to Battle". This fortuitous draw paves a safe path through the Adventure. Playing the "6" card earns two points in frame 10 for spotting a Cave Bear; and the new "4" card ushers us into frame 14 where we befriend the Chief, gain allies, and complete the Adventure with six points. Altogether a highly satisfactory performance. In one turn I've nearly doubled my point total and earned passage to the third side of the Movement Track, gained a weapon, and enhanced my chances of escape. Things look much better now. The discarded Experience card is replaced by another "3/Add to Battle" card.

Turn 25


I was sorely tempted to play my Experience card to land on the "Climb a Tree [3]" square because my biggest problem now is time. I can ill afford to land in any hazards that will cost me a turn so I decided not to primarily because I want to hasten my departure from the second side of the Movement Track and a die roll should eat up more than three squares. The Phorusrhacos attacks with only a "4". I opt to defend without a rifle because I have a 50% chance of scaring it off at no cost, and if I fail I can use my Experience card to add three to the die roll and defeat it anyway, but my "4" die roll makes that unnecessary.

My move to N1/W2 is predicated on exploring an Unexplored Site and that one appears to be the safest among those I can reach. Unfortunately, I found "nothing there".

Turn 26

Card: 3 Find a Tool [4] Expedition to N2 VP: 15

I used my Experience card to move on the Movement Track this turn more because I wanted the four-hex move than the new tool. The game is now 65% over and I can’t afford many more non-turns. There are three hazards still out there and I need to search for Adventure sites. I no longer even care about any tool—that will buy me some experience at my next Adventure site—whatever that may be.

The new tool is a shovel. Now if only I could find the Tree Fern Grove I'd like to call it with my next dice roll before I have to turn around and move down the third side again.

Turn 27

Adventure in the Lava Pit

The new Experience card is a "4/Reroll". Sending it to battle a Pterodactyl is hardly a good buy so the die offers us a choice of losing a tool or an Experience card in frame 3. The choice is easy as I have extra tools and gladly discard the excess
lariat. Now the Experience card is used to move to frame 7 where I draw another Experience card, which fortunately is a "5". It is used without hesitation to reach frame 12 where we find diamonds worth four points and complete the Adventure smelling like a rose. The new Experience card is a "4/Discard" type and four squares ahead on the Movement Track is a "Find a Path".

**Turn 28**

**Card:** 4

**Find a Path** [3]

**Expedition to N1**

**VP:** 20

Time is the short commodity, so how can you argue with spending an Experience card for a free turn? All I need is one more good Adventure and then back to the Geyser and out. Consequently, I decide to explore the closest Unexplored Site to stay close to the Geyser and am rewarded for my reluctance to travel by finding the Apatosaurus Swamp next door. The pole and canoe are worth two Experience cards there and the lariat is also beneficial, so this looks like a great opportunity to score my remaining five points.

**Adventure in Apatosaurus Swamp**

6 [8], 4 [10], 2 [12], 2 [14]

**VP:** 28

The new Experience cards are a "1/Discard" and a "4/Add to Battle". Neither are beneficial for the opening move so I'll trust to luck. The worst possible initial result to my thinking now is the Event card which might force a premature exit. With two rifles and allies I think I can handle even the Tyrannosaurus once. I just want to score my points now and get out. Now is the time to be bold and grasp the win. The first die roll costs an ammo clip as I prefer to save the Experience card alternative for a try later at the big points. The "4" card gets us to the 10th frame where I score two more points. If I'm lucky at the Geyser, that may be enough. I now discard the remaining Experience card for a "2/Add to Battle" card. Playing it now earns another point in frame 12 and I gladly take it. This should be enough to win. I'm content, but a "5" rolls me into frame 14 for five more points and completes the adventure unscathed. I'm home free. All of the Adventures have been very good to me. The new Experience card for completion of the Adventure is a "11/Extra hex".

**Turn 29**

**Dice Roll:** 8

**Experience [0]**

**Expedition to Camp**

**Apatosaurus attacks N1**

**VP:** 28

Perchance I spoke too soon. The Apatosaurus attacks with a "12". Both rifles and the allies can only muster "8" with four dice and the chase is on. Suddenly my sure win is not so sure. One of my rifles is now out of ammo. The other has only one clip, and I must now fight my way back to the Geyser from the Camp. Hindsight says I should have used my Experience card to move one on the Movement Track to the "Move a Creature [2]" square; but that is such a poor move I really can't feel bad about not taking it.

**THE CHASE:** 1/6, 4/5, 1/3, 1/4

Who said an Apatosaurus is slow? It catches the Expedition on each of the first four rolls. Fortunately, this slaughter is ended when the Expedition stumbles into a hungry Tyrannosaurus with a preference for brontos-burgers. Three tools (the excess gifts, the canoe and the camera) are lost.

The new Experience card drawn after the Chase is resolved is a "5/Reroll".

**Turn 31**

**Dice Roll:** 2

**Find a Path [2]**

**Expedition to S1/W1**

**Guanodonts to N3/W3**

**VP:** 28

The "Find a Path" grants no free move because I started the turn in Camp. I turn in my "1/Extra hex" card so that I can move three hexes and reach the "barrier" hex gain this turn, and guarantee moving to the next and into the Geyser by playing my other Experience card on the Movement Track and ensuring no creature attack in the interim. (The "barrier" hex-grain, for those of you not following along on your own boards, is composed of Unexplored Sites in S3/W1, S2/W1, the Apes in S1/W1, and the Florignath and Elasmosaurus in W1.)

**Turn 32**

**Card:** 5

**Find a Tool [4]**

**Expedition to N1/W3**

**VP:** 28

The found tool is another machete. The use of Experience cards for movement on Easy Street may seem frivolous, but I want to guarantee my arrival at the Geyser where my tools will earn me three more Experience cards which should be sufficient.

**Turn 33**

**Adventure at the Geyser**

4 [4], 3 [7], 3 [10], 4 [14]

**VP:** 32

The three Experience cards are a "4/Discard", "4/Add to Battle", "3/Reclaim". The "4/Discard" is used to reach frame 4 to avoid the premature exit in frame 3. The point earned for discovering the Arsinoitherium is almost superfluous. Only the Triceratops and Ape scavenge me in the next six frames and with the last of my ammo and the "add 4" Battle Experience I should be able to beat them off so I trust to the die for the second move. A "3" buys a battle with the Ape in frame 7 where I attack with a "9", I defend with only my second Indian allies—hoping to preserve my last ammo clip. The "5" dice roll is just barely enough when coupled with the "4" Experience card to beat off the Ape. Playing the last Experience card now scores two more inconsequential points but gets us past the Triceratops. A "5" or "6" dice roll will now win the game; a "3" or "4" will end the Adventure prematurely. The die roll is a "4" causing the Apatosaurus to attack with a "9" and completing the Adventure. Rather than use my last ammo and/or my Indian allies I forfeit the battle and go to the chase.

**THE CHASE:** 1/5, 2/6, 5/6, 1/6, 6

If an Apatosaurus is so slow why did it catch me four times? So much for my tool surplus . . . scratch the pole, shovel, specimen cage, and extra machete. I now realize I screwed up. Instead of stopping at the Geyser, I should have moved through it to the Indian Caves where I would have got a warmer reception. The new Experience card for completing the Adventure is a "2/Escape". Now I get it.

**Turn 35**

**Dice Roll:** 9

**Move a Creature [1]**

**Expedition to S3/E1**

**Guanosaurus to S2/W2**

**VP:** 32

Ouch! I need movement. The game still hangs in the balance. The problem is time, distance, and my lack of weapons. On the plus side, I am on Easy Street and have all the means for an easy escape—only if I can manage to get there in time. The Unexplored Site/Creature barrier still blocks the way. I need to move onto the barrier with a dice roll and then use the Experience card to move off before I can be attacked. Two hexes of movement will suffice for now. Only a "2", a "10", or a "12" dice roll can prevent that.

**Turn 36**

**Dice Roll:** 8

**Find a Path [2]**

**Expedition to S1/W1**

**Apatosaurus to E1**

**VP:** 32

Bullsye! A free turn is the best possible result . . . except for one thing. My Experience card would place me on the 0 movement allowance square (as with a dice roll of "2" or "12")—effectively forfeiting the free turn. Now would be a great time to have an Experience card that could be exchanged for another number—any number. Instead I have to chance a dice roll and a "10" will bring the apes down on me. I can ill afford a battle. At the very least it would exhaust my rifle ammunition, and if I have to use my Indian allies a third time I lose them. That would make the Indian Caves a far more dangerous escape site and I'd have to try the Geyser again. I'll trade time for safety and settle for a switch of Experience cards by landing in the "Experience [0]" square.

**Card:** 2

**Experience [0]**

**Expedition to S1/W1**

**VP:** 32

The new Experience card is a "11/Add to Battle" which is of little help. Playing it will land me in an Event square and I can't afford to be sent back to Camp now. The Event deck should be running "positive" now (to use card-counting lingo) but the chances are better yet with the dice. Only a "10" would be catastrophic—returning me to this 0 movement square and causing an Ape attack. Even landing on the "Move a Creature" square with a "2" dice roll would only cause a 50% chance of...
an attack by the whimpy Iguanodons four hexes away. Them I could beat off—possibly without the rifle. So the dice it is . . .

**Turn 37**

**Dice Roll:** 4

**Find a Path** [3]

Battle Tyrannosaurus.

**Play Experience Card for next move.**

Score 1 VP.

**Discover T Rex's Trail** [2]

Lost 1 ammo or 1 Experience Card.

That's no brunch!

**Starled birds roar**

Score 2 VP. If you have a Camera, otherwise move backward next move.

**Turn 38**

**Adventure in the Indian Caves**

1 [1], 4 [5], 1 [6], 5 [11], 2 [13], 3 [16+]

The new Experience cards earned by the gifts are a "5/Reroll", "3/Extra hex", and "3/Discard". The adventure isn't automatic yet but with Indian allies and four cards it should be close to it. Only frames 1, 8, 14 and 15 can prevent a win. I discard the extra "3" hoping to draw a "6" and win automatically, but the new card is a "2/Discard". The strategy is repeated and a "1/Reclaim" is drawn. So much for the pat hand. In truth, it got worse.

Groan! Naturally, I roll a "1" and have to endure an Event card draw. The red color sets off a spate of curses like I haven't recollected since my football days, but once I've actually read the card I see that I've only lost my compass and with it one extra hex of movement per turn. I can live with that. I don't intend to move any more hexes . . . just frames. Who stacked this Event deck anyway?

Incredibly, with four Experience cards I need to roll again. I must penetrate far enough into the Adventure to guarantee reaching 16+. The "4" die roll does it. Now the way is free ... the "1" card is played to reach frame 6. Because they're my allies I can ignore the Indian attack. The remaining cards lead safely to escape without incident. I win . . . with two turns to spare.

In retrospect, as I see it, the Indian allies were the key to victory, although I was very fortunate in both the Adventure and finding the Escape items much in evidence. The remaining cards lead safely to escape without incident. I win . . . with two turns to spare.

In retrospect, as I see it, the Indian allies were the key to victory, although I was very fortunate in both the Adventure and finding the Escape items much in evidence. The remaining cards lead safely to escape without incident. I win . . . with two turns to spare.

In retrospect, as I see it, the Indian allies were the key to victory, although I was very fortunate in both the Adventure and finding the Escape items much in evidence. The remaining cards lead safely to escape without incident. I win . . . with two turns to spare.

In retrospect, as I see it, the Indian allies were the key to victory, although I was very fortunate in both the Adventure and finding the Escape items much in evidence. The remaining cards lead safely to escape without incident. I win . . . with two turns to spare.
AN ASSEMBLY OF GENTLEMEN
Exploiting Parliament in KINGMAKER
By James Werbaneth

Duplicity, manipulation, ulterior motives, the stab in the back. All of these higher callings and more are held dear by the KINGMAKER player. The game is one of the finest studies available of the cynical pursuit of power, amply demonstrating Machiavelli's dictum that a 'good' ruler must know how, and when, not to be a 'good' man. Embracing the KINGMAKER amorality in real life might well lead one to a violent death and then a quick trip to a very warm place—but not necessarily without some notoriety along the way. Flirting with it at the game table entails none of these real-life rewards or risks, but it remains a great deal of fun.

KINGMAKER particularly demands suspending the idea that nice people don't use each other, especially for selfish purposes. Richard Berg notes (in The General, Vol. 17, No. 2—reprinted in the 1988 ORIGINS Special Issue) that in games of KINGMAKER's and DIPLOMACY's ilk, players must play each other as much as they play the game. Less obvious is a need to pervert a democratic process that, though embryonic, must still be regarded as such. This is the fine British institution—Parliament.

Especially evident in the Optional Parliament, KINGMAKER players enter into the assembly as something akin to old-time ward bosses and machine politicians (or maybe more accurately, as magnoli), carrying legislators' votes in their back pockets. Members of Parliament are not guardians of their constituents' interests, but rather servants of the players. This is not as readily apparent in the Basic Game; but even here Parliament remains an exercise of the player who calls it, through the pawns that carry legislators' votes in their back pockets. There are no-just as in the Basic Game—members of Parliament who are not dear to the heart of the King's Peace

In the games in which I've been involved, the Basic Game rules are generally used, consciously sacrificing detail and some sophistication of play in return for a reduced playing time. This admittedly cuts out much of the deal-making and bickering among the capitalists of the Optional Parliament, but much of KINGMAKER's beauty lies in its basic simplicity, allowing maximum leeway for player freedom of action and conspiracy. Adding only a few Optional and Advanced Game rules (most notably the extra Royal Heirs and Advanced Game cards) adds an extra measure of detail to the basic structure. This essential adherence to the Basic Game is not for everyone, but it is the one I've used most often. Therefore, the version of Parliament to be examined below is chiefly the one of the Basic Game. However, the Optional Parliament fulfills the same functions, albeit with the added dimensions of negotiation and vote-garnering.

The first function of any Parliament is the divvying of the cards in Chancery. The importance of a Parliament in this regard increases with the number and quality of cards in Chancery, and can lead to a veritable shower of largesse on the part of the summoning player. In the event of a Parliament, a player must try to force the presiding faction to give away as much as possible. Thus, as many nobles as possible should be sent to Parliament in order to force the awarding of a maximum number of Crown cards.

Any player calling Parliament will surely use it first and foremost to enhance the power of his own faction, giving his nobles the best cards (unless they are distributed elsewhere to cement an alliance or pay some other debt). Even so, there is no such thing as a totally worthless Crown card, and opinions can differ over what constitutes value in one. Too, it helps if you are able to convince the presiding player that if he has to give away a card, it would be better for him not to award it to someone more ambitious and less-principled player than yourself (whether this bears any resemblance to reality is irrelevant).

When you are giving out the Crown cards, it should be remembered that the number of troops attached to the card is not the sole determinant of value. An office, such as the Warden of the Northern Marches, is significantly diminished in value by the frequency with which the holding noble is called to dim and distant parts of the realm by revolts and raids. The Admiral of England and the Warden of the Cinque Ports are less likely to be drawn away, and even come with ships that can be quite useful indeed. Consider carefully which office might be of most value to the nominee. Bishops come with towns and cities (as well as votes in the House of Lords) and are necessary for a coronation. In short, every card has its value—lesser or greater depending on the eye of the nominee. But the most important card found in Chancery is undoubtedly the Chancellor of England office. If there is no sole King (a frequent occurrence in KINGMAKER), calling Parliament devolves upon the Chancellor. To concede the Chancellor's position is to concede all the opportunities of Parliament.

Take for example, the case of a player I shall call 'Mr. X' (let no one say I lack imagination). Mr. X controlled Henry VI as the sole King, and a very powerful faction. Respectable but still inferior in power, and holding the senior Yorkist heir, was myself. Mr. X was building on his momentum towards victory by calling Parliament. The third (and least powerful) player and I sent all of our nobles to his Parliament, and I sent all of our nobles to his Parliament to maximize card distribution. At Parliament we watched as Mr. X showered his own nobles with one desirable card after another, then begrudgingly gave the others to his erstwhile competitors. In the end, there were two Offices left, each with 50 troops attached, and in a spirit of fairness generally alien in KINGMAKER, he gave each of us one of these.

It was at the instance that my gift left his hand and fell on a weak and only recently titled noble (Hastings) of mine that Mr. X realized he was giving me the Chancellor's post. I goggled "Thank you" and he replied with something far less printable. I then took Hastings, my Yorkist, and the Archbishop of Canterbury (which I played from my hand when Mr. X had settled down) and ambled off to St. David's in Wales. There I gave England its rightful King, and my Chancellor assumed the ability to summon Parliament.

Lest you think otherwise, this was not the error of an inexperienced or unskilled player. Mr. X is one of the best I know, and is also good-natured enough not to hit me with a chair for all the times I've assembled coalitions against him. What this case shows is that despite simple rules, misplaying Parliament in general (and giving up the Chancellor in particular) can be disastrous. There is plenty of room for even the best players to do either.

Militarily, Parliament has its uses—particularly in the assembly of scattered forces. Armies dispersed by inconvenient revolts, raids and piracy can be immediately reassembled in the neighborhood of similarly reconstituted factions. Of course, there are times when being within striking distance of other players after the King's Peace ends is not a good idea, and that must affect your decision of whether or not to attend.

The free move to Parliament is extremely useful for bringing nobles back by naval transport to England and Wales. Probably every KINGMAKER player has seen or experienced an instance in which Stanley absolutely had to join the main force but was stuck on the Isle of Man, with the only available ships on the east coast of England. A timely Parliament can be a short-cut around lumbering naval movement past Dover and Penzance.

That the decision to attend or forego Parliament should be made for all nobles alike is determined by military factors, in addition to those peculiar to the Parliamentary process itself. Sending a partial delegation, unless it is the majority of an extra-office or powerful faction, is an invitation to defeat in detail by opposing players all too willing to concentrate their forces for a short while. The danger is increased still further with the conclusion of a hostile alliance. Sending all available troops might be to risk all, but those hazards should be judged with each situation and remain generally less than those of having a detachment massacred once the restraint of the King's Peace is over. In effect, if you are going to send one, you might as well send all.

A cagey player can try to force an opponent to send a noble to his doom by playing a Writ card. Regardless of a player's determination to keep his assets out of harm's way, a so-summoned noble must attend. If a player is too weak or otherwise unable or unwilling to send his whole force with the Writ's recipient, he may have another option. With a Free Move card, that lone noble can double-time away from death while the King's Peace still holds. Road movement past friendly castles and towns can seal a favorable outcome, perhaps compensating for a lack of a Free Move. However, there will be situations in which a noble summoned to Parliament will simply have to be sacrificed.

The King's Peace can serve the military interests of the presiding player, even if the Parliament serves no other purpose. In one game, the aforementioned Mr. X controlled a weak faction with the sole King, a small stack of Writs, and not much else. His enemies massed for the kill. However, the intended victim ran, calling Parliament every time his
opponents drew near, thus imposing the King's Peace repeatedly. Although the Chancery was empty, this tactic saved his faction from annihilation until he could collect enough Crown cards to survive without the enforced peace.

In KINGMAKER, fortunes can shift as wildly as alliances, and the latter are notoriously temporary. Plague, an event calling away a key noble, or the draw of an unfriendly card can cripple a cause with a seemingly clear road to victory. Likewise, fortuitous draws from the Crown desk can turn a gaggle of Crops and Hastings into a contending faction. But the area in which Luck enters the least is Parliament. Luck might grant a player a Writ, or possibly the sole King or Chancellor needed to control the festivities, but from that point on it is almost entirely up to the players alone how the assembly progresses.

At Parliament players can have a hand in deciding their own fortunes, for better or worse. They can augment their own power, buy each other off with gifts or supporting votes, take advantage of each other's gullibility, and exploit a short interval of peace in order to assemble enough brute force to consign an enemy to political limbo. This is how a nascent legislature is harnessed for factional gain. Parliament is where the puppets of power politics come into their own. The rules governing it are what make KINGMAKER one of the most fascinating (and at times amusing) games available.

EDITOR'S CHOICE AWARDS

This issue marks the beginning of yet another volume year for The GENERAL. As is our usual custom, we'd like to honor the best of the many writers who submitted their material to our tender mercies for publication within these pages during the course of the year past. There were so many excellent articles over the run of Volume 25 that the editors had a tough time in picking the nominees, and just one of the many articles nominated. Eliminating those articles written by our paid Avalon Hill staff, we offer the following articles from Vol. 25 to select from:

☐ THE TOP TURRET GUNNER DOESN'T ANSWER
  Paul A. Rivas, No. 1

☐ THE CASE FOR PLAYING BY MAIL
  by Tom Oleson, No. 2

☐ RIDING WITH THE BEST
  by Jeff Petrasia, No. 3

☐ GUNNED-UP IN THE DESERT
  by Mark Nixon, No. 3

☐ SIGNAL CLOSE ACTION
  by Craig Posey, No. 4

☐ THE AGE OF SAIL
  by James Lutz, No. 4

☐ DARBY'S RANGERS
  by Steven Swart, No. 5

☐ SPECIAL AIR SERVICE
  by James Welbreath, No. 6

☐ PAX DISCORDIA
  by James Campbell, No. 6

In our first column on STATIS-PRO FOOTBALL (see last issue), we covered the PACs and the running game. In this conclusion to our consideration of the game, it will be helpful to have that previous article for reference. (Ed.: Back issues of THE GENERAL are available for $4.00 each.)

The passing game is covered in Figure 2 below. Once again, there is an equal split of the 96 cards between those favoring the offense or the defense. The cards favoring offense show a bias in directing passing plays to the ends and B1, especially in the "quick" patterns. You should assign your better receivers here. The flanker is totally out of the quick routes, however, and both backs are useless for the QC passes. (This is, in retrospect, a bit odd, but it seems that QC does not include the dump-off to a back.) The LE and FL should be poised for the longer passes.

If the offensive team is not fortunate enough to gain the draw, the other half of the table shows the probabilities for the defensive team if a "zone" is called. The defender should make the same analysis for the linebackers as was done before. For the 3-4 (FGIJ), the linebackers have a total of 74 chances of 211 (35.1%), and the 4-3 backers have 53 (25.1%). The percentages go up to 78.7% and 56.4% respectively if only quick passes are considered. The offensive can, of course, refuse to throw quick passes against the 3-4, but this would severely limit their passing options. Note that if "man" coverage is used, each back is still covered, but the extra linebacker in the 3-4 would be available for either double coverage or a blitz. But the better outside linebacker in box F in anticipation that B1 will be the better receiver per above. The defensive secondary can play a standard four without too much worry. The fifth back (box L) gets only 11% of the zone calls and has no assignment in the man-to-man coverage. A blitz should be by the free safety, unless there are two flankers (in which case, a linebacker or two may be sent). Double-coverage should be specified for similar players since they will not be missed much in man coverage. The 3-4 gives better deep protection, but gets hurt on the rush. This is somewhat cancelled by the fact that the rush is only 2.1% for quick and 9.4% for short. The 14.6% probability on a long pass does become a definite factor. The * and ** for out-of-bounds are also listed.

What, then, are the best offenses and defenses? For defense, you want a 4-3 when expecting the run long and passes, and a 3-4 against everything else. Minor position changes can accomplish a flexibility in each defense which can make up for their individual shortcomings. The defense should always use one of the "Strategies" when in man-to-man coverage. Doubling is the safest; a 3-4 should at least double one receiver and send a backer on a pass rush or blitz, or double two men, if a pass is expected.

Offensively, run inside, mixing backs, and use your passing game to keep your opponent off-balance. Draw plays and play action helps in doing this, but both can be double-edged swords (especially play action). Remember that the game is still one of think-and-counter-think, and quite often the least favorable option by percentages will be the most effective since it is also the least expected by your opponent. The numbers here merely show you your options. The ability to use the information to its best advantage separates the losers from the winners.

Now for the generally unpopular (at least to the offensive player) cards: the "Z" cards. Based on the assumptions made at the start of the first article and many game experiences, you can expect about ten of these cards to occur each quarter. The new rules give 42 injury, 41 penalty and 13 (four "S") cards available to be resolved—giving an expectation of about 18 injuries, eight fumbles, and 17 penalties per game. Some of these will be applicable and you should split the rest with your opponent. Given the presence of a sure-handed back, you should lose less than two fumbles per game. Injuries will be a bit more serious, especially to the offense. Discounting injury chances lost to kicking plays and empty defensive boxes, you can still expect to lose six men per game for an average of six plays—a pretty tough go of it, since four of these will be from the offensive. The problem for the offense is that each position is called twice, whereas on defense only boxes A-F have two calls. The rest have only one. A further look at percentages shows that there is no substitute for depth. You can expect to lose two offensive and one defensive player for a game or more. (If you're playing out a full season, you better incorporate a method of generating such depth.)

Figure 2: Number of Times each Card comes up when Pass is called against Zone Defense.
Legends of the Lost Realm®
A Computer Fantasy Role-Playing Game Unlike Any Other!

Some features that prove why...

**Enemy Abilities:** While many enemies will simply attack, some will instead choose to steal a prized possession or two from you. Others will cast deadly spells, while still others that you might consider as allies can only be vanquished with a specific weapon (or weapons). Some will change shape in the middle of a battle, and some will suffer from rage at the wrong way you attacked them, and still others have the patience to simply hide and wait. Of course, only a few are above attacking from behind.

**Martial Arts:** Certain characters can be taught different martial arts techniques which will enable them to become especially effective fighters. Among these skills is the ability to summon "ki".

**Thieving Skills:** In addition to being able to pick locks and dismantle traps, thieves can climb over walls, steal from the enemy, and attack from behind.

**Weapon Making:** The unique blade master character lives up to his name by being able to identify, sharpen, and even improve the quality of bladed weapons. A samurai can make arrows out of sticks and feathers and, if he has it, give them all a mithril tip.

**Enchanting Items:** The enchanter, another unique character, cannot only cast spells, but also place them into an item.

**Spell and Item Usage:** Forget about "combat-only-spells". In LEGENDS OF THE LOST REALM, the only limiting factor in using spells and items is your imagination. If you think using a certain spell or item might help you out of a situation—try it! The results could be quite interesting.

These features and more are found in LEGENDS OF THE LOST REALM as you plunge deep within the walls of a forgotten keep in pursuit of a long lost staff! LEGENDS OF THE LOST REALM is ready to play on your MACINTOSH computer with at least one 800k disk drive and one meg of memory.
The ultimate objective in STELLAR CONQUEST is always the same: to build a powerful empire among the stars virtually from scratch. Starting with identical initial resources and entering into similar parts of space, the players have equal opportunities to win.

The draw of the cards has everything to do with the usefulness of the planets that the different players encounter, and hence the colonization and astrography of the empires. Much more important, however, is how well the players convert resources into other assets. Strategy, especially during the production turns, is pre-eminent over chance. It is definitely better for the STELLAR CONQUEST player to be good than to be lucky.

Power in this game is measured in more than simply numbers of starships. It is also a function of the quality of warships, production capabilities, mobility and flexibility, and the ability to penetrate a fog of war as black as space. It requires a prudent and balanced trial of construction, colonization and research. No one component can be ignored, nor can success in one entirely offset failings in the others.

Of course, this power must be wielded well to win. But the first step is to acquire it.

THE MEANS OF PRODUCTION

The most important source of Industrial Points (IPs) is population. It is available to everyone and is ultimately the source of almost all production. Even on worlds, especially mineral-rich ones, where most production is accomplished by factories, the cost of Industrial Technology making these possible—or at least the construction costs of building the first factories—is borne by the population. In addition, it is a critical means of garnering victory points.

Population has the advantage of cost-free, self-replication on terran and sub-terran worlds. Factories too can reproduce, but only at the cost of IPs. The emigration bonus represents a low-cost way to increase population growth still further. The mandatory transfer of bonus population points to other planets best dovetails with expansion efforts, and at worst represents only a minor inconvenience.

Though population has the advantages of being universally available, productive and easily transferable, industry remains very important. In fact, Industrial Technology is so important that it is one of the best purchases that can be made with the pre-game allotment of Industrial Points. A factory is an investment, a means of increasing a planet's production capacity beyond that of its population. To maximize the return on such an investment, factories are best constructed early in the game. For example, a factory built on a (non-mineral-rich) world at a cost of four IPs immediately after Turn 4 produces nine IPs, assuming that the planet remains in friendly hands, by the end of the game for a "profit" of five IPs. One built after Turn 36 produces only one IP, for a "loss" of three IPs. Although there might be compelling reasons beyond those of profit and loss for building factories later in the game, the principle stands that they are generally best constructed before Turn 28—the earlier the better.

Industry Technology beyond the most basic level is not such an unqualified advantage. Improved Industrial Technology is a good, moderately-priced area of industrial improvement that can be useful on mineral-rich, low-population worlds. But its cost must be justified against demands for comparably-priced researches such as five-hex speed and Advanced Missile Bases. Robotic Industrial Technology is even less desirable. It is normally a prohibitively expensive investment, the benefits of which balance the expenses only in the extended game. Otherwise it is of little use if any besides being a black hole for Industrial Points.

Controlled Environment Technology is necessary to exploit the resources of most mineral-rich planets. It costs little to acquire, and can pay for itself within one production turn. CET's main drawback is that Industrial Technology (which has the same cost) is a logical research alternative, is applicable to all planets and not just a few, and that barren worlds do not yield victory points.

THE SINEWS OF WAR

Production sources and IPs have purposes beyond their own existence and replication, of course. Among the most important is the construction of military power in the form of warships and planetary defenses.

Ships are the more important of the two. They are the most flexible means of destroying an opponent's own warships and the only one able to besiege and seize colonies from the enemy. Their central purpose is to perpetuate and extend the player's control of space, even at the expense of others. An ancillary function is to escort colony transports into systems intended for colonization. Without warships, each transport runs the risk of destruction.
New ship construction is as mandatory as population growth. The four corvettes that enter with each Improved Ship Weapony or death stars. None of these ships are built with the initial allotment of IPs. These should go towards research, with warships built only after a colony has been established. Furthermore, in the beginning of the game, encounters with opponents’ forces are completely impossible and the first corvettes are sufficient to escort the colony transports.

The basic warship is the corvette. The least costly and available to all, it is also effective for most of the game. Even when superceded by more powerful vessels, it remains useful for escorting emigrants to systems where the threat of hostile action is minimal.

The logical step beyond the corvette is the fighter ship. Its research cost is far from excessive; in fact, fighters can become available as early as the Turn 4 production sequence. They are generally cost-effective and, unlike corvettes, capable of destroying anything in an enemy’s possession. The fighters themselves are not in any danger of being destroyed; indeed, they are inadequately protected against any threat that they must destroy or suffer a coup-de-grace from counterattacking warships. The basic Level 1 missile base is an almost mandatory research goal. Like the corvette, it is generally effective through most of the game. Its low research price makes it a wise initial purchase. In later stages, however, the value of the bases themselves means that significant defenses can be erected quickly and without necessarily neglecting other needed expenditures.

Even more than the mobile corvettes, however, basic missile bases are reduced to irrelevance by death stars. If one enemy death star enters a system defended by nothing more than Level 1 missiles, all the expense of building them is wasted. The remedy is to build Advanced Missile Bases. They are not the equal of death stars, but they can destroy them. Against fighters, they can hold their own, and they are clearly superior to corvettes without a proportional cost in IPs. In modern warfare, missile bases are not an absolute prerequisite for victory. Many players will allocate their IPs elsewhere without any effective diminution of armed power. Still, they are generally a very advisable investment.

Planetary Shield research and construction is an extremely valuable development. It doubles the probability of destroying enemy ships and missile bases and makes even very large and expensive ships ineffective. This development is an excellent way to gain qualitative superiority and to offset inferiority in numbers. Its attractiveness is enhanced by its immediate benefit, without the need to construct new and more advanced warships. Late in the game its effect can be decisive.

Planetary defenses, normally in the form of missile bases, are more problematic than ships or missiles. The direct and indirect cost of placing such defenses is high. The bases themselves require the development and maintenance of research, the quantities of which are adequate for the defense. The bases must be placed on key systems, and the effect is to limit the movement of any hostile task force to an area whose defended perimeter is determined by the resources and capabilities of the build. The bases themselves can be supported by the firing of long-range weapons; these can also be placed on important systems. The effect is to provide an additional layer of defense for important areas, thereby increasing the probability of survival of important systems and increasing the risk of an attack by hostile forces. The bases themselves are not an absolute prerequisite for victory. Many players will allocate their IPs elsewhere without any effective diminution of armed power. Still, they are generally a very advisable investment.

Strategic Mobility and Flexibility

Military power is more than ships and missiles. It is also determined by their mobility and the flexibility of their employment. In this, research and technology are crucial factors.

Distance is fundamentally, but subtly, different in Stellar Conquest than in most other games. Although a player may construct and move ships between stars, the distance is a matter of transit time instead of space between two points. Increasing ship speed through research diminishes the time it takes to travel between two stars. For example, ships with the basic two-hex-per-turn speed take two game turns to go from Lalande to Coti. With ship speed increased to three, transit time is now only one turn. Thus, although ship speed was increased by only fifty percent, in this one case the effective increase was twice that. Not always does an arithmetic speed increase result in geometric gains. With three-hex speed, Ceti and Rastaban are still two turns apart, with no immediate advantage over the two-hex speed. Ceti and Erickson are still three turns apart at two-hex speed, two turns at three-, four- and five-hex speeds, and one turn at six hexes per turn.

The result is that even as spatial distance remains absolute, temporal distances change at uneven rates. The net result is that, for players’ purposes, the map shrinks and swells with each advance in ship speed.

There is an overwhelming need to increase speed throughout the game from the initial two-hex crawl. This is achieved by increasing the distance between hexes, which makes it more attractive for ships to travel between them. Also, the bases themselves are not an absolute prerequisite for victory. Many players will allocate their IPs elsewhere without any effective diminution of armed power. Still, they are generally a very advisable investment.

However, missile bases are an integral component of military power. Their role is to render attacking a planet too costly to prudently carry out, attributing hostile task forces that actually do attack. At their best, missile bases are a cost-effective way to thin out attackers to the point that they must desist or suffer a coup-de-grace from counterattacking warships. The basic Level 1 missile base is almost mandatory research goal. Like the corvette, it is generally effective through most of the game. Its low research price makes it a wise initial purchase. In later stages, however, the value of the bases themselves means that significant defenses can be erected quickly and without necessarily neglecting other needed expenditures.

Educational and Intelligence

Knowledge is power. In Stellar Conquest, it can also be hard to get.

The most striking example of the need to aggressively seek knowledge is the process of discovering star systems. The most obvious use of discoveries is to find terrain, sub-terrain, and mineral-rich planets for colonization. A near equally important role is determining which worlds are likely to be exploited by the opponents. For this reason, scout ships should travel over the entire mapboard, and not just the space within easy range of colony transports and warships. The early-turn discovery that is so distant when made is much closer later in the game when mobility and flexibility are maximized.

Scout ships are the mainstays of the exploration effort. They begin the game with unlimited range, are cheap to build. This is fortunate, as their loss is commonplace. It is impossible to prevent the random destruction of scouts during exploration. If the ships cannot be saved, at least some measures should be taken to ensure that the discoveries are made regardless. Scouts should work in groups of two, so that if one fails to survive exploration of a system, the other is present to acquire the information unless a catastrophic "snake-eye" is rolled. When a ship is destroyed, the surviving scout should link up with another pair (or even better, another lone scout).

Warships play a secondary role in exploration. They are useful, especially for exploring stars within range of command posts, freeing scouts for the long-range missions to which they are suited. Warships’ immunity to random destruction further suits them to exploration.

Besides geographical data, players need intelligence on their opponents’ capabilities and dispositions. Herein lies the difficult part of penetrating the fog of war.

Voyages of exploration reveal nothing about a sentient presence on a planet, except whether a colony is there or not. They cannot determine the size, industrialization, or defenses of the colony. They only know whether a planet is occupied, whether there is a warship of the star’s hex, but that information normally comes just before any warships present make short work of the scouts. Frequently, losing one or two expensive scouts in exchange for intelligence on an opponent’s ability to build fighters and death stars is worthwhile.

The only way to determine the extent of a world’s missile defenses is actually to attack it. That, to say the least, can be somewhat risky. As for industrial assets and populations, conquest is the only means of gathering that intelligence. A command post
reveals the presence of a colony in the system. But that is all it reveals. From your perspective, a colony of one million beings on a barren world looks the same as one of thirty million on a barren planet with numerous factories and extensive extensions.

Limited intelligence gives STELLAR CONQUEST much of its character: expandability. These require meaningful information can affect the game in ways that go beyond the most obvious level of the rules. There is ample opportunity for alliances and other forms of mutual assistance, some of which can take the form of exchanges of intelligence. As a corollary, players can also agree not to explore certain areas, or order another player's ships not to explore certain points of battle action. Since nobody can really know whether his erstwhile ally is telling the complete truth, or if a possible enemy is bluffing, there is ample room for deception. The only limit on player duplicity is lingering honesty.

Task Force counters should be used throughout the game to hide the composition of ship groups. This also allows the use of scouts as dummies, in addition to their role of exploration.

Intelligence may not be as obvious an element of power as military assets or economic capability. But the most powerful and readily employed space fleets can be drawn on only if the player does not know how to do with them, or where to send them.

EXPANSION AND CONFLICT

There are two primary elements of strategy in the game: expansion and conflict. “Expansion” is the establishment of new colonies in systems unlikely to be contested by others. It is far less a phenomenon of wars than one of culture points. “Conflict” is very closely tied to the “Conquest” of the game’s title. It represents efforts to conquer uncolonized but disputed victory point stars under friendly control, or to conquer the colonies previously established by others. Its success depends upon the use of warships. Whereas expansion is unilateral, to the degree of almost being solitaire, conflict is safer in that productive planets are brought into being rather than being destroyed. "Conflict" is very closely tied to the "Conquest" of the game’s title. It represents efforts to conquer uncolonized but disputed victory point stars under friendly control, or to conquer the colonies previously established by others. Its success depends upon the use of warships. Whereas expansion is unilateral, to the degree of almost being solitaire, conflict is safer in that productive planets are brought into being rather than being destroyed.

Facilitating conflict are the benefits of research. As technology advances, so do societal dynamics, the real world of the planet Earth, has far-reaching implications for the game. As technology advances, so do societal dynamics, the real world of the planet Earth, has far-reaching implications for the game. Facilitating conflict are the benefits of research. As technology advances, so do societal dynamics, the real world of the planet Earth, has far-reaching implications for the game. As technology advances, so do societal dynamics, the real world of the planet Earth, has far-reaching implications for the game.

The first stage of STELLAR CONFLICT is one of expansion. Due to the certain lack of mobility and flexibility of the warship military forces on all sides, conflict is physically impossible in the first four turns or so, and only gradually progresses to the point of highly improbable. The main objectives at this point are to establish a presence and facilitate population expansion. Colonization of hospitable, ideally terran planets is crucial, as is population growth that fuels the later expansions. These worlds are to be the “core” of the player’s empire.

The draw of the star cards may prevent a player from colonizing a terrain or sub-terrain world before the first production turn. Then, he should place his population on any other inhabitable planet and utilize their production capability on the Turn 4 sequence.

Failing to make planetfall on a victory point world is not likely to be a catastrophe, particularly if the player keeps this to himself.

The first command post is established at the fifth game turn or just before. This is often planned on one of the more heavily populated core world. But, it is often better if it can be constructed in an otherwise poor system, on a barren or minimal terran planet with a very small population, thereby misdirecting any hostile attentions later in the game.

Secondary activities are ship construction and the acquisition of missile bases and factories. Research is commenced toward better starships and Advanced Missile Bases. By no means unimportant, scout ships and corvettes search the map for desirable planets.

In some ways, the allocation of the initial IPs is one of the most important industrial activities of the game, because it can set the tone for much economic strategy. Instead of spreading these points thin among several research areas, one should be bought in entirety: Industrial Technology, Missile Base, or Three-Hex Speed. The principle is to achieve results of either immediate use or applicability on the first production turn. In later turns, the first researches are used as a springboard toward further progress. For instance, initial research in Industrial Technology allows factories to be built in the first production turn; whereas Three-Hex Speed is compounded later into even higher-speed ships. These first IPs are best not converted into corvettes. There is no need for them yet, and they can be built easily enough when there is one. If Three-Hex Speed is chosen, the surplus IPs can be used for either incomplete research in other areas, or for scouts. The former can be completed in the early stages of the game, and the latter are of immediate usefulness.

The first phase of the game is one of expansion, as we’ve stated. The players have an adequate ability to expand in the neighborhood of their core systems, and a critical need to do so. Population is the ultimate source of power, and the players need room for it to grow. In addition, the emigration bonus is an impetus to expansion.

The second stage of the game is, to some extent, a continuation of the first. Conflict is the exception and expansion the rule. Colonization extends beyond the immediate systems that supply the colony transport required for research continues. Corvettes are superseded by the primary warships by fighters and death stars. Ships and missile bases are built in ever-increasing numbers in anticipation of the third stage.

The final phase of STELLAR CONQUEST is substantially different than the first two. The primary objective is to get a decisive edge in victory points over the other players. This is complicated by generally not knowing what the others control, which happens if one pays too little attention to collecting intelligence. Conflict is more common than at any other time. Facilitating conflict are the benefits of research. Fighters are now available in significant numbers and death stars are no longer few and far between.

These two ship types tend to form the backbone of military forces. Often, at least one player has Improved Ship Weaponry. Mobility and flexibility are limited by the fact that ships must be fought off, causing conflict sooner rather than later. The new ships allow, are large populations and many factories. Even if a player has no interest in aggression towards his neighbors, he must prepare for those who have designs on his empire.

Conflict in the last stage of STELLAR CONFLICT is more the result of the player’s previous decisions and actions. For the first time the core systems are within reach of enemy forces. Combat also tends to be quite bloody at this time. With frequent combat and often frequent shifts in alliances, the third stage of the game can resemble some barely controlled form of violent chaos. It is the decisive climax of the game, which players’ causes can be made or broken. It is also the reason why empires are so carefully built in the first and second stages of the game.

CONCLUSIONS

With planetary populations measurable in the tens of millions and spatial distances stretching into light-years, STELLAR CONQUEST is a vast space strategic game. Players begin with the seeds of power and their strategy, more than anything else, determines how these seeds will germinate and grow.

It differs from most science fiction games in terms of its fictional background and rationale. It has none. Instead, it relies on science fiction games such as STARFROOPS, DUNE or FREEDOM IN THE GALAXY, in which a “historical” background provides much of the game’s atmosphere and the basis of its mechanics. By contrast, STELLAR CONQUEST takes a radically different approach. Its fictional rationale is so vague that it can be considered, for all intents and purposes, nonexistent. Instead, the game relies on a straightforward menu of aspects of power in an age of both technological progress, exploration, and eventual large-scale conflict among the stars. The mainstream of science fiction games deals with particulars, be they individual characters, planets, or planets. STELLAR CONQUEST deals with massive generalities.

Its appeal and distinctiveness lie in its fusion of science fiction generality and its economic, technological and military components. Industrial Points in STELLAR CONQUEST fulfill the same function as ducats in CONQUISTADOR, mega-Fundus in Pax Britannica, or the confusing array of economic indicators by which we measure real economies. Missile bases can be viewed as abstractions of defensive capabilities, and ships as representations of mobile military forces. Its crowning achievement is the integration of technology into the power equation in the form of research. Technology, in the real world of the planet Earth, has far-reaching effects on every aspect of human interaction; and as technology advances, so do societal dynamics, including those dealing with competition and conflict.

Like almost every wargame, these are at the center of STELLAR CONQUEST. It is appropriate that competition and conflict change in the game as technology advances. Again as on Terra, technology makes them deadlier as well.

STELLAR CONQUEST is about power reduced to its basic elements. Under the only moderately-complex system is a subtle and elegant portrayal of power and how it can be fostered, and wielded, very few strictly historical games can make a claim to do it as well as STELLAR CONQUEST.

COPY SERVICE

If the reader should need a copy of an article from an out-of-stock back issue of The GENERAL, The Avalon Hill Game Company does provide a photocopying service (black and white only). The charge for this service is $1.00 per page, with a minimum order of five pages required. Please specify the article title, volume and number of the issue it appeared in, and the pages on which it can be found. The new 25-year-old edition of DUNE is being published. Orders for this new 25-year-old edition of DUNE are shipping rates of 10% of the amount of the order must be included (20% for Canadian orders and 30% for overseas orders). Maryland residents please also add 5% state sales tax.
In the last issue, Mr. Nixon considered the first four scenarios of WEST OF ALAMEIN and shared his insights into tactics with us. In this, the second part of his evaluation of these newest challenges for the dedicated ASL buff, he turns his attention to the last four found in that module—#39–#42.

Scenario 39

Turning the Tables

Rating: 55% German

Attraction: A heavily armed force of Germans plunge into sand, mines and wire. British defenders are frozen in their tracks as Stukas dive to the attack. The steady drumming of the Bofors has sent more than one to an earthy grave, but the guns are in danger from the ground this time as enemy sappers guide the assault through, coming out of the setting sun.

British Advantages: Wire, Mines, Sand, Entrenchments, 40L Guns

If I told you to set up a defense including 315 mine factors, my guess is your response would be similar to mine... “No thanks; let’s play ASL instead.” But here, the mines are all Known, and the enemy also has sappers. With ten turns available, they will be able to work through the mines, although the inconvenience in doing so will be a cornerstone of your defense. Complementing the mines, the wire and sand pose added trouble for attacking infantry and vehicles alike. Notice that even the best route for the halftracks still involves three Bog checks, perhaps making your selection of hexes to borsight quite easy. Everybody can fit into the entrenchments, and the sand provides a nice haven from the 150mm Stuka bombs, since it halves their resolution (F7.4: bombs are ordnance by definition). Those 40L guns will destroy any of the German armor in LOS, giving the AA gun plenty of time to engage enemy infantry as vehicles hide. Naturally, the AA gun will deal with the Stukas—a matter to be covered later.

British Disadvantages: Static, Leadership, Dispersion, Sunblindness

One telling aspect of the advantages listed above is that, other than the 40L guns, these are all fixed pieces of terrain; they are not weapons you might use aggressively against the enemy. My own preference would be to trade in some of that static paraphernalia for some added hitting power, as it is much easier to adjust the defense when composed of mobile elements capable of exerting influence beyond their own hex. The fortifications, once set, are inflexible. The enemy might work around them or through them and, of course, you cannot make any changes to them. A faulty set-up here, or one which the Germans negotiate early, will result in a lost game most of the time. This is magnified by the inability of your infantry to make bold only one occupied hex. Strength of those Stukas and enemy machineguns, coupled with the need to defend across the entire battlefield. With only three leaders, it is difficult to split the force between the north and south sand patches, and the single — I leadership DRM to be shared by 13 squads must surely make this the poorest-lead group of British ever. As if all this were not enough to convince you to choose to play the German side, there is also sunblindness to contend with.

British Defense:

Remember that all the fortifications set up HIP (A12.33), except for the Known minefields. Coupled with the fact that all your troops are concealed (in addition to the 10 dummy counters in your OB), you do have some chance of deceiving the German player into attacking the wrong portion of your defense. The other basic concept to remember is to make sure both guns are HIP so the Stukas can’t simply fly in and drop their bombs on them, and to set up your infantry so any strafing runs will hit only occupied hexes. Your AA gun also has sappers. With ten turns available, they will also have to send troops to contain my infantry or face a counterattack around the west side of the minefields to the 280X1 area. Naturally, any containment force itself becomes a target for my troops. I don’t expect some 22 DVP of German infantry to exit the playing area. There will be some APV baggage, and hopefully an immobilization or two. My two guns will take out any vehicles they engage, if only the Stukas and the 10-2 directed HMGs don’t strike down my crews first.

There are certainly other set-ups which will work well. This one just happens to be my favorite. I’d rather not commit a large number of squads on one flank containing only one leader, and so prefer the above attempt to deal with the entire board from a single area, hedging the bet somewhat with a few squads in the north backed by no leader at all. Putting troops in both the north and the south would be a viable alternative, but defending only in the north won’t work because the south is so well screened by the high dunes in that region. Even throwing all the mines and wire into the south won’t stop the Germans unless they are covered by firepower. Finally, don’t forget that you can buck convention and stick a cluster of entrenchments out in the open, or string a system of trenches and sangars which will be interconnected, between fortified locations. For those who enjoy a little experimenting and the process of devising a truly remarkable fixed defensive position, this scenario should be a real jewel.

German Advantages: Stukas, Machineguns, 10-2 Leader

The Stukas might be used in a number of ways. Most obvious, and the way I tried at first, is to bring them immediately and start ripping up the best available targets. But the British will grow wise to that and begin to keep that HMG concealed. But here, the HMG concealed. The German response, then, is to withhold the planes as a threat until the British reveal something worthwhile. If that 150mm bomb can be dropped on the AA gun, HMG or ATG, the infantry will have an improved chance to score a win. The beauty of this is that, since the Stuka will pin attack across the south would be welcome indeed, for although my own losses would be great, I wouldn’t expect the enemy to fight through my strength and still be able to exit 22 DVP. If he can do that, then he deserves to win.

But I won’t leave the north without defenders ever again. For some of the British games by altering the number of dummy concealments in that sector. If playing a concealment “counter” (you know, one of those fellows who count your concealments in order to deduce where the real troops are), you might leave exactly ten counters in the north. He’ll think they’re all concealments and will be caught in a trap of his own making when they turn out to be real troops. Or, you might try the same tactic, but leave a few troops there as well. Once he has uncovered a couple of dummy stacks, he’ll probably assume the rest are dummies too. But guess who will be joining the ranks of the dummys?

Yet another thing I like about concentrating in the south is that the enemy who attacks across the north can then be fired at out of sunblindness. While that may seem like small compensation for the fact that the enemy are at long range and even beyond range of much of my firepower, they will also have to send troops to contain my infantry or face a counterattack around the west side of the minefields to the 280X1 area. Naturally, any containment force itself becomes a target for my troops. I don’t expect some 22 DVP of German infantry to exit the playing area. There will be some APV baggage, and hopefully an immobilization or two. My two guns will take out any vehicles they engage, if only the Stukas and the 10-2 directed HMGs don’t strike down my crews first.

There are certainly other set-ups which will work well. This one just happens to be my favorite. I’d rather not commit a large number of squads on one flank containing only one leader, and so prefer the above attempt to deal with the entire board from a single area, hedging the bet somewhat with a few squads in the north backed by no leader at all. Putting troops in both the north and the south would be a viable alternative, but defending only in the north won’t work because the south is so well screened by the high dunes in that region. Even throwing all the mines and wire into the south won’t stop the Germans unless they are covered by firepower. Finally, don’t forget that you can buck convention and stick a cluster of entrenchments out in the open, or string a system of trenches and sangars which will be interconnected, between fortified locations. For those who enjoy a little experimenting and the process of devising a truly remarkable fixed defensive position, this scenario should be a real jewel.
its target with its initial MG burst in a point attack (at the very least), the targeted AA gun will be able to throw out only a "4" table attack instead of an "8", and won't have ROF. Should it or the HMG be lucky enough to nail the plane, I bet the second one will win through. I'd much rather have one Stuka around with no more AA gun to face for the rest of the game than have both Stukas left with no bombs and the AA gun cracking away at them on whim.

And what is it that will force the British to reveal their heavy hitters? The 10-2 directing two HMGs and a MMG ought to do it. Once established in a spot like 280E5 or 260D6, this firegroup can annihilate them and then move along the path-freeing the remainder of the German infantry to proceed forward. The heavy MG group then advances to a new position. Before long, the British must retake with fire from the AA gun and the HMG. If they don't, they will lose their squads; and when they do, the Stukas will dive in for the kill. The machineguns also prohibit British north-south movement and add to the overall greater range of German weaponry. This is another example of the Germans successfully engaging their enemy beyond effective range of return fire. The machineguns and leaders are what make it work here, enhanced nicely by the sunblindness at times.

German Disadvantages: Tough VC, Difficult Terrain

Part of the problem with exiting 22 DVP is that the 31 DVP of infantry will not make it alone. Some of them will certainly fall, and that means that some of the vehicles will need to exit the mapboard. Those vehicles are all Illiany, and you cannot expect them to stand up to any 40L fire. They must even beware the British MGs, ATRs and mortars. It will prove tough enough to work these AFVs through all the Bog hexes and minefields, even without hostile fire to bother them. So the attack will be hampered by the need to screen these vehicles from the enemy, at least until the locations of the guns are known. It still won't be a cake-walk, but at least your infantry can engage the British equally without the danger of that dread #9 TK eliminating six of your valuable DVP at a single blow.

The only other bit of difficulty you will encounter, beyond failure of the Stukas, is if the enemy places a concealed unit anywhere but with the two HMGs, set and delay of crossing all that open ground and sand. The trouble for the vehicles is worse than it is for the infantry, but the foot soldiers will pay dearly for any moving in the open and will be slowed by sand and wire—and often channelled where they'd rather not go by the minefields.

**German Attack:**

There is a very good reason for this being a ten-turn scenario. It is because the Germans need that much time to discover the layout of the British positions, to poke and probe into it, to work around the mines and wire, to pinpoint the emplaced guns that will be boresighted locations, and then delay of crossing all that open ground and sand. Call it reconnaissance; call it caution. Call it what you will. The force the German marches into this battle is built around the ability of the Stukas to deliver a telling blow at a critical location at the right moment. Their failure to land a bomb on target beyond failure of the Stukas, if the enemy places a concealed unit might cost you the game. If you run the AFVs out into the open and the 40L guns fry them, you might want to re-read Chapters C and D. If you put the 10-2 leader anywhere but with the two HMGs, set and ready to rip apart any target in sight, perhaps there is yet another way of getting that one "8" ROF out of the 10-2.

Ten turns give you enough time to move onto the battlefield in a cautious manner, establish a MG base in a secure spot (such as 260DD6 or 280EE5) with the 10-2, and begin to surge forward in a dispersed formation with the squads. If the 10-2 steps into a boresighted location, he might have to be moved. To guard against a boresight/9-1 combination would one of the heavy MGs open fire, or pin him into position. Don't barge in during movement in Turn 1 in the hope of firing off an Advancing Fire shot at long range. Even the boresighted shot rolls a Light Dust die. In your Defensive Fire Phase, you will reassemble the machineguns in order to blast the enemy in Turn 2 Prep Fire, or will leave them DM should the British choose to slink away from your threat. When you force them to start moving, they will be abandoning not only their entrenchments but also the three-hex cluster defense, and will find themselves presenting multiple targets for a strafing run-in. This doesn't mean that they can't be time to unleash the terror from the skies. Wait for a great target—not just a good one—and always attack from outside CA of the AA gun.

As one might expect, the real work will be in the hands of the seven or eight squads who must advance toward the British positions. They are the ones who will do any mine/wire clearing. They are the ones who bring forward the LMGs and their own inherent firepower which, together, must hold the British at bay when it is time to move the 10-2 closer. They are the ones who will force the majority of the enemy to drop their concealment in favor of providing protection for the 10-2. They must come out of the sun, so that even running in the open (which I don't recommend as a steady diet for victory) they are taking only even fire, plus the Dust dr.

By far, my favorite spot to attack is the southern area. This region provides some interesting LOS with all the dunes thereabout. It is shielded from any northern British by both the dunes (including SD) and the range, but will prove difficult for the vehicles to cross because they must enter the southwest corner to avoid close-range fire in the 16V1 area. The center is the best path for the vehicles, but in my estimation it is too open for the infantry. The north is a compromise, far from any southern British units yet more open than the south itself. Any of the three might be taken, and which will probably depend on the enemy's minefield and infantry deployment. But whatever the defense, I think the attack must proceed with the hope of clearing a path through the center. An area that would south might hook slightly north to the pass at 26V9, with sappers to clear that area, while the balance of the attack continues eastward. In like fashion, a northern attack can slip a few sappers south into the 28X4 pass to do the same. Don't forget to enter the minefields with trailbreak counters and use all the modifiers at your disposal from the B2.7 to roll clearance. Should the attack not allow you to clear these central blockages, your vehicles will have to take their chances in the sand. If the British have not blocked the center, you must expect it to be heavily boresighted and should proceed through that area only for clearing otherwise or silencing the enemy's heavier weaponry.

Once located, the AA gun is the primary target for the Stukas. I wouldn't hesitate to use both bombs on it if needed. The crew will be pinned by the first MG attack, so chances are good that one of the bombs will hit with results. Even better, the 10-2 might take out the crew or the assault might sweep them all off the gun. If you may not be able to do it, it is ideal, but I think playing for the Stuka attack on the gun is about the best policy. At least, that is something you can plan for as opposed to an event that might just "happen". However you do it, once the AA gun is taken out, the Stukas are then relatively free—and might turn on the HMG to eliminate their last worry, although striking the ATG would be great for freeing up the armor, and screaming down on the poor bloody infantry can help out your own infantry. Throughout, the ability of those Stukas to pin everybody they attack with point attacks will prove perhaps the greatest virtue. With the right kind of luck, imagine what a single Stuka might do to the best tank the British might throw at you a turn or two ahead. Another consideration is what if the armor of that tank couldn't leave its starting hex. If you can catch the HMG out of position, it might be worth pinning every turn just to keep it out of the battle.

But the sand muffles those bombs down to the "1"s. AIA + 4 for Emplacement. The bombs might fail to no effect. What should you do? My advice is to simply proceed with the infantry assault. The failure of the bombing is not a reason to assume your attack itself is failing, throw caution to the wind and charge forward with the armor. Far from it, that would be the certain path to failure. These well-led troops can still win. They still derive certain advantages from the air cover, bombs or no bombs. For one, the enemy must decide between your Prep Fire Phase whether he will fire his AA and HMG, or save them for use during the Movement Phase against those strafing planes. The very threat of the airstrike infringes on your opponent's options. The turn he marks his HMG for Opportunity Fire might be the turn you break its manning infantry with defensive fire. On the other hand, the turn the HMG prep fires might be the turn a Stuka ends the MG's life. Once you have taken out those 40L guns, or if you can find a useful location out of their LOS, you can finally bring out the PzJs for some added firepower at the British Infantry. You should still keep them outside normal range of the enemy SW, but that should not be too terribly difficult since, by the time the 40LS are gone, your infantry should have already silenced several of those bothersome ATRs, mortars and LMGs. The 47Ls of these German AFVs might not seem like much at first, but once they start cranking in some ROF and scoring some hits, the "4" attack results will be much more for your money! The halfbackwards charge forward unless you are near the endgame and desperate. These vehicles are better used for driving offboard with their 12 DVP (or maybe even more once loaded) than for any offensive action. But they need to be creeping forward throughout the game at every possibility, because they must face several enemy choices. The opportunity to free themselves should they bog down. The PzJs can't help push the HTs, but you might want to use one HT to push the other in a situation where you need them both and the chance of bogging two is no more detrimental than having one stuck. Just the fortunes of war.

The end rush to get offboard in the final turns should, if you have done your job and encountered good fortune (you must always be lucky to win . . . no matter what scenario, no matter what game), be a matter of walking and driving. I don't expect that there will be any British left after ten turns of fighting. The only question is whether you still have 22 DVP to exit. If you should have extra units but there are still British in the way, try being a bit more aggressive! The enemy defender may have been lured to the test while there are still a few turns to go than to throw all your hopes into one last charge. When the enemy know you absolutely have to exit a certain place on a certain turn, you know they will be throwing out those firelanes across your path and putting those obstacles in their path to the cross. This is too much advantage to give away to them. The defender will know he can Intensive Fire and risk Sustained Fire. They will use every OPP if opportunity, knowing there is no tomorrow. Had you gone at them like this on Turn 8 instead of 10, there would be another turn to face and they would be reluctant to commit all these dynamic shots. Plus, if they break your troops on Turn 8, you might still bring them back for more of the same on Turns 9 and 10. Troops broken on Turn 10, however, are out of the picture (almost always)!...
Germans suddenly possess twice the firepower of the defenders. It’s the kind of overwhelming ratio which normally dictates a fall-back defense; only here, that obviously won’t work. The British are going to take a beating, and that’s without any heavy destruction from the pre-game bombardment. (I find that bombardments are rarely harmful, but are sometimes a real nuisance.) This time there is no place to run, for the “fort” is surrounded. The implication is that there will be times when rout is impossible, and that some positions will become Enraptured. Indeed, it will be a common enough practice of those devious opponents you’ve come to know and love, to actually illuminate their own positions so that your broken troops will be sure to see them and, therefore, not rout toward them. In this manner, you will have a very tough time getting the broken troops to the leaders for rally; and when you combine large stacks to overcome that dilemma, those stacks will come under encircling fire. It’s just one thing after another inside Fort McGregor.

British Defense:

The British might choose to congregate everyone around the hillock summits themselves, but I won’t spend much time on this strategy. That would play right into the Germans’ hands, allowing them to run the attack however they desire, with yourself as little more than a casual observer until such time as the enemy come within three hexes (the NVR) of your constricted defense. Instead I want to demonstrate a defense which might involve a bit more risk, but which also provides capacity to bring greater harm upon the Germans before they get too close.

The first thing to do is re-read those Night rules. That might seem no easy task, but there are a few tricks involved in setting up the defense. Make sure you take the time to con-cealing your troops. Don’t forget to set up three-squad equivalents HIP, and all leaders and SW HIP (page E26, Clarifications for El.2). Because of SSR 4, some of the entrenchments will not be set up HIP, although they normally would even in a daylight scenario. When that pre-game bombardment hits, remember that you take on the units which have not lose their concealment/HIP status. Units taking MC and PTC do not otherwise lose such status because there are no enemy units in LOS.

That’s about it for the significant rules; the rest of the defense hinges on how you will apply your knowledge of the game as a whole. The one thing I’d like to avoid, or at least curtail, as the British is the effect of those enemy attempts at Encirclement. This determination was born during our initial playtest games, back when the Germans were not required to take the summit hexes to win. We recorded several playings in which the Germans won simply by moving to the fort’s perimeter and blasting away at the British, using the power of their massed fire upon the units in front of them. The British would lose their concealment/HIP status. Units taking MC and PTC do not otherwise lose such status because there are no enemy units in LOS.

The balance of the entrenchments I would string around the summit hexes, on one side only, between 280Y2 and 270X10, in order to link them—and also pick some choice spots like 28X3, 27Y2 and 27AA8 which are shielded by the hillock in front and might present some troubles for the attacking Germans. I would not start anyone in the sangars because of those bothersome Cloaking counters as the enemy advance. They still might be broken by the bombardment, but somebody has to be out there to slow the enemy; it might as well be somebody who can hurt them on the wire where they are most vulnerable.

Conclusion:

As expected, the Germans come out of the sun. The sappers are soon at work on the mines and wire of the overconfident British. One of the AA batteries prematurely fires into the minefield, and almost immediately the Stukas are screaming out of the late afternoon sky. Bombs and heavy machinegun fire, sand and dust, foreign troops in a foreign land. The pressure is too much to bear and, for the first time in the minds of some, it is time to depart to the rear.
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Scenario 40

Fort McGregor

Rating: 60% German

Attraction: This idea of a night assault on prepared defenses might prove the best way to get into Fort McGregor; but there can be no doubt that the attack is expected, what with the introductory bombardment. Like as not, the shells will not clear a convenient swath through the wire and it will be up to the infantry, with a fort’s help, to find a path through the night. Bombs rip the night, and at times the starshells light the area as though it were daytime. There will be no sanctuary for the weary.

British Advantages: Entrenchments, Wire, HMG

I don’t see much for the British to cheer about in the meager force they are allocated in this scenario. If the beneficial TEM of the foxholes and sangars don’t allow them to survive some of the potent German firepower, and if the wire doesn’t slow the enemy at least a turn or two, there will be slim chance of any British victory here. The key seems to be to break some of those enemy squads early and then keep them broken. As in all Night scenarios, it is very difficult to do any serious routting with it limited to one hex at a time via Low Crawl and with DM status so much more difficult to cast aside. The awful fact is that the German can still stink away one hex at a time, whereas broken British squads might not even be able to rout at all unless they are surrounded by the enemy. Still, the entrenched should allow the defenders to hang in there longer than they otherwise might and trade blows with the encroaching enemy. Of course, the entrenched are necessary to survive the bombardment—that goes without saying—and this encounter will prove a useful study of the various layouts possible with a combination of such earthworks and the hillock. In case you haven’t noticed, this was the section detailing the British Advantages! Pray for massive ROF with the HMG.

British Disadvantages: Firepower, Surrounded

If the three mortars were all used to fire HE in one Fire Phase, they should be able to get off about 124 firepowers. But the Germans wield 124 firepower factors. Use the mortars to fire IR, the
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complishing the same result. Fighting for control
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leaders makes this one of the best-led groups we've

to their British counterparts, but the total of six

the battlefield thanks to the night attack and limited

Visibility of three hexes. As discussed in the British

Encirclement, Night

Not only are the three leaders with DRM superior to

their British counterparts, but the total of six

leads makes this one of the best-led groups we’ve

seen. Every three German squads have a leader

to guide them through the night. And these six will

and themselves with an idyllic moment as they

hustle to direct the fire of ten MGs in addition to

those squads. They will be able to position them­
selves in carefully selected spots covering 360° of

the battlefield thanks to the night attack and limited

visibility of three hexes. As discussed in the British

section, this will allow ample opportunity for En­
circlement. Each unit of the three leaders will have

no excessive risk as all are accompanied by at least one

leader (and usually two) to bring back any of the

troops who fall a MC. In fact, I can’t fault a single

item in the German arsenal for their attack on the

fort.

German Disadvantages: Time, High VP Requirement

Now that I’ve said the Fallschirmjaeger look so

strong that maybe they cannot be stopped, how can

there be any disadvantages to consider? Well, they

will get into the fort and tear up the British alright.

The only matter to be settled is whether they do in

enough of them fast enough without suffering pro­
bhibitive casualties themselves due to carelessness.

One thing which might hurt the German is the

enemy sniper with its SAN of “6”. (By the way,

that is not a distinct British advantage because of

the nearly as effective German SAN of “5”.) But

the Germans can also lose because you spend too

much time getting in close, or fail to avail yourself of

the benefit of Encirclement, or rush into an

HS with an untimely display of unending ROF,

or simply for being too cautious or too bold. You

must score a lot of VP in a short period of time; the

British can win by preserving a mere ten VP

worth of troops, give or take any extra prisoner

points, or by blazing away a few of your stacks and

amassing more points than you can possibly

score. The latter is unlikely, but exemplifies the fac­

that you can’t simply charge into Fort McGregor

headfirst. A little thought and planning will go a

long way here.

German Attack:

I’ve already harped a good deal on the avenue of

approach—all four directions at once, or from at

least three well-spread angles. With ten MGs blast­
ing away from as far off as eight hexes, you might

encircle as many as four locations in a single Fire

Phase. That is probably more than will be presented,

so you get an idea of the impact of this tactic. Even

more important than that, however, is the aforemen­
tioned decision to make a British attack impossible.

While your broken troops will be free to
crawl away from the British, the enemy broken

will often find they are denied even that small escape.

You will find it worthwhile illuminating your own

locations at times to inconvenience the British in

this manner, and their three leaders will never

manage to keep all the squads in Good Order.

The composition of this attacking force will

usually be six Cloaking counters packed with the

18 squads, six leaders and ten SW. On occasion,

it might prove beneficial to throw out a Cloaking

counter with a single HS, but I’d rather not do it

here. I’ll send out 12 Dummy Cloaking counters

this time, but make sure that they don’t step within

the NVR of any potential British positions until the

real troops are ready (because I can’t afford to have

the British shooting off those starshells due to my

own carelessness). The main assault on the wire hits

on Turn 2 and is led by Dummy Cloaking counters.

Should the first of these actually get into wire (or

the second Dummy Cloaking counter is missed by the

fire counter), it will be followed by the cloaked real

troops, moving into the very same hex. The think­
ing here is that if the British didn’t shoot at the first

attempt, maybe they can’t shoot at this hex. It’s at

least some protection, and a definite improvement

over barging in with the real squads first or wasting

time outside the wire. You might mix this up by

sending in two Dummy Cloaking counters separately

and then bringing in the squads. But the point is that

the Dummies are used to reconnoiter a passage

through the perimeter and once inside the fort are

not worth a very great deal anyway, so you don’t

lose much by following their path with more of the

same. Sooner or later the British leader will shoot,

and then the starshells will come out, and then your

troops who have yet to move can elect to Assault

Move should that be prudent. The attack on the wire

is merely designed to get you in as close as you can

with as much as possible quickly, not to keep

sending in squads to a slaughter once the place is

illuminated.

The shortcoming of this plan is that it wastes a

turn. It might be smarter to run right into the wire

in this same manner on Turn 1, hitting the nearest

portions immediately. In this case, however, there

is greater risk that your squads will be hung up on

the wire itself—no pretty sight. The advantage is

that everyone will probably start shooting off star­

shells on Turn 1 instead of Turn 2 as above, which

gives you an extra turn to engage the surrounded

enemy. With the time constraint and the tough VP

requirements, that might be the little extra that you

need to secure a win, despite the fact that it also

leaves your own force more exposed and less coor­

dinated.

I personally prefer the first method because I have

great confidence in the strength of this German

force. I feel that they can take out enough British

troops even if they don’t get into the wire until Turn

2, and that their efforts to score victory points will

actually be enhanced by taking the extra time to get

as far as possible at lower risk to themselves.

In any case, the bet is hedged by the fact that their

entrance into Wire is a sequential procedure, with

some troops already there and some yet to move.

Only the moving units are at risk, and if the British

fire all their starshells at once (which they have to

on the first player turn of usage) the rest of my

troops will know where they can and cannot move

freely. A key to scoring points lies in tak­
ing as many prisoners as possible, while trying to

convince your own squads not to lay down their

arms as well. A slightly cautious approach, then,

will help prevent your squads running into a loca­
tion where they might be broken and captured before

you can bring in relief. The other end of that

spectrum is the use of most of your strength to break

the enemy and hold off his remaining troops while

several of your squads move in to capture the broken

foe. Surrender here will only occur as part of CC,

and the way you force that against broken troops is

by moving adjacent and keeping the broken unit

surrounded so it cannot Low Crawl away from you.

Then you move in during APH and take them

prisoner in CC. A totally different sequence than

taking prisoners in CC. In daylight, but just as effec­

tive once you’ve master it.

The endgame should see you mixing it up at close

hand with the British in and around the summit hex

area itself, scrambling for those last few VP. You

might have left a few squads out a bit from the main

action in order to continue to ensure that you could

pump in more encircling fire from relatively secure

firebases; but more likely the German will have

everybody inside pouting away at point­blank range.

Once the enemy HMG was pinpointed, you threw

everything you had at it, so that weapon

should have been silent for several turns already.

If you have captured it, surely you were smart

enough not to fire it. Notice that even if the enemy

is cut off in the wire but have enough SW at your

disposal to make a sniper attack since such an attack
does not necessarily signify fire from the sniper him­

self (or themselves), and the Sniper counter is not

moved on the occasion of such an attack. If it comes
to CC, your squad-to-squad advantage still brings

victory in short order, so the enemy will continue to

try to back away from you. If you anticipated the

wire and these initial British shots without taking

more than several losses, and if no one (like the enemy

sniper) manages to nail your 9-2, it’s “attrition time”

and you should be able to grind away at the enemy

until there aren’t any left.

Conclusion:

Mortar fire hits the isolated little hillock, its

defenders shielding their eyes from the blasts so as

to be able to see when the enemy comes in on the

heels of the barrage. Some of the wire will surely

be pierced by this devilry, and the attack can be

expected from all directions. The barrage lifts and

the Vickers is made ready. Rounds of IR are

brought forth by the mortar crews and the little

game of cat-and-mouse begins. Motionless Tornados

can feel the enemy grouping out in the dark. There

will be an end to this maddening waiting game soon

enough, when the madness of fire and death envelops

the scene once again.

Scenario 41

A Bridgehead Too Wet

Rating: 55% British

Attraction: A little rain; a little open desert. A wealth

of British weapons trained upon the onrushing

enemy who, in turn, hammer the trenches with

100mm artillery. A fleeting armor duel runs its brief

course, and all that remains are the infantry, strug­

gleing with one another yet again, long after the guns
and the tanks have consumed their ammo stores and broken down.

**British Advantages:** Infantry, Support Weapons, Trenches, OBA

It is a rare day when the defender of trenches can boast 17 squads against only 21 attacking squads who must cross open ground to win. Of course, the Germans bring other strength into this fray, but their infantry and trench fortifications are less valuable than those of the British. With your support weapons, you can keep the seven enemy halftracks away; 16 SW able to knock out those halftracks make for a quick lesson to be learned by any disrespectful German who doubts the capabilities of those MGs, ATs, and MTRs. Let him come into range and try his luck! If this situation could be reduced to an affair without tanks, I would wager the British a 90% rating for victory. Their infantry in the trenches are that tough. And, as we have seen at Fort McGregor, the trenches are what reduce the German OBA from a straight 20FP to a “20(+4)”, which is why I can list the British 70mm OBA as an advantage. For 70mm might even be brought in as Harassing Fire if the enemy squads/halftracks are nicely grouped. Any targets you catch within the two inner rings of Harassing Fire will take two attacks (unlike a full concentration FFE, which units not in the exact center can exit after only one attack). Also, the British have the very bestBattery Access deck in the game; bring that and you can even see the enemy with those FFE covered from the enemy infantry on their run toward the trenches, even though it is you who must move in on the attack. The front armor of these two tank forces are comparatively small, but the German guns are substantially superior. Add to that their ability to hit better at 13+-hex range, APCRs, and the 9-1 armor leader, the pre-game bombardment which might be fortunate enough to eliminate a Valentine (or at least cause some immobilization), and the fact that it will be the German crews who first CE the tanks (and not the British due to the contrast between the machinegun strengths of the two groups and of the two OBA), and you have the makings of a tank battle which should end with you driving the only tanks on the field. The British do have multiple hits to cheer them, and they might even manage to shroud a tank or two in smoke and thus hide them from their eliminated AFVs that you will have difficulty nailing those last few. But that’s where your “Attacker’s Prerogative” allows you to maneuver around the battlefield, aided by the screening rain, until you attain new fields of fire. This is a rare day when the defender of trenches can boast 17 squads against only 21 attacking squads who must cross open ground to win. But this tactic might buy some time. At least it might spare your tanks and force a discouraged German to move in closer on Turn 2 rather than waste more time trying to roll “3-5” with his CE tanks, a matter of great worry for anyone who ever faced down hostile FFE. The longer your tanks are on the board, the more the German must be concerned about what they will do to his halftracks, which are a force onboard, and a defender; you cannot let your guns prey on those targets, so your concealment play might buy extended life for the tanks as the panzers start up and move on in Turn 2. The beauty is that concealed tanks have two options, in addition to the “option” of doing nothing. They could fire at the panzers if conditions seemed right, but it is more likely that they consider that these two options are always available for the Vals, but the option to remain concealed only works if they set up in scrub. In thinking firing away at the panzers is about as straightforward as anything could be, and would argue that it will also probably signal the end of all seven Vals (another straightforward matter). Going for it is a small risk, of course, for you might leave behind the 57L to singlehandedly challenge the panzers head-on while the rest of your tanks head out in a flanking action, maybe three on a flank (remember my discussion of “Blazing Charlots”) to counterattack the enemy side armor. Staying in motion and at a 13-hex range, if possible, these small targets will cause the German great concern not only for the weak side armor of his tanks, but for the vulnerability of his soon-to-enter halftracks and infantry as well. I expect him to react against this threat, which should afford the 57L several turns to engage the tanks of the Panzer IVs that are longer than normal. Tying up the tanks in this manner also keeps them further away from your infantry an extra turn or two, which is welcome relief from those potent panzer machineguns.

**Back at the trenches,** the widely dispersed infantry try to maintain their concealment for as long as possible. When the Axis tide finally begins to lap around the fringe of your outposts, your troops will fall—on that you can depend. But the Germans will have trouble moving from trench to trench, and you will be able to bring fire upon them from the remaining isolated pockets of resistance. It will be much more difficult for the enemy to capture seven widely dispersed trenches than to capture seven clustered all together, although the trade-off is that your own troops have suffered more for their isolation from the four leaders.

Finally, the third British defense possible tries to find a happy medium between the first two. Spread the trenches out from 27CC to 28BB, with a hex separating each of them. The tanks go in the scrub against the flank, with the hope that the other side will separate the tanks, so that the frontline troops can rout back to them when they break. Since this is a “compromise” defense, you can expect to suffer some of the problems of the other two—as well as enjoy some of the benefits. You might want to try firing a few of the tanks off right away while keeping the others concealed. I bet the German player will then gang up on the ones which fire, the easy targets. This will lose the tanks which fire, while prolonging the lives of those that remain concealed. I think that is a valid tactic, for I’d rather get into the middle game with some functioning AFVs than have the whole board full of buttoned-up and found and destroyed from their eliminated tanks. The British do have multiple hits to cheer them, and they might even manage to shroud a tank or two in smoke and thus hide them from their eliminated AFVs that you will have difficulty nailing those last few. But that’s where your “Attacker’s Prerogative” allows you to maneuver around the battlefield, aided by the screening rain, until you attain new fields of fire. This is a rare day when the defender of trenches can boast 17 squads against only 21 attacking squads who must cross open ground to win.
and throw in every form of HE at hand. The first method will probably take the tanks, and the second will probably score more DVP than the British, neither will likely win the game. The open desert must be crossed, but it must be done in a dispersed formation or the poor infantry will never get there; neither will the halftracks. The following section details some points of the attack, but key to it all lies in how you move across all that open desert without being detected. That you must move dispersed we can agree, I believe, and it is a regrettable truth that this dissipates your firepower. In my book that is less an evil than tossing out my squads in stacks for FFE to obliterate, or herding my halftracks together in an open formation and expose them to rip fire at close range. It will work on open-top vehicles. I've done that in the past, and suggest you try it if you haven't been a lucky recipient to date. Once will be enough.

The last thing I do will be to assail these Brits with my halftracks. Letting the enemy destroy these vehicles is the surest way to jump behind the eight-ball of DVP. The infantry and the tanks shouldn't be expected to compensate for the loss of these points...that is simply asking too much.

German Attack:

As advertised earlier, the tanks lead the way and will be used for the first half of the game or so to take out those seven Valentines. Highest priority must be placed on the Val VIII, for its 57L gun with a "15" TK number can wreck your armor of "6" and "4-8" readily. If the British player places the SPW in front, I would concentrate all three MK IVs on it, CE, at a range of no less than 13 hexes. Since the Valentines are all small targets, you will trade your 50Ls remain even. So I'd go CE in order to gain the upper hand here. It's much less likely the sniper might find them instead of the tanks.

If the halftracks are not entering until Turn 4, I would be tempted to remain at long range and pop away at the concealed Valentines for a turn. Any of them can manage to hit and lose their concealment, and at least then will be reasonable targets. Another option along this same line of thinking is to leave the halftracks offshore until even Turn 5 or later. In fact, this might be the smartest move of all, although it probably would be better to bring in at least the SPW 251/sMG in order to utilize its two HMGs. One benefit of such a tactic is that any British attempt to break out the Valentines into your rear will in turn force you to move on the处于 2/in lieu of Prep Fire. With close range action, both sides will be rolling some quite potent TK numbers.

Or without the halftracks, the infantry must be working their way eastward. Like your tanks, which should be separated only by enough hexes to prevent the normal FFE hitting more than one of them, your infantry ought to advance across a wide front to minimize the effects and spread that 70mm OBA. However, it probably would not be a good idea to spread out across the entire playing area with everyone at once, so the infantry might try coming in on waves. Since there are 21 squads, how about sending in three waves of seven squads in each of the first three turns? Seven squads separated by three hexes cover a good deal of ground, so this kind of attack still consumes a full board-width of terrain, and I would definitely pick either board 27 or 28 for the attack, distaining 26 in the center. The leaders don't come on until Turn 2/3 and then spread out at first. As they advance to the east, they will be picking up the broken pieces of the infantry which went down before them. With six leaders available to Eisenbahn these dis-spirited troops there is no need to gather together in large stacks for rally, which would only attract additional fire. Not only are these leaders so valuable for fire direction that they can afford to leave broken troops behind in this engagement, for you will need every squad you can get up close in order to take those trenches away from the British.

I hope to enter the end game (Turn 8-10) with a tank or two in service facing no Valentines, roughly equal numbers of squads with the British, and my halftrack force intact because I hid them from the Vals, and late enough for the enemy OBA to have depleted itself. If the British still have a tank advantage or a substantial infantry edge, I will have to use the halftracks aggressively to try and compensate. But I'd much rather use them from a distance while my infantry moves in for the win. This would allow the halftracks to help, while preventing their loss which, as detailed earlier, might be too many lost DVP for me to handle. One of the tricks of the trade which favors the infantry in their assault on the trenches is the 100mm FFE planted on the defenders there. Even if it doesn't break them, it adds a +1 DRM to their fire (which will hurt them more than it hurts me shooting into it because they already have a +2 TEM, whereas I have nothing—the rain DRM being equal). Of course, if the rain stops I might be in big trouble, but this could actually improve my chances of dropping smoke onto the enemy. Viewed from the vantage point of its effect on smoke, the rain might actually be considered detrimental to my attack. But we all have had plenty of experiences in which smoke might have won a game for us, yet failed to land for one reason or another. True, smoke late in the game might be a real winner, but the universal screening of mist is what allows the attack to reach far enough into the east to bring a chance to take those seven trenches.

The end of the game should be a lot of CC. Those British squads are very tough and may refuse to break despite all your firepower directed at them. Once you're in the trenches, you will have at least gained a haven from which to organize, stack and launch the next series of assaults upon the other trenches. A close game, you may have to rush in the vehicles to help get your squads into close combat. That is, the tanks or, shudder, the halftracks enter the enemy hex to keep them from shooting at your infantry who run up adjacent. It's probably just as well that the halftracks cannot enter a trench hex to try this tactic. The regrettable thing about doing this, however, is that the vehicle in the CC hex will allow the British to attack sequentially. But it may be the only way to get your troops there. Remember that a MC failure on that pre-game bombardment which rolls Original Doubles causes Casualty Reduction (C1.82). This simple little rule could eliminate the British 9-1 and everybody stacked with him. Never overlook the slightest rule that might bring you an advantage.

Conclusion:

The panzers tear into an overmatched contingent of Valentines. Artillery from both sides adds its roar to the tumult, and the defenders huddle in their trenches. Through it all, somehow, miraculously, come the enemy infantry. The defenders grit their teeth and edge up to their posts; if they can cross the open, we can mow them down. But what do those guys eat for breakfast, anyway?

Scenario 42

Point of No Return

Rating: 50%-50%
Attraction: The New Zealanders have blundered into a trap of the sort an astute ASL fanatic knows only in his worst nightmare. He faces down a 10-3 leader, three other -1 leaders, six guns, fifteen SW, seventeen squads, and a pre-registered 80mm OBA. His force is heavily outnumbered. The three groups, and half six Valentines are exposed and in motion. The German will hit hard on Turn 1 with only the hope of Light Dust between life and death for the lead group of New Zealanders.

British Advantages: Mortars, Smoke, Reinforcements

I might have listed open terrain as an advantage, since the Germans must cross a great deal of it. But it also contributes greatly to the demise of your westernmost group and inhibits mobility between the eastern defenders, so it warrants no clear advantage for either side. Of the five mortars, you should have opportunity to use four, with that one in the western detachment probably clattering to the ground when its possessing half-squad bites the dust. In the absence of any outstanding MG fire, these mortars will be expected to supply much-needed HE as well as fulfill their primary function of landing smoke in some choice enemy positions. The six Valentines can fire off their sM; the FFE could even lay smoke and at least causes a +1 Hindrance per hex due to the Light Dust, V5 adds yet more confusion; and the whole thing is compounded by the mild breeze and drifting smoke. Should the Germans also lay in some smoke and stir up the dust with their vehicles, this battlefield will turn into one big mess. Certain parts of it will favor the attacker and allow German 50L ATGs (and hopefully their 10-3) with smoke is an outstanding advantage. This kind of cover will also allow some movement of your dispersed squads without suffering the FFMO modifier, and help you to concentrate enough force in the eastern end of board 25 to hold the victory hexes located there long enough for your tanks and other troops you receive on Turns 4 and 5 to begin the victory, for you won’t achieve it with what starts the scenario onboard.

British Disadvantages: Dispersed, TEM, Time

That these troops are dispersed and command very little beneficial TEM are game terms which define “command” as anything having to do with direct contact with the enemy, and will suffer much as they wrangle with this dilemma. The process by which the Germans direct heavy fire at them in order to break them, keep them under the effects of DM, double break them to cause Casualty Reduction, and force Interdiction NMCs upon them is abetted by the ten turns available to effect their total demise. If the New Zealanders hang around for such abuse, there will be no any of them left after just five or six turns and the game will end well before the turn-ten deadline. And yet, the defenders cannot all hide, or the assault will be upon them in an instant. There are Germans in your rear, a short skip-and-a-jump of the victory hexes, some defenders must show themselves in order to prevent unacceptable free movement. Sure enough, these defenders will draw enemy fire, which at least precludes the firing units from moving that turn.

British Defense

I don’t expect to be able to hold hex 27015, although I do intend to make the German pay for taking it. I have an advantage in armor, but will probably lose that advantage on the first turn unless the German is unlucky with his guns. Still, I shouldn’t lose all six Valentines; and the other six vehicles, believe it or not, will be plenty for the panzers to worry about. With the exposure of my force weighing heavy on any scheme I might want to try, the inevitable conclusion is that my starting positions can only be chosen with preservation foremost in mind. To that end, I will try to protect the western troops by dispersing them even more in an attempt to provide the German so many targets that maybe some few of them will escape to the east. By starting (two of the squads in this group deployed as Tokens on board 25 to hold the victory hexes, the German sees 14 target squares. I am not at all concerned about the loss of my ability to strike back at the German, for his force is all protected by crest status and I have practically no chance of harming them no matter what. Besides, if I put the 9-1 with a squad and LMG (my best attacker) and place it at the eastern end of board 25, I hold tight that the best troops here must set up in the S5 area so that when the Rout Phase comes they will be able to run away from both the Germans in the wadii and other enemy troops seen in the 25K6 region. Broken New Zealanders in the area southwest of S5 would not be able to rout very far to the east down the wadii unmolested, and with extended wadii movement toward the crags themselves as the goal. I don’t favor this approach, for it leaves these squads over-exposed to the enemy in the 25K6 area and sacrifices the hilltop. Also, it will deny the carriers and portees their rightful chance of inflicting some serious hurt on the hilllock—which just happens to be the best piece of terrain for these vehicles to contest. Back there, at least they can hide from those awful 50L ATGs and concentrate on the German vehicles and infantry, which they are much better prepared to fight. Nevertheless, I might put a unit or two in that northeastern corner and try to slide them over to the wadii. The 9-2 would attract a great deal of attention, and his addition to the crag defense might do much more than compensate for his absence at the hilllock. But the Germans will probably be able to hit any-one there with a 12c-1 attack (always plus the Light Dust) and will like exploiting the 9-2 to that, especially since he would then have to rout to the southeast if he breaks and take Interdiction or leave himself exposed to DM fire by Low Crawling. A squad or a couple of HS might try this trick, but not my 9-2 leader, despite the fact that the fire he draws will greatly benefit the 9-1 and his group at the crags. I’m not one to risk something as valuable as my only 9-2 for this. The final trick here would be to designate a HS as possessing the hidden radio. He might then slide into the wadii unmolested. If you could pull off this maneuver, it would be a real coup because the radio over there will be able to see both the German in F7 and the troops visible there due to the hilllock; and since it can’t be used until Turn 3 anyway, what do you lose by trying this once? The most troublesome group to deploy is on board 25. I’d like to suggest locations which afford some TEM and also allow avenues of rout should things turn nasty. But I can’t, for I don’t see any available. The smartest thing may be to set up as far east as possible, but that would allow the enemy to come forward toward the crags too easily; and should your troops rout at that point, they would be moving away from the crags which they must defend. For these reasons, I will put them in the front lines and trust to their morale, the Light Dust and my own luck. Squads go in the 9-2, the 9-1 in F4, HS with the mortar in D2, and the Valentines are in C1, A2 and A6. The tanks will try for the same kind of smoke and free VCA change (for the one in C1) as the western group on board 27. Their ability to generate such smoke might be limited, but they are more likely to be able to fire from the remnants headed their way—or at least provide them some covering fire and smoke. I would start all the infantry I could behind the hilllock so that they will be out of enemy LOS. The Portees, too, should be screened and set up in the far southeast corner with the carriers. Keep in mind that any known unit which begins at the edge of the hilllock in, say, E6 or F4 might attract that pre-registered FFE on Turn 1. Likelihood that this is where that pre-reg hex is will be high, because the German player wants to go after the 9-2 (your single most valuable piece). By showing only concealed units, you might convince the German to withhold his OBA rather than chance loss of that automatic black draw on an additional draw of red (for lack of a number at the edge of the hilllock).
after that devastating enemy fire, so they set up to try and save themselves. Even should catastrophe strike, the Germans take the early days that will probably mean that their entire board 25 commitment went after those crates and when my western troops therefore made out much better than had some Germans been in the 25U area to complete the annihilation of that group. But I really expect the enemy to sit in their trenches and pound away at me for several turns. Were they to come across the open while my strength was even partially intact, the price they would be too high for them to hold the charges against the counterattack of my Turn 4/5 reinforcements.

The end of the game should be determined by how well the New Zealanders were utilized and how effective the New Zealander reinforcements are. The Germans have plenty of time to do whatever they want with the attack, and I can’t see a New Zealand victory if all we do is delay. We will have to go for the kill, and take out as many enemy squads as possible.

German Advantages: 10-3, SOL ATGs, Initial Prep Fire, OBA

‘Plenty-of-punch’ is what the Germans have. When have you ever seen a scenario begin with one side blasting away with everything it has at an opponent sitting in the open? The Germans not only command the firepower to hand the New Zealanders a solid thrashing, there being no such thing as avoiding flat-footed and leaning into the punch. The biggest problem your initial Prep Fire will tender must surely be how best to split all that FP in order to bring misfortune down upon the most enemy units as possible. That some of them will break is a foregone conclusion. The question is how many and can some be eliminated at once? The OBA, with its pre-registered hex is something you might decide to hold in reserve; there will be enough destruction without consuming that automatic black draw on this first game turn. My opinion is that it would be better spent on a later turn when the assault eastward will welcome the extra cover while most of your troops are moving.

German Disadvantages: Armor, Rally

While the Valentines might be able to stand up to the panzers (and even the 50Ls), or at least can hide from the ATGs after Game Turn 1, the German tanks will not take much from the 40L guns of the New Zealanders. It is therefore a good idea to avoid dueling with the Vals, and should instead occupy their time with the enemy infantry; and the IIIG alone will not be a match for more than one Valentine at a time. The enemy tanks must be handled by your ATGs which, regrettably, might be shrouded in smoke and are, at least unable to respond once the enemy leaves their LOS. The carriers and porters would be fine targets for your tanks, but those double-small target carriers will usually be in motion, and if you try to square-off against the portees with their 3ROF 40L guns with nothing but armor, you are inviting disaster. (Your 10-3 is the guy for the attack on the portees.) Still, it will be best to use the armor as aggressively as discretion will allow in order to preserve your infantry in their attack across the desert. The squalls will face some amount of exposure to enemy fire, and some will undoubtedly break. The problem with this is that you will need to leave behind some leaders to bring back those who have grown disenchanted with this little war. The 10-3 is too busy leading the attack, as is the 9-1 to the northeast. One of the leaders on board 25 is commanding the radio, and the reinforcements are not immediately available. It doesn’t add up to a paucity of leaders, but the broken men are scattered across the desert and these leaders simply can’t rally them all immediately. Nine leaders for 25.5 squads is a fine ratio, but attempts to deal with the fallen will leave the Germans all over this contested area east of Sidi Rezegh.

German Attack:

The details of set-up are brutal. I have to put the 10-3 leader into the 25M9, and a group of four 10-3s and an LMG in open status in 27Y2. Behind him, the 9-1 with three squads and three LMGs go in Z2, the 8-0 with three squads and two ATRs in AA3 and the HS with the 50mm MTR in B3B. The Mk III and Mk IIIs go in these same hexes at crest status; the Sdkfz is in the wadi in B24 and the ATO is in Z1. Notice that this may give you two hexes of non-HIP units. The New Zealand player will not be able to locate his sniper in this region, for I will be sure to set up at least six hexes of non-HIP units on board 25. This avoids the tiresome routine of protecting the 10-3 with a screen of HS and other units, saving my manpower for the second half of the game, when it will be made much more difficult by the arrival of fresh New Zealand troops from the east. But I don’t expect to win on Turn 6, although that would be nice. Instead, I am ready for a fight for the very last turn as the enemy continues to pour more and more squalls into the crags. There will be a better chance to bring back his broken units—for their rout avenue back to the wadi and underneath vehicles he will have pulled into the area (hopefully, most are wrecks now) beats my own path back to the trenches by several hexes, and has better cover to boot. If my 10-3 makes it through the battle to the southeast and still has smoke left, I might try to set a trap for the assault, he should be able to carry the day. I won’t hesitate to throw my own tanks directly into the attack at this point, using them for overrun, machinegun fire, smoke placement, armored assault, or just to run in and provide some hindrance and TEM DRM.

Turns 8-10 of this one will see some wild attacks should be able to carry the day. I won’t hesitate to throw my own tanks directly into the attack at this point, using them for overrun, machinegun fire, smoke placement, armored assault, or just to run in and provide some hindrance and TEM DRM.

CONCLUSION

A brief review of this treatment of the eight scenarios of WEST OF ALAMEIN reveals that I have rated four pro-German, three Even, and only one pro-British. I’ve called them as I saw them; had I clung to my sentimental favorite, the British would have fared better—but at the cost of what I perceive to be accuracy. As mentioned at the outset, I’ll still choose to take no matter what the odds are, if given a preference. But I don’t think we have to base our final judgement of any given scenario on whether it is, or is not, “perfectly” balanced. I’m all for playing scenarios which truly do favor one side over the other. There is a great deal of excitement to be had when facing overwhelming odds, or even playing with the odds stacked slightly against you. One of the beautiful things about ASL is that the tremen-
The West of Alamein scenarios are probably the most tightly balanced group we've seen in any module yet. They are unique in that, which neither hold against them nor brandish here as final evidence of their worth. I have enjoyed playing them and plan to continue doing so. That, in my estimation, is the proof of their success. They will continue to be played regularly. We have now seen the desert (which hung about this game system like some 'boogy man' ever since it was first mentioned back in the days of the 'old' game) and we have played it and now we know it well. Never in my wildest dreams did I expect to actually enjoy the desert game. This has been the biggest surprise of my gaming life, and I am thrilled to be at liberty here to publicly print this note of thanks to The Avalon Hill Game Company, and particularly to Bob McNamara who brought the desert into my gaming room. As one of those old lines of advertising might have said about this game: "Bob is going to make a killing selling shovels to all the owners of West of Alamein so they can get the sand out of their hobby rooms."

**ELITE CLUB**

Members of the club earn a 10% discount for LIFE on mail order purchases of any product from The Avalon Hill Game Company, Microcomputer Games, or Victory Games. This includes games, play-by-mail kits, parts, magazines...everything. This 10% discount will apply to any single order each year—a true savings for the buyer in these days when every penny is important. The best just got more affordable than ever.
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In his otherwise excellent article on *KREMLIN* ("Power Politics" in Vol. 25, No. 1), Donald Greenwood throws down a small gauntlet: "KREMLIN is a game of power politics for three to six players. Hermits who can’t gather a group of three or more can stop reading now." Fortunately, despite being one of those "hermits" who has trouble rounding up more than one other player, I read the rest of Mr. Greenwood’s article and the accompanying "Blood in the Politburo", and rushed out to purchase *KREMLIN*. The following rules are offered to help others enjoy this excellent game when that elusive third player can’t be found.

**General Rules**

1. In a two-player game there is a third player—a "Dummy" whose actions are automatic (much like the Rasturn in *MERCHANT OF VENUS*). The Dummy’s actions are completely controlled by the system outlined below. All normal *KREMLIN* rules apply to the Dummy, except as modified below.

2. At the start of the game, choose an unused Faction for the Dummy. Place the Dummy’s ten IP markers (one each numbered 1 through 10) in a cup, along with the IP markers of any other faction not in play (these are considered "blanks"—for those with spare blank half-inch counters from another game, these work even better). Since IP markers are numbered on both sides, the first time a Dummy marker of a particular denomination is drawn, place it face-up (odd numbers); face-down (even) the second time. The Dummy is not given any "Intrigue" cards.

3. At specified times the Dummy must "declare" IP. Dummy IP markers are drawn randomly from the cup as required. If a blank marker is drawn, it is placed aside and the Dummy is considered to have declared no IP this time. Otherwise the Dummy’s faction IP counter is drawn is placed on the appropriate Politician. Except for added IP, the Dummy always declares "first".

4. The Dummy will attempt to declare (make a draw from the cup) on each of the following: the KGB head at the start of the Cure Phase; the Defense Minister at the start of the Spy Investigation Phase; the Foreign Minister at the start of the Sanatorium Phase; the Party Chief at the end of the Funeral Phase. In each instance, if the indicated Politician is "inactive", then the Dummy will draw to place IP on the acting head of that office.

5. The Dummy does not draw an IP marker from the cup under any of the following conditions:
   a. the Dummy has more than 2IP already declared on that Politician (exception—adding Influence Points); or
   b. the Politician is age 90 or above, or is ill and over 73; or
   c. the Politician is under a 10+ IP marker of another faction; or
   d. the Politician is under an IP of another faction greater than the highest Dummy IP remaining in the cup (keeping track of the IP played by the Dummy on a side record is a help, although not necessary since all his current IP are displayed on the board).

6. If another faction has previously declared IP on a Politician that is three or greater (i.e., +3IP) than the Dummy marker that has been drawn, return the marker to the cup. Consider this as though no IP were declared, and do not draw again at this time.

7. Use the Basic Game rules to resolve ties, but theDummy player always wins ties of declared IP—even if its IP were not placed first. (However, the Dummy may never place IP on a Politician with a 10+ marker showing of course.)

8. The Dummy may never take any action against itself during the game. The Dummy player will never purge, investigate, bring to trial, condemn, or demote any Politician it currently controls. When determining targets for Dummy actions, in the case of ties for age or rank, a simple die roll will determine (highest die roll) the target.

**Adding Influence Points**

1. Like the other players, the Dummy receives two IP at the end of every third year. Unlike the other players, the Dummy must take these IP as one 2IP marker. The Dummy may not take any "Intrigue" cards, nor divide the added IP into two markers. Further, the Dummy always, regardless of who controls the Party Chief, places its added IP last.

2. The Dummy will place its added 2IP marker following the priorities listed below (from highest to lowest):
   a. on the highest ranked Politburo office that the Dummy can gain 10+ IP on by adding two IP; or
   b. on the highest ranked Politburo member that the Dummy can gain control of by adding two IP; or
   c. on the highest ranked Politburo member with less than 2IP declared by another faction; or
   d. on the oldest Candidate with no declared IP.

3. If the Dummy cannot place its 2IP according to these priorities, it may add its 2IP marker to the end of the next IP list (the Dummy player is always last).

4. The Dummy may place added IP on a Politician on which it already has more than 2IP declared.

**The Cure Phase**

1. A Dummy-controlled Party Chief who will condemn the game by waving this turn will never take the Cure voluntarily.

2. Dummy-controlled Politicians who are only sick will remain bravely at their posts. Dummy-controlled Politburo members who are ill will take the Cure on a die roll of "1-12". If another faction controls the KGB however, add six (+6) to each die roll.

3. Dummy-controlled Politburo members who are ill will take the Cure on a die roll of "1-12". If another faction controls the KGB however, add six (+6) to each die roll.

4. After all inactive Politicians have been cured, the Dummy KGB head must roll a die before each subsequent attempt and compare it with the following chart to determine the highest level of the Party that may be purged this turn:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Die Roll</th>
<th>Highest Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-6</td>
<td>Candidate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>2nd Level Politburo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-18</td>
<td>1st Level Politburo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-20</td>
<td>Party Chief</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Once the highest purge level is determined, the Dummy KGB must choose the first target available at that level, according to the following priority:

   a. the highest ranked Politburo member (or oldest Candidate) controlled by another faction; or
   b. the highest ranked Politburo member (or oldest Candidate) with no declared IP.

6. If there is no eligible target at the highest purge level, continue moving down the Politburo until an eligible target is reached, or you reach the Candidate level. If there is no eligible target among the Candidates, the Purge Phase ends.

**The Spy Investigation Phase**

1. If the Dummy controls the acting Defense Minister, it will bring to trial the highest ranking non-Dummy Politburo member currently under a "r" marker in the Sanatorium. If there are none, it will bring to trial the highest ranking non-Dummy Politburo member currently under a "r" marker. All Dummy-controlled Politicians will vote Guilty.

2. If there is no non-Dummy Politicians eligible for trial, the Dummy-controlled Defense Minister will condemn the oldest Candidate controlled by another faction. If there are no Candidates with declared IP, he will not condemn.

3. Next the Dummy Defense Minister will investigate the two highest ranking Politburo members controlled by another faction (currently not under investigation) if the acting Defense Minister is well, or the single highest ranking member if the Defense Minister is sick.

4. Finally, the Dummy Defense Minister will close one investigation on the highest ranking Politburo member he controls—but only if the Defense Minister is not ill.

**The Funeral Commission Phase**

1. If the Dummy player controls the acting Foreign Minister, the Dummy will nominate the highest ranking Dummy-controlled Politician eligible.
there are no Dummy-controlled Politicians eligible, it will nominate the oldest member it does not control who is eligible. If its name loses the ensuing election, the Dummy Foreign Minister must nominate the oldest eligible Politician that voted "No".

2. All Dummy-controlled Politicians must vote "Yes" for any nominee the Dummy player controls, and "No" for any nominee controlled by another faction (but, of course, the Foreign Minister must always vote for his own nominee regardless).

The Replacement Phase

1. A Dummy-controlled Party Chief will now shift offices at the same level of the Politburo, so that those Politicians currently controlled by the Dummy hold the highest ranks in each level—in order of the member IP, in order of the member IP, the highest IP to the highest rank in the level, and so forth.

2. The Dummy-controlled Politician Chief will now shift offices to the top three offices with Politicians it controls (again, in order of Dummy IP declared), denoting as needed to achieve this. The Dummy Politician Chief may then denote the oldest Candidate controlled by another faction back to the People.

3. Note: A Dummy-controlled Politician Chief may not age more than five years in this phase, nor past the age of 92.

4. The oldest Dummy-controlled member in the 1st Level of the Politburo will promote one Dummy-controlled Candidate to the Politburo, if possible, when he is eligible to do so.

Rehabilitation Phase

1. Dummy-controlled Politburo members never release Politicians from Siberia under any circumstances.

The Parade Phase

1. A Dummy-controlled Party Chief will always attempt to wave, except in the rare cases when he is at the Sanatorium.

**REPUBLIC OF ROME**

*Republic of Rome* is primarily a political game, with military overtones, for three to six players. The game itself is a balanced game. The 1980's edition of the game is a political game, with military overtones, for three to six players. It will be a mistake to classify *Republic of Rome* as a card game. The political wheeling and dealing and the richness of historical detail far exceed that found in most games of that genre. The cards simply make it easy to play, and with sufficient detail to be convincing.

A wargamer addicted to hexes and moving forces around a map may not care for this game. The board is purely a tool and used to track the Republic's finances, the degree of public satisfaction with the senatorial government, and the display of cards which dictate the game action. Each player starts the game in command of a faction of three prominent senators with differing Military, Oratory, Loyalty, and Influence ratings whose goal is to increase their individual Influence to the point where they control Rome. Thus, all the factions are at odds with one another as they jockey for position, cutting deals to undermine each other and promote their own interests.

But this is where it gets interesting. All of these adversarial factions also need to cooperate with each other to run the Senate to enact the laws of the land. The Senate, in turn, rolls the dice to see if it triggers a Random Event. Each player, in turn, rolls the dice to see if it triggers a Random Event. The Random Events can either help or hinder the player. If the dice roll is modified by the Rome Influence, it must be placed in the Forum immediately, where it has the potential of activating the Punic War. Having drawn a card, each player finishes his Initiative by making a Persuasion Attempt to lure other Senators to his faction and attempt to attract Knights to increase his votes and financial clout. After all players have finished, additional Initiatives are auctioned off until a total of six cards have been drawn. Thus, while the Punic War is harmless as long as it is inactive, sooner or later a card drawn will not only activate it, but also increase its strength. The longer Rome waits to deal with it, the greater the danger. Yet circumstances seem constant and intermittent to tempt the players to wait till next time to deal with Carthage. (Lord help them if Hannibal or the 2nd Punic War shows up in the meantime.) Wars are the chief threat to Rome. Not only do they drain her Treasury, but should any turn end with four active Wars, Rome falls and the game ends. Wars need to be defeated quickly, but they often appear in rapid succession and events can conspire to make their defeat difficult. The Random Events alluded to earlier can also visit many of our calamities on the Republic, ranging from Epidemics and Storms at Sea, to Natural Disasters and Provincial Revolts. The Population Phase is over with a single dice roll but it can end the game suddenly if the players aren’t careful. The dice roll is modified by the Rome Consul’s Popularity and an assortment of current events ranging from Drought to Pirates that gauge the “Unrest Level”. If it goes off the scale, the people revolt and all players lose—which means the Senate must constantly balance their War expenditures with sufficient outlays at home. As ever in history, foreign interests must be balanced with domestic ones.

If the Forum Phase provides the action, the Senate Phase is the reaction. The current Rome Consul must oversee elections of two new Consuls. The winners of the election gain influence and then roll
to see which becomes Rome Consul (and presides over the Senate) and which becomes Field Consul (and marches off to war). The new Rome Consul then proposes candidates for Censor until one is elected. The new Censor may then hold trials to prosecute Senators for misdeeds—again subject to the vote of the Senate, albeit influenced by outside factors such as the Population Appeal Table, Tribune cards, the Influence of the accused, and all the votes money can buy. The guilty lose Influence for minor offenses, or their life (or go into exile) for major offenses; the Prosecutor gains accordingly against. If successful, the Field Consul gains cards to enable play of three separate scenarios dealing with the Early, Middle or Late Republic.

It is then off to the Combat Phase to deal with those Wars/Revolts that the Senate has sent forces against. If successful, the Field Consul gains Influence and Popularity. If stalemated, the war drags on with dire consequences for Rome. If defeated, the Field Consul dies (along with a large portion of his force) and Rome is in for some tough sledding. Unprosecuted Wars affect Roman provinces while growing stronger and continue to sap the State Treasury.

Variant Counters
With the third issue of the year (Vol. 26, No. 3), subscribers will be treated to a half-sheet of counters (130, mounted and die-cut) intended for use with several variants appearing in The GENERAL. These counters include new ones for MERCHANT OF VENUS, FLIGHT LEADER, FIREPOWER, and additional markers for TP: STALINGRAD and are necessary for the variants appearing in Vol. 26, No. 1 through Vol. 26, No. 5. There will be enclosed as a bonus for subscribers only, and readers should note that issues purchased at stores do not contain these counters. Nor will this counter sheet be included when customers order back issues showing the effect of religion on Roman politics. Following Prosecution, the Senate gets down to the business at hand: electing Governors, raising military forces, passing Land Bills to quell the populace, and sending the Field Consul off to war to smash the enemies of Rome.

Each turn ends with the Revolution Phase, in which Rome's victorious Commanders decide whether they'll surrender control of their Legions back to the Senate—or march on Rome and try for a military victory!

This is just the bare bones of a system rich in detail. Along the way historical figures such as Pompey, Cicero and Caesar emerge from the ranks of the Senators with special capabilities to liven things up. The game has three decks of color-coded cards to enable play of three separate scenarios dealing with the Early, Middle or Late Republic. Alternately, players can throw playing time concerns away and combine all three into a Campaign Game spanning the life of the Republic. The Advanced version introduces a new office: Pontifex Maximus, showing the effect of religion on Roman politics. Provincial forces, which can get involved in border wars or revolt and march on Rome to bring more spice to the military aspect, are added.

**GENERAL**

**Variant Counters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Pub</th>
<th>Last</th>
<th>On</th>
<th>List</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gettysburg '88</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Advanced SL</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Enemy in Sight</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Up Front</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Diplomacy</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Squad Leader</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Third Reich</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Afrika Korps</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Civilization</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1776</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Kruillin</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>VTP</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Gent of August</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Luftwaffe</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>W&amp;DM</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>B-H</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>TP: Stalingrad</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Civil War</td>
<td>VG</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Flat Top</td>
<td>AH</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And yet another of the "old guard" failed to make this list (RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN), leaving only the seemingly indestructible SQUAD LEADER to match 50 consecutive showings in our survey of what the readership has been playing recently. On the other hand, a pleasant surprise was the return of a number of old favorites: THIRD REICH, AFRIKA KORPS, CIVILIZATION, 1776 and LUFTWAFFE. And, despite the short length of time for responses, we had an appreciable number of survey forms returned, so that cannot have skewed the result. Maybe the readers are simply readying themselves for the many convention tournaments in these "classics" that will appear this summer. Or perhaps this marks a wave of war-game nostalgia. Or perhaps some of the newcomers are just now discovering what fine games these are.
BEYOND THE ELEVENTH CARD

Advanced CIVILIZATION

By Jim Eliason

CIVILIZATION is an abstract game, and it is an abstract system that works well. It seems a little presumptuous to try to make it more "accurate", yet two of its rules have always bugged me (to the point that they reduce my enjoyment of the game). Those are the maximum of 11 Civilization cards that can be held, and the limited number of each type of card. Phillip Hanson (in Vol. 24, No. 5 of THE GENERAL) recommended, "Buy [Civilization cards] for the point value and to avoid scarcity, not to obtain temporary benefits." This is sound strategy for any CIVILIZATION player, but ridiculous strategy for any culture. Civilization cards are meant to represent skills, knowledge and in some cases political institutions. Why is it that a successful culture in this "simulation" can have Pottery or Clothmaking, but seldom both? How many real cultures can you think of with advanced skills like Engineering that didn't have both? How can Egypt prevent Babylonia from acquiring Clothmaking by getting it first? Seeing your neighbors well dressed wouldn't it?

The reason for such unrealistic rules is, of course, to reward the player whose choices of Civilization cards fit a successful long-term strategy. How do we keep the element of strategy in the acquisition of Civilization cards, but avoid these silly limitations? The answer is to increase the benefits of holding each type of card, introduce a couple of new cards, expand trading possibilities, and institute a generalized system that works well. It seems a little "bugged" or "fuzzy", but also information. Either or both parties to a trade can now include a "trade voucher" towards a Civilization card that he holds but his trading partner does not. This credit may be in units of 10 or 20. It must normally be used at the first opportunity. Only one credit can be obtained per Civilization card per trading partner per turn, but credits toward more than one card may be part of a single trade.

Fifth, credits should be more tailored to the characteristics of each card. Currently, each Civilization card (except the three high-value Civics cards) provides one or more credits toward the purchase of other cards. For instance, each card in the Arts group counts five toward the purchase of each other Arts card; each Craft card counts ten toward Craft cards; and each Science card twenty towards another. Arts also give their credit toward Law—Crafts toward Democracy—Science toward Philosophy. There are also a few special credits (e.g., Music counts 30 towards Philosophy). Again, this is good, but knowledge increases geometrically, not linearly. Change the group credits for all three groups as follows: the first card of any group still gives a credit of five towards the purchase of the next card of that group. The second card counts as ten (giving a group discount of 15 now), and each subsequent card in a group counts another 15. This raises the Arts group credit and decreases the Science group credit, which seems reasonable. Logically, Drama & Poetry is more help in acquiring Literacy than Astronomy is in acquiring Medicine.

When calculating group credits for Engineering, calculate each aspect separately—then add them. (For instance, one Science and one Craft give ten, not 15.) These restructured credits also apply toward the high-value Civics cards. In addition, more special credits are given (see below). Where a card gives a group credit and a special credit, both apply. However, at least half the cost of a card must be paid in trade cards and/or treasury. Without this limitation, players can often accumulate enough credits late in the game to buy five or more cards in a single turn.

To implement these ideas of mine, here is an expanded list of credits and special benefits for each Civilization card. Many of these credits and benefits are in the game as it now stands. My changes are noted by the phrases "in addition", "new" or "instead of". Please forgive the redundancy in this list. It is meant to be a comprehensive reference as well as a description. Those who wish to use these variant rules would do well to write them on the back of the Civilization cards. The use of the Expanded Trade Deck (see THE GENERAL, Vol. 19, No. 4) is highly recommended; some of the additional benefits below require its use.

Pottery

Credits Towards Purchase: Crafts group credit. In addition, each unit point lost to Famine gives one point of credit toward the purchase of Pottery, and possession of Literacy gives a credit of ten toward Pottery.

Credits Towards Purchase: Crafts group credit.

Special Benefits: With Grain cards, it reduces the effects of Famine. In addition, all the holder can leave ships at sea (with or without tokens aboard) at the end of movement. Tokens and ships that start the turn at sea must land by the end of the turn however, or they are lost. Unless Pottery is held, ships not in a coastal area with a friendly city or token are lost at the end of the turn. The range of ships is doubled when determining the legitimacy of ships for Piracy (see below).

Clothmaking

Credits Towards Purchase: Crafts group credit. In addition, Literacy gives ten toward purchase of Clothmaking. If using the Expanded Trade Deck, Cloth cards turned in to purchase this card are doubled in value after all other calculations.

Credits Towards Purchase: Crafts group credit.

Special Benefits: Ships move an extra area. In addition, when using the Expanded Trade Deck, a player must hold this card to get the geometric benefit when buying a Civilization card with Cloth trade cards (e.g., four Cloth cards are worth $4 \times 5 = 20$, not $4^2 = 80$ unless Clothmaking was bought on a previous turn). When buying Clothmaking itself and using the Expanded Trade Deck values are double; thus the value of the four Cloth cards is $4 \times 5 \times 2 = 40$.

Metalworking

Credits Towards Purchase: Crafts group credit. In addition, one point of credit is given for each unit point lost in a conflict with another culture that has Metalworking. Literacy gives ten toward Metal-
working; Coinage gives ten; Professional Military (see below) gives ten. Iron, Bronze, Silver and Gold trade cards are doubled in value when used to purchase this card if using the Expanded Trade Deck.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Crafts group credit. In addition, ten towards Coinage and ten towards Professional Military.

**Special Benefits:** Advantage in battle. In addition, when using the Expanded Trade Deck, this card must be held to get the geometric benefit for turning in Iron, Bronze, Silver or Gold cards.

**Agriculture**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Crafts group credit. In addition, each unit point lost to Famine gives two points of credit; Literacy gives ten; Astronomy gives ten. When using the Expanded Trade Deck, Grain cards turned in to purchase this card are doubled in value.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Crafts group credit. In addition, ten towards Astronomy.

**Special Benefits:** Permits an increase in population. New: note that this reduces the effects of Famine and can reduce the effects of Epidemic (see below). When using the Expanded Trade Deck, this card must be held to get the geometric benefit from Grain cards.

**Engineering**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Crafts and Sciences group credits. In addition: two points of credit are given for each unit point lost due to Flood, Earthquake or Volcanic Eruption; a credit of five is given for each city of the player reduced by enemy attack; Philosophy gives five and Literacy gives twenty; Architecture gives ten.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Crafts and Sciences group credits. In addition, ten towards Architecture.

**Special Benefits:** Strengthens city defenses to enemy attack and Flood. In addition, it reduces the effects of Earthquake and Volcanic Eruption.

**Astronomy**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Sciences group credit. In addition, Agronomy gives ten credit towards Astronomy; Philosophy, five, and Literacy gives 20.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Sciences group credit. In addition, ten towards Agriculture and ten towards Philosophy.

**Special Benefits:** Permits voyages across open seas.

**Coinage**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Sciences group credit. In addition, a credit of two is awarded for each city that revolted due to inability to pay taxes. Metalworking gives ten towards Coinage; Philosophy gives five; Literacy, 20.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Sciences group credit. In addition it gives ten towards Metalworking.

**Special Benefits:** Allows changes in taxation. In addition, when using the Expanded Trade Deck, it enhances trade by allowing two additional trade cards to be held at the end of a turn.

**Medicine**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Sciences group credit. In addition, two points of credit are granted for each unit point lost to Epidemic. Philosophy gives five; Literacy gives 20.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Sciences group credit.

**Special Benefits:** Reduces the effects of Epidemic.

**Mysticism**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Arts group credit. This card is now considered an Arts card only. It is not considered a Science for any purpose (it could be argued that mysticism actually impedes true science, but that debate is best left to another forum).

**Gives Credit Toward:** Arts group credit. It must, however, be acquired before Philosophy, and gives a 20-point credit towards that card.

**Special Benefits:** None.

**Music**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Arts group credit. In addition, two points for each city reduced by Civil Disorder.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Arts group credit; and 30 towards Philosophy.

**Special Benefits:** New—Reduces the effects of Civil Disorder (see below).

**Drama & Poetry**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Arts group credit. In addition, two points for each city reduced by Civil Disorder.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Arts group credit. Also, ten towards Democracy, and ten plus the group credit towards Literacy (instead of 20).

**Special Benefits:** New—Receives the effects of Civil Disorder (see below).

**Architecture**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** This card now costs 110 instead of 80. Arts group credit. In addition, Engineering grants ten credits towards Architecture; Literacy gives ten.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Arts group credit. New: only five towards Democracy or Philosophy, and only the group credit towards Literacy or Law. In addition, it grants ten towards Engineering.

**Special Benefits:** New—Cities may be constructed by substituting treasury tokens for some of the population required if this card is held. The population limit of the area in on-board tokens must be used; the remaining required to build a city may be any combination of treasury or population tokens.

**Literacy**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** This card now costs 170 instead of 110. Arts group credit. In addition, Science group credit can also be used to help purchase Literacy. Drama & Poetry gives ten, plus the group credit. When using the Expanded Trade Deck, all Papyrus cards turned in to purchase Literacy are doubled in value.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Arts group credit. Also, 25 towards Democracy and Philosophy. In addition, it gives 20 towards any Science, and ten towards all Crafts, Architecture or Law.

**Special Benefits:** New—When using the Expanded Trade Deck, this card is required for the geometric benefit of Papyrus cards. Also, the special credits gained in trade and for suffering a calamity may be saved indefinitely; otherwise, they are lost after all Civilization cards are bought in the turn. Literacy also prevents the loss of the Professional Military card for failure to pay maintenance.

**Law**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Arts group credit. In addition, Literacy gives ten plus the group credit; Architecture gives the group credit only. Also, grant five for Coinage, two for each city reduced by Civil Disorder, and ten for each Civilization card lost to Iconoclasm & Heresy (see below).

**Gives Credit Toward:** Required for purchase of Democracy. New—not required for purchase of Philosophy.

**Special Benefits:** Reduces the effects of Civil Disorder and Iconoclasm & Heresy. In addition, when cities revolt due to a failure to pay taxes, the player gets to decide which cities revolt instead of an opponent.

**Democracy**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Crafts group credit. Law is required. Drama & Poetry grants ten. Literacy grants 25. In addition, Architecture gives five (instead of 10). Each Civilization card lost to Civil Disorder gives two; each unit point lost in a Civil War grants one.

**Gives Credit Toward:** None.

**Special Benefits:** Reduces the effects of Civil War and Civil Disorder. In addition, cities never revolt for failure to pay taxes and never surrender to enemy attack. If there aren’t the requisite six tokens in stock to replace an attached city, it is eliminated and replaced with whatever tokens are available (even zero) and combat is resolved normally.

**Philosophy**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Sciences group credit. Music gives 30; and Literacy gives 25. New—Architecture gives five only; Astronomy gives ten; Mysticism 20 and (is required). Each Civilization card lost to Iconoclasm & Heresy gives ten; each unit point casualty in a Civil War gives one.

**Gives Credit Toward:** New: five for each Science.

**Special Benefits:** Changes Civil War and reduces the effects of Iconoclasm & Heresy.

Just for some added spice, here are my new Civilization cards:

**The Wheel Cost—110. Crafts group.**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Crafts group credit.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Crafts group credit.

**Special Benefits:** All tokens can move two spaces each turn. They are not allowed, however, to move through an area occupied by any other player’s pieces—but they can move through friendly cities.

**Professional Military Cost—170. Sciences group.**

**Credits Toward Purchase:** Sciences group credit. Metalworking grants ten; Literacy grants 20. One token from the board and one from the treasury must be removed to stock each turn during the Ship Construction Phase to maintain this card or it is turned over; all benefits of the card are lost, and the card must be surrendered (and re-purchased) unless Literacy is held by the end of the turn. If retained through Literacy, the benefits of the Professional Military can be regained simply by paying maintenance in any following Ship Construction Phase.

Each unit lost in battle to a culture with this card grants two points of credit. Each card lost to Piracy (see below) gives its face value (e.g., four Salt grant 12 points). If a culture with this card draws a Civil War, the nominate (the first one to take over defecting units) is granted a 50-point credit towards purchase of Professional Military.

**Gives Credit Toward:** Sciences group credit. Grants ten towards Metalworking.

**Special Benefits:** When combating a culture without this card, the following advantages apply: in conflicts between tokens, the card confers an advantage in the same manner as Metalworking, and the advantages cancel if one player has only Metalworking and the other only Professional Military. In resolving combat, the player without Professional Military must remove two (instead of one) each time a removal is necessary. With Professional Military, only five tokens are required to attack a city (six if the opponent has Engineering). Each friendly ship
The sixth part of my proposal is that Civilization cards that reduce the effects of calamities should have to be purchased in advance. Currently, Civilization cards are bought after calamities are received, but before they take effect. Players can see the calamity coming and buy the proper card to ward it off. Simply change the sequence of play to resolve calamities after trade, but before Civilization cards can be purchased.

Seventh, I have altered the effect of most calamities. The changes make calamities result in damage that is similar to, or worse than, before on a civilization that is highly concentrated or urbanized, and less severe on a culture that is small, dispersed or has the appropriate skills. For variety, two calamities now cost things besides cities and tokens. Effects are summarized below:

A player drawing an Earthquake/Volcanic Eruption suffers one of two events: 1) a massive earthquake reduces a player's empire to 0 points (regardless of what they own, or 2) a volcano erupts destroying all units in areas it touches and reducing all cities adjacent to the destroyed areas. The event chosen must give the maximum number of affected player's cities lost. If several areas are tied for causing the most losses, the volcano choice is made. If this choice is made, the player chooses the first city reduced. If the player holds Engineering, only one city need be reduced by an Earthquake (and the holder of that card cannot be affected by another Earthquake). Engineering cannot protect units in areas devastated by volcanoes, although adjacent cities need not be affected. Earthquake victims receive credits toward Engineering in the upcoming Civilization card purchase phase.

The capacity of a Famine victim's land to supply population limits of the areas occupied by cities. Each city reduces the capacity of one area, and areas occupied by cities are not counted. Divide this number by two, round down, and eliminate all tokens in excess of this number. If any cities must be reduced due to lack of support, they are replaced and the new cities need not be placed in the same area. Famine victims receive credits toward Agriculture.

When Civil Disorder strikes, reduce all cities in excess of three (that is, three or more). One city is saved from each area, but the player may choose the cities. If the player passes, the cities are chosen by another player. The area containing the chosen city loses points equal to one-tenth of its population limit. Again, no area may be completely depopulated. A player holding Medicine in receiving this calamity need only eliminate one city and remove one token from each area at its population limit. A player with Medicine directed to take losses from another player's Medicinal loss, and still loses one city. Epidemic losses create credits toward purchasing Medicine.

What do these new rules do to this classic game-and is such change worthwhile? The new attributes of the Civilization cards present the players with several viable strategies now. A culture can "decide" to be a militaristic one and embark on conquests by acquiring the Wheel, Agriculture, and Military, or pick Rail, Poetry, and Democracy and to make calamities truly random, is that trade cards to the player who passed the calamity and the "pirate" may steal one trade card for each "legitimate" ship that the pirate has in play on the board. To be legitimate, the ships must be within movement range of a coastal area occupied by a city or token of the victim. Clothmaking and Astronomy cards may be bought as normal. Piracy by one player damages Earthquake victims receive credits toward Engineer-
A sophisticated culture is built on a broad foundation of basic skills, and the new rules don't penalize such. A large number of low-value cards is no longer a handicap; instead, they usually provide more credits than a few high-value cards. It is often good strategy, though, to leave one or two of the low-value cards unbound as long as possible to provide a purchase in those turns where trading goes poorly and you haven't enough capital to purchase a good card, but too much to cheerfully discard.

Trading is much more productive because of the option to trade credits and the random placement of calamities. Unlike the original rules, a canny trader would often refuse to make a favorable trade because the other player would benefit more. By having one player throw in a sizable credit towards a Civilization card he has (akin to trading in technology these days), more trades will be consumated fairly. Since even compulsive card counters will almost never know who has a civilization to trade, no one gets shunned during the trading phase. It also behooves players to check out the mapboard positions and Civilization cards that each player has when trying to pass off a calamity. Some of the opponents will be highly vulnerable, while others might be entirely immune. The effects of a second calamity are often minimal after losses suffered in the first one. Also, a calamity can be devastating temporarily but might allow an opponent to pick up a good Civilization card cheaply in compensation. The timing of passing a Piracy card, for instance, can be very important. Try to catch the player who has a nearly completed set of trade cards and steal some from him. There is nothing more satisfying than trading the last Grain card to a player along with Piracy and having your four Professional Military pirates steal a complete 256-point set of Grain cards.

Under my new rules, entering the Late Bronze Age can cause some delay since the group credits have not had a chance to build up, and many trade cards will be of limited value since their geometric benefits will not yet be available. Also, some 155 points in Civilization cards will be required, as opposed to the 15 under the regular rules. In practice, it is not a serious problem. The competition for Salt, Timber, Oil and Wine will be intense in the early turns since their geometric benefits don't require any Civilization card. Even slowly Hides and Ochre can be good trade objects for the same reason. The best early purchases to enhance trading possibilities are Clothing, Metalworking and Agriculture, but since they are all Crafts, buying these cards first will engender delay in getting the three categories necessary to enter the Late Bronze Age. Such a delay was often fatal when using the Expanded Trade Deck and the regular rules. With the new "catch-up" rule, this is now a viable strategy.

As the game goes on, credits of all kinds build up, Civilization cards reduce the effects of calamities, and the pace of progress increases greatly. It becomes hard to bring a leader back to the pack, but there are still several good methods. If he doesn't have a Professional Military, two invaders that do can rapidly lay waste to most of his holdings. Without Law or Philosophy, an Iconoclast & Heresy calamity will halt his progress for a turn. Failing that, a trade boycott can still be effective. I am sure that players have their own methods of bringing low the mighty.

Try these rules next time you get together with experienced CIVILIZATION players. The increase in complexity is moderate, and the game has a much richer feel. This is "Advanced CIVILIZATION".

**Quick Huddle:**

If a "quick huddle" is called, neither team may substitute or change cards on their display without using a Time Out. The defense must use "no strategy". The offense must use the same strategy as the previous play or "no strategy".

**Intentional Downing:**

This can take two forms. After a quick huddle, the quarterback may deliberately throw the ball out of bounds. This takes five seconds and uses a down. The popular NFL play is to "spike" the ball. The other option is for the quarterback to deliberately incomplete a pass after the receiver selection is made and the coverage is revealed. The quarterback has seen his primary receiver covered and does not wish to risk an interception. This is not intentional grounding, uses a down, but no other FAC are drawn for the play.

**Deliberate Safety:**

A team inside their own 20 may elect to take a safety. This is resolved as an ordinary scoring play, but uses no FAC. Play proceeds with the kickoff.

**Measurements:**

Anytime a team is exactly on the yard marker for either a first down, a touchdown, or a safety, they may have been just short or just long enough. If the pass number on the next FAC is even, the team is just over the line. If it is odd, they are short. The measuring takes five seconds and uses an FAC except for incomplete passes which are short; and if all yardage has been gained only by penalty since the last first down, a new first down is automatic.

**Punts & Fair Catches:**

In general, these numbers seem reversed. The shorter punt is more likely to have a fair catch. As one resolution to this dilemma, draw separate FAC for the punt distance and for the return.
Squad Leader Clinic

Mortars are some of the most powerful pieces given to the ASL player. Properly used, they can dramatically alter play-balance. While medium mortars may be used as a lesser form of artillery, and light mortars are often found acting as ersatz MGs, Joe Suchar and I favor taking advantage of their special capabilities. This article will briefly review mortars, their usage in World War II, the ASL treatment, and how we use mortars in our games.

Mortars are usually muzzle-loading smoothbore firing tubes. The firing pin in most mortars is fixed to the base. Drop in the shell through the open bore; it slides down, hits the pin and BANG, off it goes. A heavy baseplate generally holds the tube in place. Altering the leg length changes the angle of flight and range. While there exist examples of trigger-fired, rifled or breech-loaded weapons, all mortars share a very high trajectory and relative inaccuracy. Given the obvious advantages of accurate, breech-loaded, rifled direct-fire weapons, why do mortars continue to find favor?

First and foremost is their relative light weight and portability. Most mortars easily disassemble into base plate, bipod and firing tube. They can be carried in a cart or light vehicles, or even backpacked, into locations no other weapon can reach. Rooftops and dense forest or jungle are mortar terrain. More complex direct-fire weapons can be disassembled, but only by experienced crews with considerable free time.

Secondly, the very high trajectory means that the rounds tend to fall directly on top of the target. Accounts of mortar use in the hedgerows of Normandy tell of units that thought they were protected behind the huge mounds of dirt and hedge falling victim to mortar fire dropping on them. These units were protected, but only from direct-fire weapons. Also, a mortar's high-trajectory fire enables a simple pit or high wall to provide plenty of cover for its crew—whereas a direct-fire gun must be positioned higher and more exposed.

Third, almost anyone can "spot" for mortars. By calling out range adjustments, mortar fire can be directed from almost any elevation you can smuggle a half-squad into. Of course, a trained artillery observer can call down mortar fire—you just don't require his services.

Fourth, mortars are cheap to build and maintain. They lack any form of recoil arrangement (they usually transmit the force of the shot directly into the ground). Often the only mechanism that requires any adjustment is the height/angle of the legs for ranging purposes. There were even Soviet mortars that simplified this into two fixed angles and adjusted range by ports that bled off the propellant gases. Direct-fire weapons, with their recoil-absorbing mechanisms and moving firing pins, are much more likely, round for round, to jam.

Fifth, mortars tend to have a high rate of fire. Generally speaking, you can fire just as fast as you can drop rounds down the tube. This means a battery of mortars can put far more metal on target, in a given amount of time, than any comparable breech-loaded artillery piece.

Last, the unspun mortar rounds fly silently. The "chugging" sound of artillery that alerts troops to "incoming" shells does not apply to most mortar fire. Your first warning of mortar attack is often the explosion of the first round. Particularly deadly against advancing troops.

Nevertheless, mortars do have some notable disadvantages. Their short, un rifled tubes means poor accuracy and short range. The light weight of a mortar tube also limits the power of the projectile's propellant, or greatly diminishes its explosive power. In World War II night fighting, the round often trailed a burning "finger" as it lifted away from its firing tube. This meant that, at night, mortar locations were quickly exposed.

All combatants in World War II used mortars. Many nationalities started the war with a light, front-line mortar in service. Really no more than a glorified grenade-launcher, the limited punch and range of these weapons meant that troops preferred the power of a MG to hauling around the equal weight of a small "meatball thrower". The U.S. continued to use its excellent 60mm mortar throughout the war, as its range (45 hexes) was quite good. Additionally, airborne troops took advantage of a mortar's light weight by using slimmed down versions for local fire support.

The mainstay, however, was the medium 76-82mm mortars. Known as "vest-pocket artillery", this weapon gave the line battalion commander a dedicated indirect fire weapon. This form of fire support supplemented, rather than replaced, regular artillery. Often the mortar teams were placed close behind the front line so as to allow mortar fire both defensively and offensively. All the major combatants represented in ASL to date had their own version of this weapon. The Russian tube was par-...
Mortars are always indirect fire weapons that require use of the Area Target Type. Any good order personnel unit may be designated as a spotter in any defensive use of mortars. Mortars are the only weapons in the game that can fire multiple SMOKE shots. As Indirect Fire, a mortar gets -1 for Air Burst and it always covers its own position. Mortars and AA guns are the only weapons that can retain ROF while using the Area Target Type.

After Action Report—Soldiers of Destruction

GERMAN: 9-2 and two 6-5-8s and LMG in 6Q4, another 5-8 in 6Q9. Place the 8-1 and two squads with an LMG in 4T9. Place the PzJg III/IV in 4Y10 (CA: X9/Y9) and the JgdPz V in 6Y10 (CA: X9/Y9). Both tanks start CE.

RUSSIAN: Put one T-34, the 8-1 leader and three squads in 6N4. At the same time, try a HOLE-PLAYING scenario wherein mortars play a prominent role. Experiment with some of the ideas and suggestions above.

Anti-tank fire is also the realm of mortars. Take a good look at the numbers. In the early years of the war, the lightly armored AFVs are vulnerable to shock or immobilization from fire—even from light mortars. In later years, medium tanks are still vulnerable to 80-mm mortars, with a 16% chance of immobilization, automatic shock, or even a kill. Included are revisions of two more of the original SQUAD LEADER scenarios wherein mortars play a prominent role. Experiment with some of the ideas and suggestions above.

These notes continue the series of commentaries in the Clinic pertaining to the scenarios published with the previous installment of the column (Vol. 25, No. 6 in this case). The intent is to present the ASL player with one of numerous possibilities for defensive setup, attacker initial placement, and basic tactical approaches for both. Having had several months to examine your own approaches to our Clinic scenario, the reader can now compare his findings with our summation.
CONTEST #149

It is nearing the end of a standard game of MERCHANT OF VENUS, playing to $2000. You are the Human player, with $900 in assets (cash and deeds) towards the victory; your problem is the Whynom player, who has $1300 in assets. However, you move first, and if you but roll average dice and get the Pilot Number you wish each turn, you can guarantee a win. The situation appears below, with both your ship and the Whynom ship at the Galactic Base. Other players are not involved in this area, and will interfere with neither you nor the Whynom. At the moment, you and your competitor hold the following:

**HUMAN Player:**
- Clipper Ship carrying:
  - 1 Shield
  - 1 ServoMechanism
  - 1 Pedigree Bolts
- $200 in cash
- $700 in deeds
- IOUs: 1b and 9b

**WHYNOM Player:**
- Clipper Ship carrying:
  - 1 Shield
  - 1 Impossible Furniture
  - 1 Other Shoes
- $400 in cash
- $900 in deeds
- IOUs: 1 and 10

To enter, indicate where you will move and what you will buy and sell on the next two turns (if you get those right, we'll assume that you know the third move, which will bring you victory, as well). For the purposes of this contest, the rest of the map is not in play. Each race shown has all its Goods available, but no Factories are in play on this portion of the map (yet). Remember, you can assume that both you and the Whynom player each will get 14 movement points each turn, and that you will get whatever Pilot Number you may want each turn.

The answer to this contest must be entered on the official entry form (or a facsimile) found on the insert of this issue. Ten winning entries will receive a merchandise credit from The Avalon Hill Game Company. To be valid, an entry must include a numerical evaluation for this issue as a whole and a listing of the three best articles in the judgment of the contestant. The solution to Contest #149 will appear in the next issue and the list of winners in Vol. 26, No. 3 of The GENERAL.
People are fascinated by the idea that they have had a Past Life.

PAST LIVES is a board game which takes players back through history so they can win a past life. The game is intended for entertainment and a means for people to learn more about history and past life experience in a fun and competitive way.

The game is divided into four periods of history: Ancient Times, Dark Ages, Age of Kings, Industrial Age. The players travel backward in time, avoiding hazards and pitfalls. Although the four periods share the same kinds of squares, each age has treasures, twists of fate, and traps which are unique to that time period. In this way, every player actually feels that he is going through and living that part of history.

According to how many points have been gathered, the player will refer to the accompanying BOOK OF PAST LIVES which details a past life from actual history. Everybody gets a life!

PAST LIVES is intended for players of ages 13 to adult, and for those who have a special interest in reincarnation and history. Up to eight players can play at one time.

PAST LIVES is now available from The Avalon Hill Game Company (4517 Harford Road Baltimore, Maryland 21214) for $38.00. Please add 10% shipping and handling (20% for Canadian orders; 30% for overseas orders). Maryland residents please add the 5% state sales tax.
OPPONENTS WANTED

Wanted PBM gamers for SL, DW, GC, 3R, RF, TRC, CAE, 1776, TP:S, STAL, TP, CAE, 40504, (606) 278-4200.

Wanted: if your club is in MD, GA, or FL, send SASE for free newsletter and meeting details.

High Noon, Post 230, is a Civil War wargaming club in Charlotte, NC. We use SL, 3R, and SR rules. Write to: John Martin, 1505 Fireleigh Road, Charlotte, NC 28206

Looking for opponents for a 4 player PBM game of 1812. Contact: Mike Cameron, 1703 E. 53rd St., Nashville, TN 37205. (615) 359-2702

Wanted: players for Sphinx version of GMT's 1812 PBM game. Contact: Greg Meister, 1021 S. Illinois Ave., Bloomington, IL 61701
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MERCHANT OF VENUS

Q. What happens if a player lands on an Open Port in the midst of some system combat? A. He discovers the local Culture, takes their IOU, and can trade with them at that port immediately!

Q. The Guard Plants marker shows a payoff of $150 both on the marker and in an illustration in the rulebook, but on the reference cards the payoff is listed as $140. Which is correct? A. The payoff should be $140. The reference cards are correct and the marker is wrong.

Q. The rulebook mentions that "11-" markers are left over when the map has been set up, but I always have 12 "7" markers left over. Am I doing something wrong? A. No—there are always 12 markers left over.

Q. Suppose a player moves onto Tele-Gate #6, chooses "6" as his Pilot number, and later that turn moves through another Tele-Gate. When he leaves the second Tele-Gate, does he jump back to Tele-Gate #6? Doesn't this count as backtracking? A. He must jump back to Tele-Gate #6 when he leaves the other Tele-Gate. This is not considered backtracking. Backtracking occurs only when you move from dot A directly to dot B, and then try to move from dot B back to dot A later that turn. Moving from B to C and then from C to A is not backtracking.

Q. Can a player buy a Spaceport when he is in an empty orbit box? A. No, he must land at a city, a Spaceport, or an Open Port to buy anything.

Q. When at a city, does trading in an IOU, a ship or equipment to buy a ship or equipment prevent the player from buying or selling goods that turn? A. Trading in a ship or piece of equipment prevents the player from selling anything else that turn, but buying a ship or equipment prevents him from trading in an IOU that turn. Trading in an IOU does not prevent one from selling or trading something else.

Q. When at a port, does the owner of the port get a commission on everything sold or bought? A. No; he must land at a city, a Spaceport, or an Open Port to buy anything.

Q. When choosing exactly which Rastur markers to put in the Active Pool, do you pick markers to correspond to the values shown on the Rastur Mix Card? A. Neither. You take all of the Rastur markers with the values shown on the "Rastur Mix Chart!". For example, when playing to $1000, you take all of the markers showing values from 60 to 110 inclusive (there are 12 such markers).

Q. If a Politician is in his strong post, does the 1-to-aging apply only during the Cure Phase, or can it be used against gaining other SP? A. Only during the Cure Phase.

Q. Once exposed, but not necessarily acted upon, can an Intruder card be returned to the Activity pool? A. Yes—unless someone else has played another card in reaction to it at which point it has been "acted upon".

ADVANCED SQUAD LEADER

A4.15 & B30.44 Can a MMC use Infantry Overrun to enter a pillbox occupied solely by MPs? A. No.

A11.31 & C13.7 Can a player make his ATMM attack in that hex? A. Yes.

A12.15 May a unit Search its own hex? A. Yes. It automatically includes in its hex. Moreover, the Searcher's hex cannot be counted as a hex that may be searched.

A13.31 May Infantry mount a Horse counter that has already moved during that MP? A. No.

B24.8 Suppose a squad fails an attempt to accomplish a Task and as a result is placed under the supervision of an (—1 DRM) commander. If the next time it attempts the Task it is joined by a new squad that tries to help it, does the combined attempts still get a (—1 DRM)? If they fail the combined attempt, are both squads now placed under a Labor (—2 DRM) commander? A. Yes to both.

B27.11 If a squad makes a successful Entrenchment Attempt during its PFPh, can a leader who has applied his leadership modifier to the attempt DR be immediately placed under the squad's Foxhole counter in that PFPh? A. No.

B28.41 If a squad makes a successful Entrenchment Attempt during its PFPh, can a leader who has applied his leadership modifier to the attempt DR be immediately placed under the squad's Foxhole counter in that PFPh? A. No.

R. Once exposed, but not necessarily acted upon, can an Intruder card be returned to the Activity pool? A. Yes—unless someone else has played another card in reaction to it at which point it has been "acted upon".

GETTYSBURG '88

Introductory Civil War Battle Game

$15.00

Obviously, an introductory wargame should have low complexity, be highly playable, excite the players, and win complemented in a reasonable length of time. GETTYSBURG '88 exhibits just these traits. On our ongoing "Readers Buyer's Guide", only three games have a lower "Complexity" rating, and only one has a lower "Playability" evaluation. One can complete a game of this latest incarnation of GETTYSBURG in the space of some 90 minutes (on average), and the "Excitement Level" insures that the novice player's attention won't wander far during play. The "trade-off" comes in the guise of "Authenticity" and "Play Balance" it seems. The realism of GETTYSBURG '88, while better than some on our listing, is not all that it could be in the judgement of many. Undoubtedly, some rules that would have better simulated the situation were sacrificed to keep the game simple; I expect a space of variants offering additional rules for the game to be forthcoming (as the efforts of O. Mr. Blumberg and Mr. Boeche would indicate). As for balance, this rating probably reflects the common perception that the Confederates have the edge. My suggestion would be to allow the novice player to take that role in your playings; and, given that the Reds are on the attack with the potential to change the course of known history, that should excite him even more.

Drawing on 66 responses, the abbreviated ratings for GETTYSBURG '88 will appear on future installments of The RBG. Below are listed all the ratings for this new entry in the ranks of introductory wargames.

Overall Value: 2.42

Components: 2.61

Map: 2.93

Counters: 2.68

Rulebook: 3.68

Complexity: 1.79

Game Balance: 4.33

Game Length (average): 9.11

Shortest: 45 mins.

Longest: 2 hrs., 45 mins.

Year: 1988

Type: 2P

Sample Base: 66

WARGAME RFB

READERS BUYER'S GUIDE

The following games are ranked by their reader-generated overall Value rating. Further aspects of reader response to our titles are indicated by the ratings in other categories. By breaking down a game's ratings into these individual categories, the gamer is able to discern for himself where the title's strengths and weaknesses lie in the qualities he values highly. Readers are reminded that ratings take the form of a numerical value ranging from 1 to 9 (with "equalling "excellent" and "9" equalling "terrible"). However, the Game Length category is measured in multiples of ten minutes (thus, a rating of "18" equates to three hours). A "+" following the Year of release indicates that the game is continued or complemented by additional modules in successive years (for instance, the ratings for SL reflect the entire system—original game plus add-on modules). Game Type a broken down into three broad categories: SO=Solitaire; MP=Multi-Player; 2P=Two Player. Finally, financial data indicates the minimum requirement of 50 responses (see the "Sample Base") was judged necessary for a valid representation; additional titles that garner such will be added to the RBG in the future.
Avalon Hill is seeking another batch of "blind" (i.e., outside playtesters. Seahawks is a proposed game dealing with the age of piracy for one to four players. Volunteers must be willing to spend 20 hours per month in the playtest for a period of three months, and send in monthly written reports. Both solitaire and multi-player testing is needed, so gamers able to enjoy either are sought. Applicants are cautioned that the playtest materials are pre-assembled. Remuneration is limited to a free copy of the published game for each group coordinator. We also have a variant submitted that extensively expands our popular CIVILIZATION game; volunteers to evaluate it for possible publication are needed as well. We regret that, due to the volume of such playtest invitations usually generated, we will be unable to reply to any but those actually accepted for the test.

Still another new 'zine devoted to the postal play of 1830, rolled in the other day. The first issue of Fast Train from Dick Martin features his house rules for play, and announcement of the six players in his initial game. Mr. Martin also put out a call for further players, and for articles and letters concerning 1830 and railway lore in general. Subscriptions, at the going rate, as it should also be stressed, for 10, or railroad games in general, are urged to contact Mr. Martin (17601 Lisa Drive, Rockville, MD 20855) for more details.

We decided to test the readers' knowledge of the rules for ASL in Contest #148. Undoubtedly, ASL has the most complete, extensive and dense rules ever written—which is only natural considering the scope of this greatest of all tactical simulations. Part of the fascination to it lies in the many, many possible events that can occur in a single short scenario. Contest #148 challenged aficionados of the game system with but two questions, the two propositions that comprised our challenge, and the correct answers to them, follow:

1) What is the highest Original DR that will cause a CH when firing at a single squad in a hex that is not overstacked?
   Answer: An Original DR of 12 results in a CH, when an AVF with a 9-2 or 10-2 armor leader fires its MA at a squad that is under a 9-2 Acquisation counter and which is either pushing a large-target Gun, or using a Trailbrk, in an open ground hex adjacent to the AFV. [Base Hit-To = 6; < half of 8 = 3; Original DR of 12.
2) What are two situations in the game in which an Original DR of 2 can never result in a CH against a Vehicle Target Type?
   Answer: An Original DR of 2 does not result in a CH when making an Immobilization Attempt, nor when using MGs, against an AVF.
3 FOR THE PRICE OF 1...

Pick any 3 issues—pay only the single issue price of $4.00. If you want more—fine—pick out 3 more issues. In fact, select as many sets of 3 issues as you want! Then pay just $4 for each set of 3 issues. Offer expires December 31, 1990 or when supply runs out, whichever comes first. Select from these 25 great issues of past years; featured game is indicated under each...
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WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN PLAYING?

Top ten lists are always in vogue—be the subject books, television, shows, movies or even games. The public seems never to tire of seeing how their favorite way of spending their leisure time stacks up against the competition. So, to cater further to your whims (and to satisfy our own curiosity), this is The GENERAL’s version of the gamer’s top ten. From the responses to this form the editors produce the regular column “So That’s What You’ve Been Playing.”

We aren’t asking you to subjectively rate any game. That sort of thing is already done in these pages and elsewhere. Instead, we ask that you merely list the three (or fewer) games which you’ve spent the most time playing since you received your last issue of The GENERAL. With the compilation of these responses, we can generate a consensus list of “your” favorite way of spending their leisure time—what’s being played by our readership. This list can serve both as a guide for us (for coverage in these pages) and others (convention organizers spring instantly to mind). The degree of correlation between this listing, the Best Sellers Lists, and the RBG should prove extremely interesting.

Feel free to list any game of any sort regardless of manufacturer. There will be, of course, a built-in bias to the list since the readers all play Avalon Hill games to some extent; but it should be no more prevalent than similar projects undertaken by other periodicals with special-interest based circulation. The amount to which this bias affects the final outcome will be left to the individual’s discretion.

1. 
2. 
3. 

CONTEST #149

Using the situation described on Page 55, give the next two moves made by the Human player (moving first) to insure victory:

First Turn: Move To: Sell: Buy:

Second Turn: Move To: Sell: Buy:

If the Whynom player moves to 9a and buys no factory:
Move To: Sell: Buy:

If the Whynom player moves to 9a and buys a factory:
Move To: Sell: Buy:

If the Whynom player moves to 9b:
Move To: Sell: Buy:

Issue as a whole (Rate from 1 to 10, with “1” equating excellent and “10” terrible). To be valid for consideration, your contest entry must also include the three best articles, in your view:

1. 
2. 
3. 

NAME __________________________ PHONE __________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY __________ STATE __________ ZIP __________
ARE THE ORIOLES FOR REAL?

The Baltimore turnaround of '89...was it for real... or a fluke?

Your guess is as good as anyone's. Was it due to:

☐ a great manager?
☐ a weak eastern division?
☐ talent is really there?
☐ luck?

We know the real reason! And we're going to share it with you! We've created an authentic baseball board game so realistic that those who've played it for the last 20 years swear by its accuracy.

It's called Statis Pro Baseball!

And the 1990 edition re-creates the 1989 pennant race! We give you statistically accurate Player Cards of every player for all 26 major league teams—that's more than 850 players in all.

With Statis Pro Baseball you can manage the '89 Orioles to see if their season was, indeed, a fluke or the result of a young, talent-laden club on the rise. For that matter, take any one of the 26 teams we include in the game and manage them through an entire season.

Go ahead—we challenge you to re-create the entire American and National League pennant races. You'll be in for some surprises. And maybe a shock or two!

Statis Pro Baseball has been our most popular baseball game for several decades. That's because we've developed a unique system unmatched for accuracy by any of the other "dice-o-matic" games...so unique, in fact, it doesn't even use dice. Instead, all the realistic player performances are generated through the use of patented Fast Action Cards (FACs). FACs deliver accurate results quickly so that you don't have to look up dice-rolls on a bunch of cumbersome charts. Nothing is sacrificed. All baseball situations are covered. Every player has been computer-analyzed for his hitting, pitching and fielding abilities—including bunts, steals, sacrifices, hit batters, throwing; you name it, Statis Pro Baseball covers it.

Can Be Played Solitaire, Too!
Customer surveys tell us that 63% play Statis Pro Baseball solitaire. The game system is so unique that you can play it against yourself without sacrificing the elements of strategy, excitement, and last inning surprises that make baseball the greatest team sport in America. Words cannot aptly describe the fun Statis Pro Baseball delivers. You'll have to see for yourself. Find out for sure why the Orioles were the surprise team of the decade. Who knows—you may have the tools to be a great manager and don't know it—yet.

Select your favorite team or teams of last year and see if you can guide them to a pennant.

Great Teams Baseball
If 1989 left you cold, try your hand at Great Teams Baseball! This is the sister game to Statis Pro Baseball, with the same game system tailored to 10 great teams from out of the past. In this game we give you 10 teams that were headed for greatness but didn't quite live up to expectations. Some didn't even make it to the World Series. But you might be able to accomplish what the real-life managers failed to do.


Available Wherever Quality Games Are Sold!
Statis Pro Baseball ($35) and Great Teams Baseball ($22) are not available near you. Send check or money order payable to The Avalon Hill Game Company. DO NOT SEND CASH!

The Avalon Hill Game Company
Dept. SS
4517 Harford Road * Baltimore, MD 21214

I can't wait to blow away the opposition with my managerial skills. Please send me (indicate how many of each):

☐ Statis Pro Baseball—1990 Edition @ $35
☐ Great Teams Baseball @ $22
☐ Just the 1989 Season Player Cards @ $16
☐ Great Teams Player Cards only @ $10

INDICATE METHOD OF PAYMENT: ☐ CHECK ☐ MONEY ORDER
☐ AMERICAN EXPRESS ☐ MASTERCARD ☐ VISA

ACCOUNT NUMBER Exp. Date

SIGNATURE

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

Add postage and handling: 10% USA; 20% Canada, Mexico; 30% foreign.

Send check or money order payable to The Avalon Hill Game Company. DO NOT SEND CASH!
THE ROAD TO WILTZ

East of WILTZ, BELGIUM, 18 December 1944: The German offensive had surprised the Americans both in its size and intensity. Desperately, the Americans formed scratch defenses to buy time so the key road junction of Bastogne could be reinforced. The Germans had to be delayed or stopped as they drove along the roads to Bastogne. In the early hours, elements of the 44th Combat Engineers, supported by fragments of the 707th Tank Battalion, took over the responsibility for the road leading to Wiltz from the border with orders to hold for at least a day.

VICTORY CONDITIONS: The Germans win immediately upon Exiting ≥ 35 VP off the west edge of board 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURN RECORD CHART</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ AMERICAN Sets Up First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AMERICAN**

Elements of 44th Combat Engineers and 707th Tank Battalion [ELR: 3] set up on boards 2 and 3 as per SSR 2: {SAN: 2}

Elements of the 707th Tank Battalion enter on Turn 3 along the west edge of board 3:

Elements of Volksgrenadier Regiment 39 [ELR: 3] enter on Turn 1 along the east edge: {SAN: 2}

Elements of Panzergrenadier Regiment 902 enter on Turn 2 along the east edge:

1st Company, Panzergrenadier Regiment 902, enters on Turn 3 along the east edge:

**GERMAN**

SPECIAL RULES:

1. EC are Ground Snow, with no Wind at start. However, all roads are plowed and all units may use road bonus/rate.

2. The Americans may begin the game with no more than 21 counters (including Fortifications and all Concealment counters, but not Mines) on board 2 (inclusive of hexrow A), and may not set up in hexrow GG of that board.

3. Bore Sighting is NA.

4. The Germans receive one module of 80+mm battalion mortar OBA.

5. The German player may delay entry of German units as desired.

BALANCE:

+ Increase game length to 15 Turns.

- Decrease game length to 13 Turns.

**Board Configuration:**

ART MTR Roadblock

**13-END**

**Aftermath:** General Cota had obtained authority to pull the 110th Infantry behind the River Clervoe, but Wiltz had to be held. Holding it would block three roads that converged there. Cota sent two companies of engineers with limited support to block the road. The engineers fell, destroy trees, clean fire lanes and spread mines, making the passage a tough proposition. In point of fact, no one on the enemy side wanted Wiltz. But Colonel Kokott, commander of Volksgrenadier Division 26, detailed a regiment to keep an eye on the road. Overstepping their bounds, and drawing elements of Panzer Lehr into the fray, the officers of Volksgrenadier Regiment 29 pushed down the road, in the process driving the Americans back to the banks of the river northeast of town—with sight of the first buildings. Lest his lone armor support be lost, Cota ordered a withdrawal behind the small river and the bridge destroyed.

**Elements of 44th Combat Engineers**: As per SSR 2.

**Elements of the 707th Tank Battalion**: As per SSR 2.

**Elements of Volksgrenadier Regiment 39**: As per SSR 2.

**Elements of Panzergrenadier Regiment 902**: As per SSR 2.

**1st Company, Panzergrenadier Regiment 902**: As per SSR 2.
ST. GOAR, GERMANY, 24 March 1945: Germany's army was beaten. The Rhine river had been crossed at Remagen and elsewhere. As more and more of the Allied forces closed in on the Rhine, there was a growing tendency to simply take it "on the run" rather than shift to an existing bridgehead. Such a situation faced the U.S. 87th Infantry Division as it approached the St. Goar sector. The Americans made good use of a heavy morning mist to get two battalions across the river undetected, but there was a shortage of boats and the formations had to be shuttled over. The Germans, though totally disorganized, did form a semblance of defense based on the local Headquarters unit.

THE ST. GOAR ASSAULT

VICTORY CONDITIONS: The Americans win if, at game end, any one mapboard (whole hexes only) is devoid of Good Order German MMC. An Inherent German AFV crew is considered a Good Order MMC for this purpose unless currently shocked.

BALANCE:
- Exchange a German 8-1 for one 9-2 SMC.
- The U.S. player makes a dr (halved; FRU) at the end of each friendly RPh; the result equals the number of additional squad-equivalents he may land that turn.

TURN RECORD CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GERMAN Sets Up First [214]</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8 END</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMERICAN Moves First</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPECIAL RULES:
1. EC are Moist, with no wind at start. There is Level 1 (and lower) Fog covering the first two whole hexes of the south edge of all boards at start; the Fog DRM (E3.311) is +2. Commencing on Turn 2, the U.S. player must make a dr of "6" to cause the Fog to immediately vanish.
2. All south-edge halfhexes are Water Obstacles. American units must land on whole hexes adjacent to ≥ 1 Water Obstacle. Such landing is considered Hazardous Movement (A4.62) that consumes all MF in the MPh (but does not result in TD). American units that attempt to land on a hidden German unit must instead land on the next turn as part of that complement; the German contents of that hex are placed onboard concealed. Note that six squads (or equivalent) maximum per turn may be landed. One SMC/SW may accompany each MMC landing. No unit may enter a Water Obstacle once onboard.
3. The Germans suffer from Ammunition Shortage (A19.131). The AFV is not recalled, however, if the MA is disabled. Whenever a Mobile vehicle expends the first MP in its current MPh, its owner must make a dr; a dr of "6" permanently immobilizes that vehicle for the remainder of the game.
4. The German command structure was very confused. The German player must make a dr at the beginning of each German RPh. The result is the maximum number of Infantry units (each stack is considered one unit for this purpose) which can move in the MPh. There is no such limit during the APh.
5. The Germans may use HIP for all units that set up in Concealment Terrain. German MMC may set up in south-edge hexes only if in a foxhole or building. The instant that all American MMC have landed, all German units still hidden must be placed on the mapboard, concealed.

AFTERMATH: One battalion hit a German strongpoint and spent the next hour hugging the riverbank. The other was luckier and landed at a relatively undefended area. The German defenders, unable to react to both landings were defeated in detail. The Americans then linked up, and yet another Rhine bridgehead had been established. The ad-hoc attack had worked only because of the poor initial deployment by the Germans, which had allowed one battalion to land and build up unopposed, and of a confused German command structure which was unable to react quickly.